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ABSTRACT 
An unsteady-state porous frit method of diffusion coefficient 
measurement, recently developed in this laboratory, was improved and 
expanded upon. The experimental technique has been refined and docu-
mented. The unsteady-state diffusion of an initially 0.5 N NaCl solution 
into pure water (effective diffusivity -l.480 x 10-5 cm2/sec) was employed 
as the calibration standard. An overall calibration precision of ±4% 
was obtained. Diffusion times of two hours or less were used for the 
non-aqueous diffusivity measurements. The validity of this measurement 
technique was confirmed by the agreement of the measured self-diffusion 
coefficient of n-heptane (2S oC) with literature values. 
A numerical simulation of the frit diffusion process was developed 
and permitted such effects as solvent withdrawal and concentration 
dependency of the diffusion coefficient to be studied. A method of 
evaluating the overall effective diffusivity of the sodium chloride 
calibration standard for the specific conditions employed in this study 
was also developed. A time-averaged solvent volume approximation was 
employed for the data analysis. Numerical simulation confirmed the 
validity of both the NaCl effective diffusivity and the solvent volume 
approximations. 
Diffusivities of a number of n-alkane-n-alkane and n-alkane-
n-alcohol systems were measured at temperatures of 200 , 250 , 300 and 
400 C. A carbon-l4 tracer technique was used in conjunction with the 
frit method. In most cases diffusivities were determined as the average 
of duplicate experimental measurements; agreement of the two measurements 
was generally ±lO%. 
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The measured diffusivities permitted an investigation to be made 
concerning the diffusion mechanism of straight-chain molecules. Compar-
ison of the data with the Stokes-Einstein and Eyring diffusion models 
indi.cated that during diffusion n-alkane molecules are oriented length-
wise parallel to the direction of flow. The group Dll/T was found to 
be constant for the n-a1kanes but showed a marked temperature dependence 
for the n-a1kane-n-a1cohol systems. Contrary to a previously proposed 
theory, the data indi.cated that the ratio of n-alkane diffusivities in 
an n-alkane solvent is not equal to the inverse ratio of solute carbon 
numbers. 
The data were compared to numerous prediction correlations. Several 
correlations. were found to be reasonably accurate for n-a1kane diffusion. 
With the exception of one modified Eyring expression, all correlations 
failed to predi.ct the n-alkane.....n-a1cohol diffusivities with any degree 
of accuracy. A previously unreported failing of an accepted diffusivity 
prediction relation was observed for this class of binary systems. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The binary molecular diffusion coefficient D can be considered a 
proportionality constant between the molar flux of a diffusing substance 
and the concentration gradient of that substance in an isotropic solvent 
medium. Fick's first law equation formalizes this definition in the 
following form: 
(1.1) 
where Nx is the molar flux of the diffusing substance through a reference 
plane, ac/ax is the concentration gradient of the diffusing species 
perpendicular to the reference plane and D is the diffusion coefficient. 
More than merely acting as a constant of proportionality, however, the 
diffusion coefficient serves to relate specific interactions of the 
diffusing molecule with its surrounding neighbor molecules. Study of 
the molecular interaction in liquids provides a deeper insight into the 
complex nature of the liquid state. 
1.1 Diffusivity Measurement 
Accurate experimental diffusion coefficients are useful both to 
test proposed theory and to serve as general design data in such applied 
fields as gas absorption, liquid extraction and reaction kinetics. To 
fill these needs, a number of methods have been employed to measure 
experimentally molecular diffusion coefficients. The more conventionally 
employed methods include the steady-state diaphragm cell, optical, spin-
echo and capillary cell techniques. Unsteady-state porous frit methods 
comprise a second category of measurement techniques. Most of these 
methods are limited by one or more of the following drawbacks: 
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(1) questionable or unacceptable accuracy; (2) long diffusion times, 
particularly for systems of low diffusivity; (3) complex equipment 
requirements; (4) inability to observe diffusion at conditions approach-
ing infinite dilution. A major goal of this investigation was to improve 
an unsteady-state porous frit technique significantly enough so as to 
provide a diffusion coefficient measurement technique relatively free of 
these drawbacks. 
1.1.1. Conventional Methods of Diffusivity Measurement. Perhaps 
the most commonly utilized technique for measuring diffusion coefficients 
is the steady-state diaphragm cell technique first introduced by Northrop 
and Anson (12C)* and later discussed at length by Gordon (SC). This 
method is a relative technique in that standardization of the cell 
diaphragm is obtained by the diffusion of a substance of known diffu-
sivity, usually potassium or sodium chloride. The diaphragm cell tech-
nique does suffer from a major drawback which stems from the analytical 
assumption that a linear, steady-state, concentration gradient exists 
across the diaphragm. To approximate this condition, a prediffusion 
step is usually employed that, depending upon the value of the binary 
diffusivity, may require from several hours to a day or more to perform. 
The duration of the actual diffusion time varies from one to several 
days. Although some recent work by Pikal (13C) suggests that the cum-
bersome prediffusion can be shortened, a quicker method for diffusion 
coefficient measurement would seem desirable. This is particularly true 
where a large number of diffusivity values are to be measured or where 
the system's binary diffusion coefficient is small, i.e. on the order 
of 1 x 10-6 cm2/sec. 
*References cited in Chapter I are given in Appendix A. 
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One of the most precise techniques available for the measurement of 
diffusion coefficients is based on the change of refractive index of a 
solution as a second solution diffuses into it. The design of the diffu-
sion cell and associated optical equipment necessary to produce and 
record the required sharp interference fringes is discussed by Longsworth 
(7C) and Caldwell et al. (lC). These interferometric techniques require 
an acceptable difference in refractive indices to exist between the two 
components diffusing within the optical cell. This restriction often 
requires rather large concentration gradients to exist across the liquid-
liquid interface. Study of diffusion at infi.nitely dilute conditions, 
therefore, i.s often not possible by interferometric methods. Addition-
ally, in most cases the experimental setup is cumbersome. 
At least two other techniques exist which are in somewhat limited 
use today. These are the Carr-Purcell spin-echo technique and the capil-
lary cell technique. The spin·-echo method of diffusivity measurement has 
been used perhaps most notably by Douglass and McCall (6F). Generally 
an absolute accuracy of 5 to 10% has been attributed to this method. 
The capillary cell method developed by Wang (l7C) has been used on a 
number of occasions; the most recent work is that of Nakarishi and 
Ozasa (20E). These authors estimated an error limit for the computed 
diffusion coefficients of somewhat under ±lO%. Generally a diffusion 
time well in excess of a day is employed for the capillary cell technique. 
1.1.2. Unsteady State Porous Technique. Recognizing the need for 
a faster method of diffusion coefficient measurement in polymers, Wall 
et ala (14D) proposed a porous frit method of measurement. The method 
consisted of suspending an unglazed porous porcelain disc, which had 
been previously soaked in a binary solution, in a large thermostated 
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solvent bath. By measuring the apparent weight of the suspended disc at 
various times during the diffusion process, a weight versus time curve 
was obtained. By using the appropriate analytical expressions describing 
the process it was possible to calculate a diffusion coefficient from 
this data. 
The porous frit technique was combined with a radioactive tracer 
analysis for diffusivity measurement by Marcinkowsky et ale (lOD) and 
Hollander and Barker (7D). Both methods employed a real time monitoring 
of activity. The method of Marcinkowsky was similar to that of Wall in 
that diffusion took place from a suspended porcelain frit. In the method 
of Marcinkowsky, however, non-tagged solution was pumped around and past 
the frit which was suspended in a tapered tube. A detector was mounted 
outside the tube and in front of the frit. The detector monitored the 
decrease in activity as the tagged species diffused from the frit. Dif-
fusivity values were then obtained from the count rate versus time curves 
by application of the appropriate analytical expressions. Only the 
diffusion of gamma emitting electrolytes was studied. 
Hollander's method of diffusivity measurement utilized a radically 
modified diaphragm cell concept. A porous glass frit was used to divide 
a cylindrical cell into two compartments. The lower compartment held 
a stagnant binary solution containing the tagged diffusing species. The 
upper half of the cell contained a solution free of tagged material. In 
addition to being well stirred, a portion of the upper compartment's 
solution was circulated through a counting chamber which recorded the 
unsteady-state buildup of activity in the upper chamber with time. 
Diffusivity values were obtained from the recorded buildup profile. Both 
the method of Marcinkowsky and Hollander required a calibration of the 
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porous frit for which the diffusion of y-emitting sodium-22 was used. 
Because in both cases the activity detector was mounted outside a glass 
observation cell, the methods were limited to diffusion of tagged species 
whose emission particles possessed the energy required to reach the de-
tector. Carbon-14 tagged materials may not be used with these methods 
because the low energy beta particles emitted by the disintegration of 
carbon-14 cannot reach the detector. The unsteady-state frit techniques 
of Hollander et al. and Marcinkowsky et a1. are, therefore, unsatisfac-
tory for diffusivity measurement in most organic systems. 
1.1.3. Improved Unsteady-State Frit Method. An unsteady-state 
porous frit method has recently been developed in this laboratory (lID) 
which makes possible the rapid measurement of diffusion coefficients 
even in highly viscous systems. This method has the advantages of 
speed and relative simplicity over the previously discussed methods. 
Although convenient to use, this diffusivity measurement technique tended 
to lack a high degree of experimental reproducibility. Calibration 
precision was found to be no better than ±lO% at the time this method 
was initially employed. In addition, although the method was used to 
measure the diffusivities of several unknown systems (lSE) , the overall 
validity of the technique was not tested by measuring the diffusion 
coefficient for a system of known diffusivity. 
The present investigation seeks to firmly establish the unsteady-
state porous frit technique as a method of diffusivity measurement. To 
permit an accurate characterization of the method, the porous frit 
process is modeled numerically in order to study the effect of variable 
volume as a result of solvent withdrawal and also the concentration 
dependency of the diffusivity of the calibrating system. The experimental 
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techniques involved in using this method of diffusivity measurement have 
been refined and are discussed in detail. The validity of the unsteady-
state frit method is verified by the diffusivity measurement of a system 
for which the diffusivity had been previously measured using different 
experimental techniques. 
1.2. Experimental Diffusion Coefficients 
The accurate measurement of diffusion coefficients is necessary 
because of the lack of reliable predictive techniques. The estimation 
of molecular diffusion coefficients can, at best, be considered only 
approximate. Existing correlations can yield order-of-magnitude errors 
for many binary systems, particularly those exhibiting hydrogen bonding 
and/or high viscosity. In the excellent review of diffusivity corre-
lations by Reid and Sherwood (SA), it is apparent that errors of 20% or 
more are not uncommon for these correlations, even for simple systems. 
The second major goal of this investigation is the measurement of 
a number of binary diffusion coefficients near infinite dilution using 
the unsteady-state frit technique. Although an abundance of diffusivity 
data exists in the literature, little effort appears to have been made 
to systematically study the diffusion of solutes in an ordered series 
of solvents. Even less data exists which allow for a comparison of the 
diffusion of a molecular species in a hydrogen bonded solvent and its 
non-associated homologue. In this study the diffusivities of normal 
heptane and decane in the normal alkane solvents (hexane through decane) 
were measured at various temperatures. The diffusion of these two 
solutes in normal hexanol and normal heptanol was also studied. These 
data were used to compare the effectiveness of existing correlations for 
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chain-type associated and non-associated systems. 
The n-alkane and n-alcohol systems were selected for study because 
of the comparatively scant amount of experimental diffusion data existing 
on these systems. Up to this time the most extensive study of n-alkane 
diffusion (16, 17) has been based on several spin-echo measured self-
diffusivities (6F) and on the ternary system of n-octane-n-dodecane-
o 0 
n-octadecane at 25 C and 60 C. With the exception of a recent investi-
gation of n-alkane diffusion in n-hexane (3F), relatively little addi-
tional n-alkane-n-alkane diffusivity data are available. Diffusivity 
data for n-alkane-n-alcohol systems are practically nonexistent. The 
diffusivities measured in this investigation make a significant contri-
bution to the available data for these classes of systems. 
1.3. Format 
The developments of this work are considered in two distinct format 
styles in the following presentation. 
The results of some of the findings of this work form the basis for 
the first two summary chapters. The first chapter discusses the theory, 
application and confirmation of the unsteady-state porous frit technique. 
The application of this technique to the measurement of numerous binary 
diffusivities and the subsequent comparison of these values to existing 
theoretical and empirical relations forms the basis for the second 
summary chapter. These chapters are intended to be only brief summations 
of some of the highlights of this investigation. A detailed documentation 
of the overall findings of this work is presented in the supplementary 
appendices. 
A comprehensive literature review is presented in Appendix A. All 
major theoretical and empirical diffusivity prediction relations are 
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reviewed. Diffusivity measurement techniques including various unsteady-
state methods are also reviewed. Sources of available pertinent diffu-
sivity data are referenced. A comprehensive bibliography is included 
in this section. 
Appendix B contains a detailed descri.ption of the experimental tech-
niques employed in this study. Analytic procedure and equipment and 
material specifi.cations are described thoroughly. 
The analytic diffusion models and least-squares data fit routines 
are presented in Appendix C. The various approximations inherent with 
the data treatment are discussed in this appendix. 
Techniques for numerically simulating the porous frit diffusion 
process by finite difference methods are developed in Appendix D. An 
investigation of the sodium chloride calibration procedure with its 
concentration dependent diffusivity is included. The effects of solvent 
withdrawal, sampling scheme and length of diffusion time on the computed 
diffusivity are analyzed. 
The experimental findings of this work are presented and discussed 
in Appendix E. The frit technique is discussed in light of the experi~ 
mental data. Calculated diffusivities are used to analyze possible 
diffusion mechanisms. The measured diffusivities are compared to all 
major proposed diffusivity prediction relations. 
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II. AN UNSTEADY-STATE POROUS FRIT TECHNIQUE 
FOR THE DETERMINATION OF 
LIQUID DIFFUSIVITIES 
The development of an accurate method for the prediction of diffusion 
coefficients has been hampered by the lack of a complete understanding 
of the liquid state. In lieu of accurate predictive methods, a great 
effort has been and continues to be expended on the experimental measure-
ment of diffusion coefficients. A number of ingenious techniques inc lud-
ing capillary and diaphragm cell, NMR spin-echo, and interferometric 
methods have been proposed for diffusivity measurement. Most of these 
conventional techniques have one or more of the following drawbacks: 
(1) complex equipment requirements, (2) inability to observe diffusion 
at conditions approaching infinite dilution and (3) long diffusion times, 
especially for systems having small diffusivities. 
It is the purpose of this work to describe in detail a comparatively 
simple method of measuring molecular diffusivities based on the unsteady-
state diffusion of a solute out of a porous frit. The technique described 
here is a refinement of the procedure previously developed in this lab-
oratory (7). In addition to significantly improving the precision of 
the method in this work, the validity of the technique will be confirmed, 
for the first time, by measuring the molecular diffusivity of a system 
which had been previously determined in the literature by two completely 
different techniques. 
In contrast to steady-state methods, few workers have used unsteady-
state techniques (5, 6, 13), despite their obvious advantages for systems 
with small diffusivities. 
o In the present study the self-diffusivity of n-heptane at 25 C was 
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measured and was found to be in close agreement with values reported in 
the literature. 
2.1. The Unsteady-state Porous Frit Technique 
Development of the mathematical model and its subsequent use in the 
analysis of porous frit diffusion data are discussed in the following 
section. 
2.1.1. General Method. A square porous porcelain frit, approxi-
mate dimensions 7.5 x 7.5 x 0.57 cm, was first soaked in a solution con-
taining the solute and solvent of interest. The soaked frit was then 
transferred to an empty solvent tank which was mounted in a constant 
temperature bath, and a stirrer blade assembly was placed around the 
frit. The diffusion run was started when a measured amount of pure sol-
vent was rapidly poured into the solvent tank with the stirrer blades in 
motion. The unsteady-state buildup of the solute concentration in the 
solvent bath was monitored by syringe removal of small volumes of solu-
tion from the solvent bath at various times during the course of the 
diffusion run. The desired diffusivity values were obtained from the 
solvent bath concentration versus time data by a least-squares curve fit 
of the appropriate analytical expressions. The equipment is described 
in more detail later in this chapter. 
2.1.2. Mathematical Basis. The basis of this porous frit technique 
is the assumption that mass transfer within the porous frit takes place 
solely by molecular diffusion and that the Fickian relation 
ac a D ~ 
at = ax ax (2.1) 
describes this process. This expression can be written in the more con-
venient Fick's second law form, 
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(2.2) 
if the diffusivity can be considered concentration independent, or an 
overall integral diffusivity can be computed. These relations assume 
diffusion to be in only one direction. This condition is met experimen-
tally by sealing the edges of the frit. 
A second material balance equation can be written describing the 
solute buildup in the solvent bath. By equating the concentration build-
up of solute in the well stirred solvent bath to the amount of solute 
diffusing out of the frit at its surface, the following equation is 
obtained: 
aCf aC(O,t) 
V fTt = 2ArD ax (2.3) 
where: 
Vf = Volume of the solvent bath 
Cf = Solute concentration in the solvent bath 
t = Time 
AT = Effective transfer area of one side of the frit 
D = Diffusivity 
ac(o,t) --~~~ = Concentration gradient in the x-direction at the surface 
ax 
of the frit. 
It will be assumed that the initial concentration of the solvent bath is 
some value, Cfo, not necessarily zero, i.e. 
(2.4) 
Equations 2.2 and 2.3 can be solved by applying one of several sets 
of boundary conditions to Equation 2.2. The applicability of the ana-
lytic expression for solute concentration in the solvent bath depends 
on how closely the boundary conditions are met by experimental fact. 
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If it is assumed the solute concentration at the effective center-
line of the frit does not change during the course of the diffusion run, 
the frit can be viewed as a semi-i.nfinite body. The following initial 
and boundary conditions then apply: 
C (x, 0) = CO (2. 5 ) 
C(oo,t) = CO (2.6) 
C(O,t) = Cf(t) (2.7) 
Equation 2.7 couples Equations 2.2 and 2.3 which can now be solved 
simultaneously with the use of Laplace transforms to yield: 
Cf(t) = CO - (CO - Cf O)exp(B2t)(1 - erf(BIt» (2.8) 
where 
B = 2ArlDivf (2.9) 
Equation 2.8 accurately describes the buildup of solute concentra-
tion in the solvent bath with time, provided the restriction of Equation 
2.6 is met. The short time criteria of Hollander and Barker (5), 
t < 0.3L~ff/D (2.10) 
where Leff is the effective diffusion path length from the surface to 
the center of the frit, appears to give a reasonably accurate estimate 
of the diffusion time for which Equation 2.8 is applicable. A detailed 
development of the preceding work is presented in Appendix C. 
2.1.3. Data Analysis. Equation 2.8 is descriptive of the solute 
concentration buildup in the solvent bath. When fit with the correct 
parameters of Cf
o
, D and Ar, this analytic equation should closely model 
the experimentally observed solute concentration buildup in the solvent 
bath. A least-squares technique is used to determine the parameters 
which yield the best fit. 
Before unknown diffusivity values can be determined using this 
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method, the frits must first be calibrated to determine their effective 
mass transfer areas, AT. A solute-solvent system with a known diffu-
sivity is used to obtain solute concentration-time curves for the frits. 
Equation 2.8 can then be least-squares curve fit to this data to deter-
o 
mine the parameters AT and Cf • Once the frit constant, AT' has been 
determined a similar least-squares fit employing the curve-fit param-
eters D and Cf
o is used to determine the diffusivity of the unknown 
systems. 
Equation 2.8 is not linear in the curve-fit parameters. It must 
first be linearized with respect to these parameters before the least-
squares curve fit can be conveniently applied. Linearization is accom-
plished by a first order Taylor series expansion of Equation 2.8 around 
o 
estimated values of the parameters AT and Cf . For example, in the case 
of a standardization run Equation 2.8 is expanded around the estimated 
... 0 
values of the parameters, AT and Cf ' to yield: 
... ... 0 ... ... 0 
aCf(~,Cf ) aCf(AT,Cf ) 
Cf(t) = Cf(~,Cfo) + aA
T 
~AT + ac 0 ~Cfo 
f 
(2.11) 
h AA and AC 0 can be considered correction terms which take the form were U T U f 
(2. 12) 
(2.13) 
Equation 2.11 can be curve fit to the concentration versus time data by 
standard linear least-squares procedures using the correction terms, 
Equations 2.12 and 2.13, as curve-fit parameters. An iterative tech-
nique can be used in conjunction with the linear least-squares derived 
equations to obtain optimum values for the correction terms and thus for 
the desired calibration constant,~. In practice this procedure is 
found to show rapid convergence even for order-of-magnitude initial 
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estimates of AT and Cf o. 
The initial solute concentration in the solvent bath, Cf
o
, is con-
sidered a curve-fi.t parameter in order to account for certain startup 
effects. I.t can be expected that during the very early stages of the 
diffusion run the convective currents produced by the stirrer blades not 
only will wash away trace amounts of excess solution on the outside 
surface of the frit but will produce a limited solution erosion effect 
at the fri.t surface. Inclusion of Cf
o 
as a curve-fit parameter compen-
sates, in part, for these effects. 
Although not considered a curve-fit parameter the solvent bath vol-
ume, Vf , does appear in Equation 2.8 as a constant. In actual fact Vf 
varies from an initial volume (usually 300 ml) to some final volume as 
the result of sample removal. During the course of a typical diffusion 
run between 15 and 25 one milliliter samples are removed from the sol-
vent bath reducing its initial volume by more than 8%. To account for 
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(2.14) 
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is used in the data curve fit of Equation 2.8. A numerical simulation 
of the porous frit diffusion process has shown the time-averaged method 
to be the most accurate means of solvent volume representation over the 
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course of a diffusi.on run; see secti.on D.2.3. A detailed development of 
th_e least-squares techni.que i.s given in Appendix C. 
2 • 2 . Equipmen t 
The equipment used in the unsteady-state porous frit diffusivity 
measurement falls into three general categories: (1) a diffusion cell, 
(2) a constant temperature bath and related peri.pheral equipment and (3) 
analytical instruments to measure the concentration of solute in the 
solvent samples. The first two categories are discussed below. 
2.2.1. The Diffusion Cell. The diffusion cell consists of three 
main components: the solvent bath, a stirrer blade assembly and the 
porous frit, see Figure 2.1. 
The solvent bath is a stainless steel box with the approximate 
dimensions of 15.5 x 9.0 x 3.2 cm. The solvent bath is capped with a 
snug fitting stainless steel lid to reduce evaporative loss of either 
solvent or solute. A small diameter hole drilled in a corner of this lid 
serves as a syringe sampling port. A larger hole in the center of the 
lid accommodates the drive rod to the stirrer blades. A removable teflon 
collar is attached around the outside of the solvent tank about one inch 
below the lid. The collar which is fashioned from sheet teflon and 
extends out about 5 cm from the solvent tank reduces the possibility of 
oil from the constant temperature bath being splashed into the vicinity 
of the lid openings. 
The stirrer blade assembly is a frame-like device designed to fit 
closely around the porous frit; see Figure 2.1. The four triangularly 
shaped blades mounted on each side of the assembly sweep up and down 





'-- - --Frit 
Figure 2.1. Assembled Diffusion Cell. 
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conne.cted to a spring loaded drive rod that rides against an overhead 
eccentric cam. The cam is mounted on a shaft that is driven by a var-
iable spe.ed transmissfon motor. In addition to preventing the formation 
of a stagnant film at the surface of the frit the mixing action of the 
blades maintains a uniform concentration throughout the solvent tank. 
The principal component of this technique is the porous frit itself. 
Unglazed porous porcelain plates were obtained from the Arthur H. Thomas 
Company. The plates were ground to size using superfine grit carborun-
dum grinding paper. The unmounted porous plates were cleaned by exposure 
to an ultrasonic bath (deionized water served as solvent medium) followed 
by a soak in hot 6 N Hel. The frits were then soaked for several days 
in deionized water and dried. 
Before use, the edges of the frits were sealed. The frits were 
then mounted in protective metal frames for structural support. The 
stainless steel frames were slightly wider than the frit. The extending 
edge of the frame on either side of the frit prevented the stirrer blades 
from contacting the surface of the frit. Protruding tabs at the base 
of the frame fit into channels at the bottom of the solvent tank pre-
venting vertical movement of the frit during operation of the stirrer 
assembly. 
Physical measurements of the frits used in this work are given in 
Table 2.1. The void volumes of the porous frits were determined by a 
displacement technique using n-decane as the calibrating agent. 
A scanning electron microscope was utilized to obtain micrographs 
of the frit surface and frit cross-section. The structural character-
istics of the porous frit can best be described as highly nonuniform. 
The diffusion paths within the frit appear to be extremely torturous. 
Table 2.1 
Physical Dimensions of Porous Frits 
Frit Total Surface Area Average Half Thickness Total Volume 
per side (em2) (em) (em3 ) 
3 55.14 0.287 31.60 
4 55.78 0.285 31.84 









There would appear to be a rather wide range of pore diameters represented 
at the surface of the frit. In general most of the openings have a 
surface di.ameter in the one micron range. 
A more detai.led physical characterization of the frits plus a series 
of scanning electromicrographs are included in Appendix B. 
2.2.2. Constant Temperature Bath. The stainless steel diffusion 
cell was mounted on a rigid metal frame support in the constant temper-
ature bath. The temperature bath itself was a large box-like container 
insulated on the outside surfaces and containing transformer oil. A 
mercury filled contact-type thermoregulator controlled the bath temper-
ature to about ±O.OloC. 
2.3. Standardization 
The unsteady-state porous frit technique is a relative method of 
diffusivity measurement. In much the same manner as the diaphragm cell, 
the frit constant must be determined by calibration with a standard of 
known diffusivity before systems of unknown diffusivity can be studied. 
The accuracy of the measured diffusion coefficients is directly influ-
enced by the accuracy of the standardization method. 
Gordon (3) was among the first to review critically the subject of 
diaphragm cell calibration. Largely as the result of arguments set forth 
in his paper, nearly all such calibration employs the diffusion of the 
electrolytes KCl or NaCl as standards. Prime considerations in the 
choice of these compounds as standards are: (1) the volume of diffusion 
data available for them at various concentrations, and (2) the compar-
atively simple and accurate means of concentration analysis. The diffu-
sion of sodium chloride at 2soC from a 0.5 N sodium chloride solution 
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contained wi.thin the frit i.nto an ini.tially pure water solvent bath was 
used for calibration purposes in this work. Th.e initial concentration 
of the binary soluti.on is such that accurately measurable levels of 
solute concentration can be obtained in the solvent bath at times early 
in the diffusion run. 
2.3.1. Materi.als. Certified sodium chloride was used for the pre-
paration of the 0.5 N binary solution and the various standard solutions 
used in the standardization work. Degassed, deionized water was used to 
prepare all solutions. 
2.3.2. Calibration Run. The frits were initially cleaned as de-
scribed previously. After having undergone a diffusion run the frits 
were flushed with running tap water for periods of about 6 hours. They 
were then soaked in several stirred baths of deionized water over a 
period of 3 to 5 days. The frits were then dried in an oven and stored 
in a desiccator until used. 
Prior to a diffusion run the frits were charged with the 0.5 N NaCl 
binary solution simply by immersing them in a tank of the binary solu-
tion. Capillary action of the pores in the frit was sufficient to fill 
the void volume of the frit with binary solution. This charging opera-
tion was always done at the temperature of the diffusion run by sus-
pending the sealed soak tank in a constant temperature bath. In the 
case of the calibration runs, the soak times employed ranged from two 
hours to approximately a day. 
To initiate the diffusion run a frit was removed from the soak tank, 
blotted dry with absorbent tissue, and transferred to the empty solvent 
tank. This transfer operation typically required less than a minute to 
perform. Once in place, the stirrer blades were placed around the frit. 
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Prior to the transfer of the frit, the solvent tank and stirrer blade 
assembly were equilibrated at diffusion temperature while mounted in 
place in the constant temperature bath. The actual diffusion run began 
when pure solvent, also equilibrated at diffusion temperature, was 
poured rapidly into the solvent tank. Total pour time was usually about 
four seconds. An attempt was made to initiate the solvent pour about 
two seconds prior to "zero" diffusion time so that this reference point 
would be symmetrically bracketed by the solvent pour operation. The 
stirrer blades were set in motion about ten seconds prior to the solvent 
pour. 
Samples were withdrawn from the solvent bath at one minute inter-
vals over the course of the diffusion run which for calibration runs 
typically lasted about fifteen minutes. Calibrated syringes were used 
for sampling. A stopclock, calibrated in tenths of a second, served 
as the time reference for all operations involved in the diffusion 
run including the solvent sampling. Sampling was done as rapidly as 
possible usually requiring only a few tenths of a second. In general, 
the average sample size was about one milliliter. 
A Beckman Expandomatic SS-2 pH meter equipped with a silver-silver 
chloride pressed billet electrode and a Beckman fiber junction reference 
electrode (Calomel internals) was used to measure the chloride concen-
tration of the samples. The samples from each diffusion run were ana-
lyzed at constant temperature, usually 2SoC. Several minutes were 
allowed for the Ag-AgCl electrode to reach equilibrium with the sample 
solution before a potential reading was recorded. The expanded scale 
feature of the SS-2 permitted readings to be made within about ±O.2 
millivolt. 
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Prior to sample analysis, the pH meter was calibrated with a care.-
fully prepared seri.es of sodium chloride standard solutions. These 
standards covered th.e typically encountered NaCl solvent bath concen-
tration range of 0.001 to 0.005 N. The equivalent potential range was 
approximately 190 to 150 millivolts. 
As is suggested by the Nerst equation, a semi-log plot of millivolt 
versus sodium chloride, Cl-, concentration was found to be linear over 
the concentration range 0.0001 to 0.01 N. The calibration data were 
least squares fit to the expression: 
(2.15) 
Once the parameters Al and A2 were determined, Equation 2.15 was used 
to compute the concentration of the solvent samples from the respective 
millivolt data. 
2.3.3. Sodium Chloride Diffusivity. The accuracy of this tech-
nique is strongly dependent upon the proper choice of sodium chloride 
diffusivity to be used in the calibration curve fits of Equation 2.8. 
The derivation of Equation 2.8 is based on the assumption that the 
diffusivity is constant over the entire diffusion path or a suitable 
integral diffusion coefficient may be used when the diffusivity is a 
variable over the diffusion path. The diffusivity of NaCl is concen-
tration dependent with some typical values (11) given as follows: 
Table 2.2 
Sodium Chloride Diffusion Coefficients at 250 C 
C, moles/liter 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 
Dx105 , cm2/sec 1.612 1.484 1.478 1.477 1.474 
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Data from three sources (4, 11, 12) were least-squares curve fit with 
an average absolute percent deviation of 0.4% by the expression 
D = 1.5978 - 0.5005~ + O.4732C (2.16) 
The concentration in the frit varies between that at the surface 
of the frit, the solvent bath concentration, and that at the center of 
the frit. With the short contact times used in this work, the concen-
tration at the center of the frit remained virtually constant at its 
initial concentration of 0.5 N. The concentration at the surface of the 
frit varied from an initial value of zero to a value at the end of a 
run of approximately 0.005 N. The average diffusivity at the beginning 




Cc - Cs 
(2.17) 
where Cc and Cs are the solute concentrations at the center and surface 
of the frit, respectively, and D is given by Equation 2.16. The value 
of D varies only slightly between the beginning and end of a run; the 
arithmetic average of the value of D at the beginning and end of the 
experiment was used in the calibration least-squares analysis. 
Several other techniques for determining a proper D for calibration 
purposes were studied; see Appendix C. It was found, however, that the 
method described above was the simplest and most accurate for determining 
an overall integral diffusivity for the specific conditions encountered 
in this experimental work. A numerical study was employed to test the 
accuracy of the approximations inherent in the mathematical model. 
2.3.4. Numerical Modeling. Equations 2.1 and 2.3 were solved 
numeri.ca11y by an explicit finite difference technique. Equation 2.16 
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was used to describe the concentration functi.onality of D. Solvent 
sampli,ng was considered in the numerical solution. The numerical solu-
tion permits the exactness. of the estimated overall integral diffusivity 
and of the solvent volume approximation, Equation 2.14, to be studied 
for a theoretical s.ituation in which experimental error does not obscure 
the principle studied. 
Equation 2.8 can be curve fit to the numerically generated solvent 
bath solute concentration versus time profile by the previously discussed 
nonlinear least-squares technique. In cases where solvent withdrawal 
has not been considered, the solvent bath volume remains constant at 
Vfo and only the integral diffusivity need be estimated before the curve-
fit procedure can be initiated. Ideally, the curve-fit parameters cf
o 
and Ar computed by the least-squares procedure should equal the Cf o and 
AT values used by the numerical model to generate the curve-fit "data." 
Assuming that the somewhat approximate nature of the finite-difference 
numerical solution does not add significant error to the generated concen-
tration profile, any difference between the curve-fit parameters of ~ 
and Cf
o and the respective values used in the numerical solution can 
be considered due to an improper definition of the integral diffusivity 
as given by Equation 2.17. This error was found to be about 0.44% with 
- -5 2 
a D of 1.480 x 10 cm /sec. The use of Equation 2.17 to compute an 
overall integral diffusivity should, therefore, introduce an error of 
less than 0.5% into the calibrated frit areas. 
The validity of the solvent volume approximation, Equation 2.14 used 
in the curve-fit routine can be tested in a similar manner. In this 
case, the numerical routine incorporating a solvent sampling scheme is 
used to generate a solvent bath concentration versus time profile. The 
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difference in the value of A computed as a curve-fit parameter to this 
T 
profile and the value of A used in the numerical generation of it 
T 
should, to a great extent, reflect the exactness of the values of Vf 
-
and D used in the least-squares curve fits of the calibration run data. 
The difference in AT values was about 0.05%. It would then appear that 
whatever error exists in these two approximations is, to a degree, 
self-compensating. 
A development of the numerical model, including its application 
to the porous frit diffusion problem, is presented in Appendix D. 
2.4. Self-Diffusion of n-Heptane 
A critical test of the applicability of any calibration method is 
to determine whether the calibration results can be used validly for 
systems dissimilar to the calibration standard. The calibration results 
of this work were checked by measuring the se1f-diffusivity of n-heptane 
at 250 C. The self-diffusivity of n-heptane has been previously measured 
by means of both the spin-echo and capillary cell techniques. Agreement 
of the measured self-diffusivity value of 3.12 x 10-5 cm2/sec with liter-
ature values of 3.12 x 10-5 (1) and 3.04 x 10-5 cm2/sec (2) is accepted 
as a verification of the overall soundness of the unsteady-state porous 
frit method. In the following section, the experimental technique for 
the measurement of the self-diffusivity of n-heptane is described. 
2.4.1. Materials. Normal heptane was obtained from the Phillips 
Petroleum Company in Pure Grade 99 mo1e% minimum purity. Gas chro-
matographic analysis of the n-heptane showed it to be free of detectable 
impurities. A Karl-Fisher analysis showed the moisture content to be 
about 14 ppm. The n-heptane was used without further purification. 
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Singly tagged n-heptane-l-C14 was ohtained from Mallinckrodt Nuclear. 
The supplier's chromatograph analysis of purity indicated the product to 
be free of contaminants. The n-heptane-l-C14, which was obtained in 
sample vials each containing about 50 microcuries of material, was also 
used without further purification. 
A stock solution of tagged material was prepared by dissolving the 
contents. of a 50 microcurie vial of n-heptane-l-C14 in about 200 m1 of 
tracer free n-heptane. The stock solution served as the soak solution 
for all frits used in these measurements. 
2.4.2. Diffusion Run. The actual diffusion runs were conducted 
in a manner similar to that of the calibration runs. The few differences 
that do exist between these two series of runs are noted below. 
After the calibration runs were completed, the frits were carefully 
soaked for extended periods of time in deionized water. They were then 
thoroughly dried in a vacuum oven and stored in a desicator. Cleaning 
of the frits between n-heptane runs was achieved by soaking the frits in 
a series of pure tracer-free heptane baths over a period of several days. 
The frits were then dried in an atmospheric oven for several hours 
followed by an approximately ten hour drying in a vacuum oven. 
Prior to a run, the frits were soaked for a variable period of time, 
usually about 12 hours, in the n-heptane-l-C14 solution. The actual 
diffusion run usually extended over a period of about 100 minutes; al-
though due to the time restriction of Equation 2.10 only about the first 
30 minutes of data were used for the diffusivity determination. Samples 
were taken at one minute intervals during the fi.rst ten minutes of the 
run, at two minute intervals during the second ten minute period and 
at approximately ten minute intervals thereafter. 
2~4.3. Sample Analysis. Sample activity was measured with a Nu-
clear Chi.cago }1ark II. scintillation counter. The counter was operated 
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in a precount stop mode in which. all samples in a given series were 
counted for the same number of total counts. Normally, each sample was 
counted until a total count of 10,000 had been recorded. This total 
count provided a 1 (J confidence that the possible statistical deviation 
of the count was no greater than 1.0%. Using this count mode, all sample 
counts and the computed sample count rates had equivalent percent sta-
tistical deviations. 
Immediately after a sample was removed from the solvent bath, it 
was placed in a 20 ml low-background-count scintillation vial containing 
10 ml of scintillation solution. The scintillator solution contained 
0.5 grams 2,5 diphenyloxazole (pPO) and 0.04 grams 1,4-bis-(S-phenyl-
oxazol-2-yl)-benzene (POPOP) per liter of toluene. A.C.S. certified 
purity toluene was used. The scintillator solution was prepared in 
batches, and each series of diffusion samples utilized solution from the 
same batch. 
Possible quench was checked for in each sample by using a channel 
ratio technique. The ratio of the preset isotope windows C-14/H-3 was 
used as a quench criteria. This ratio was found to be constant within 
statistical limits indicating a lack of sample quench. 
2.4.4. Data Analysis. For the self-diffusion processes, the diffu-
sivity coefficient is constant, and Equation 2.1 reduces to Equation 2.2. 
Equation 2.8 can be fit directly to the concentration versus time data 
using the calibrated mass transfer area of the frit, Ar, to obtain the 
self-diffusivity as a curve-fit parameter. 
Each sample count rate is proportional to the quantity of tagged 
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material contained in the sample. The proportionality constant, K, in 
the equation 
(2.18) 
is, in part, a function of machine count efficiency and sample quench; 
where Cf(t) is the solute concentration in the solvent bath and Rf(t) 
is the sample count rate (background corrected) of the solvent bath 
solution at time, t. Assuming K is indeed constant for each sample in 
a given diffusion run, Equation 2.18 can be combined with Equation 2.8 
to yield the following relation in terms of sample activity: 
0(002 r. Rf(t) = R - R - Rf ) exp (B t)(l - erf(Bvt» (2.19) 
where R has the units of counts per minute per milliliter of solution 
and B is the same as in Equation 2.9. It is this variation of Equation 
2.8 that is fit to the sample count rate versus time data to determine 
the n-heptane self-diffusion coefficient. 
2.5. Results and Discussion 
A number of calibration runs were performed on three separate frits 
using 0.5 N sodium chloride diffusion as the calibration standard. The 
calibrated frits were then used to measure the self-diffusivity of n-
heptane at 2SoC. The experimental results form the basis of the fol-
lowing discussion. 
2.5.1. Calibrated ~. The effective mass transfer areas of the 
frits ~ere obtained by a least-squares fit of Equation 2.8 to the NaCl 
solvent bath concentration versus time curve. A typical concentration 
buildup curve with its least-squares fit is shown in Figure 2.2. In 
this case concentration has been plotted versus the square root of time 
to emphasize the linear nature of this relationship for short diffusion 
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the data with an average absolute percent deviation of about 2%. Cal-
ibrated frit transfer areas are listed in Table 2.3. An overall exper-
imental reproducibility of about ±4% was obtained. 
2.5.2. Calibration Standard. The experimental reproducibility of 
±4% in the values of the effective transfer area obtained in this work 
compares with an average of about ±10% achieved in the initial work of 
Mitchell (7). It is felt that the choice of a calibration standard 
played a significant role in the improvement of this work's experimental 
reproducibility over that reported by Mitchell. 
Mitchell used the diffusion of radioactive sodium (Na-24) chloride 
in water as a calibration standard. Initial salt concentration within 
the frit was considered low enough, about 1.1 x 10-3 molar, so that 
diffusion could be considered taking place an infinite dilution. A 
constant diffusivity value of 1.611 x 10-5 cm2/sec was used. However, 
Stokes (10) has pointed out the occurrence of certain anomalous trans-
port effects of electrolytes at concentrations below 0.05 M diffusing 
through fritted glass diaphragms. Mysels and McBain (9) attributed 
this to surface conductance effects of the large glass-solution inter-
face. Conductance deviations of 5 to 10% were observed in their work 
for KCl solutions of about 5 x 10-4 M. As was observed by Mysels and 
McBain the surface effect is an erratic phenomenon and could, in part, 
explain the rather poor experimental reproducibility obtained by 
Mitchell. 
The use of 0.5 N NaCl as a calibration standard avoids the surface 
effect problem. Both Stokes and Mysels and McBain experienced no 
anomalous surface conductance behavior at electrolyte concentrations 
above 0.1 N. By confining the electrolyte calibration run to short 
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Table 2.3 
Calibrated Frit Transfer Areas 
Frit Run Mass Transfer Area Average A.r±a, 
AT' em 2 em2 







31 9.743 9.937±0.288 





30 10.088 10.314±0.453 









36 10.679 10.324±0.348 
*Initial solvent volume 250 mI. All other runs solvent volume 300 mI. 
diffusion times, low concentrations are experienced only in the region 
of the frit near its surface. The overall influence of surface con-
ductance is minimized in this manner. 
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2.5.3. Experimental Observations. The effects of several experi-
mentally controlled factors were studied over the course of the calibra-
tion runs. 
Although it is recognized that convective effects are probably 
significant at the very startup of the run, it is assumed this effect 
can be considered a zero-time phenomena and compensated for in the curve-
fit parameter Cf
o If convection plays a significant long-time role in 
mass transfer a change in stirrer speed should produce a detectable 
change in the measured frit surface area. The stirrer blade assembly 
was operated at 490 cycles per minute during run 11 compared to the 
240 cycles per minute speed used for all other calibration runs. Within 
the limits of experimental precision, no effect due to stirrer motion 
is noticed in the calibrated frit area. It is, therefore, concluded 
that long-term convective mass transport from the frit is insignificant. 
The porous frits are charged with binary solution simply by soaking 
them in the solution of interest. Potentially the length of soak period 
employed could have pronounced effects on the amount of material taken 
into the frit. Experimental runs up to and including run 18 employed 
soak periods of 2-4 hours while runs beyond No. 18 employed a 12-18 hour 
soak period. No apparent soak time effect is evident in the experimental 
results. It appears that the actual frit soak process probably occurs 
chiefly by rapid capillary action and that beyond some minimum soak time 
little is gained by long soak periods. 
It is possible to simulate experimentally, in an approximate manner, 
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a constant solvent volume diffusion process. A second diffusion cell 
can be operated in tandem with the primary cell. If sample withdrawal 
from the primary cell is followed by rapid solvent replenishment from 
the secondary cell, a constant volume process can be approximated. Run 
36 was conducted in this fashion. The mass transfer area of 10.679 cm2 
for frit 6 agrees, within experimental limits, with the other calibrated 
areas obtained for this cell. This agreement adds experimental confir-
mation to the solvent volume approximation, Equation 2.14, used in the 
curve fit of all the other runs in this work. 
2.5.4. n-Heptane. The self-diffusion coefficient of normal 
heptane at 2SoC was measured using the three calibrated frits referred 
to previously. The self-diffusivity values were obtained from the 
solvent bath concentration versus time profile in much the same manner 
as the frit constants were determined. A typical concentration versus 
square root of time profile is shown in Figure 2.3. The measured self-
diffusion coefficients are listed in Table 2.4. 
Douglass and McCall (1) using a spin-echo technique reported a 
value of 3.12 x 10-5 cm2/sec for the n-heptane self-diffusion coeffi-
-5 2 
cient, while a value of about 3.04 x 10 cm /sec can be obtained by an 
interpolation of Fishman's (2) capillary cell measured diffusivities. 
The average value of 3.12 x 10-5 cm2/sec obtained experimentally in 
this work agrees, within experimental precision, with these two previ-
ous1y reported values. This agreement supports the implied assumption 
that an electrolyte calibration, such as used in this work, is also 
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2.6. Limitations of the Method 
The unsteady-state porous frit technique of diffusion coefficient 
measurement possesses several experimental approximations which limit the 
ultimate accuracy of the method. 
The transfer of the frit from the binary soak tank to the diffusion 
cell introduces two effects due to the finite transfer time. Evaporation 
from the surface of the frit during this transfer can be expected to 
produce changes in the near-surface composition of the binary solution 
contained within the frit. This effect might be particularly significant 
for systems containing a volatile solute in low concentrations. Second-
ly, the surface temperature of the soaked frit probably changes somewhat 
during the transfer of the frit from the thermostated soak tank to the 
thermostated diffusion cell. The temperature dependent diffusivity can 
be expected to differ slightly at the surface of the frit due to this 
temperature change. This effect is probably small due to the relatively 
large heat capacity of the frit. 
The solvent transfer procedure which initiates the diffusion run 
and the subsequent sample withdrawals are approximate operations. Small 
timing errors on the order of a second or so for the solvent pour and 
several tenths of a second or so for the solvent sampling can be expected 
to introduce some error into the experimental technique. 
In this measurement technique, the diffusion process of interest 
takes place within the pores of the frit. The inner surfaces of the 
frit must be free of contaminants in order that the diffusion process 
under consideration not be altered by the introduction of foreign 
species. Thorough cleaning of the frit for reuse, using the techniques 
previously described, becomes more difficult as the viscosity of the 
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binary solution increases. Use of the calibrated frit should, therefore, 
be limited to a single viscous system to avoid possible solution contam-
ination. It has also been observed in this work that reproduction of 
the initial frit calibration results with the aqueous 0.5 N NaCI standard 
is often not possible following an exposure of the frit to a hydrocarbon 
environment. 
2.7. Summary 
A further investigation of the unsteady-state porous frit method of 
diffusion coefficient measurement has been made. A method of frit cali-
bration employing the diffusion of 0.5 N sodium chloride into an ini-
tially pure water solvent bath has been used. Refinements in overall 
experimental technique have improved the precision of this method to 
about ±4%. 
Both experimental and numerical studies have been made of the assump-
tions and approximations inherent in the porous frit technique. Numer-
ical modeling of the frit diffusion process has shown the time-averaged 
solvent volume representation to be accurate. The numerical analysis 
has also confirmed, at least with regard to the specific conditions of 
this work, the method given in the body of this article on the calcula-
tion of an overall integral NaCl diffusivity for use as a calibration 
standard. Experimentally it is demonstrated that convective mass 
transport from the frit is undetectable within the precision of this 
method. 
The overall soundness of the porous frit technique has been proved 
in its diffusivity measurement of a known system, n-heptane. The self-
diffusivity of n-heptane at 250 C as measured by the porous frit method 
was found to agree, within experimental precision, with previously 
reported values determined by other techniques. 
Finally, it is emphasized that the unsteady-state frit technique 
used in this study is not completely free of certain weaknesses. An 
effort has been made to point out the weaknesses and limitations of 
the method that were apparent from the diffusivity measurement work 




















= calibration constants of Equation 2.15. 
= an experimental constant defined in Equation 2.9. 
= solute concentration within the frit, g-mo1e/1. 
= analyzed solute concentration, g-mo1e/1. 
= solute concentration in the solvent bath, 
g-mo1e/1. 
= molecular diffusivity, cm2/sec. 
= overall effective diffusivity averaged with 
2 
respect to time and distance, cm /sec. 
= proportionality constant in Equation 2.18. 
= effective length of the diffusion path from the 
surface to the center of the frit, cm. 
= number of samples taken during the experimental 
run. 
= pH meter potential reading, mv. 
= specific solute activity in the frit, cpm/m1. 
= specific solute activity in the solvent bath, 
cpm/m1. 
= time, sec. 
= volume of solvent in the solvent bath, cm3 • 
= distance, cm. 







= sample index number. 
= initial value. 
= initial estimate of the parameter "P". 
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III. DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS OF N-HEPTANE 
AND N-DECANE IN N-ALKANES AND 
N-ALCOHOLS AT SEVERAL TEMPERATURES 
The diffusion coefficients of the solutes n-heptane and n-decane 
in the series of alkane solvents n-hexane through n-decane and in the 
alcohol solvents n-hexanol and n-heptanol have been measured. Diffu-
sivities in most cases were measured at the temperatures of 20, 25, 30 
and 40oC. Concentrations of the diffusion species were in the infi-
nitely dilute region. 
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The diffusion coefficients measured in this work add to the exist-
ing store of normal alkane diffusivities which in large part have been 
obtained by Douglass, McCall and Anderson (3, 4, 13). The diffusion of 
n-alkanes in the normal alcohols hexanol and heptanol, also studied in 
this work, makes it possible to study the effects of solvent hydrogen 
bonding. Regularities in these homologous series permit data extension 
correlations to be proposed. The measured diffusion coefficients are 
also useful in examining some of the existing liquid state diffusivity 
prediction correlations. 
An unsteady-state porous frit technique developed in this laboratory 
was used to measure the diffusion coefficients. A detailed discussion 
of this method is given elsewhere; see Appendix Band C. In this tech-
nique, the unsteady-state buildup of a diffusing tagged species from a 
nonglazed porcelain frit into a thermostated pure solvent bath is moni-
tored. The diffusion coefficient is obtained by a least-squares curve 
fit of the experimental solvent bath solute concentration versus time 
profile to the analytic expression for this process. 
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3.1. Model of Frit Diffusion 
The unsteady-state porous frit method employs the diffusion of a 
tagged or otherwise analytically identifiable species from the confines 
of an enclosed volume, the frit, into a surrounding homogeneous volume, 
the stirred solvent bath. Mass transfer within the frit is assumed to 
be solely by molecular diffusion. The edges of the slab-like frit are 
sealed and, hence, diffusion is only in one direction. The relations 
describing this diffusional process within the frit are: 
C (x,O) = CO 





where D is a constant due to the infinitely dilute nature of the system 
or is approximated as some constant average value. 
Diffusion within the porous frit can be related to the solute con-
centration of the well-stirred solvent bath by the material balance 
expression 
aCf aC(O,t) 
Vf-at = 2ATD ax (3.5) 
where 
(3.6) 
The above equations can be solved simultaneously to yield the fo1-
lowing equation for solute concentration in the solvent bath: 
Cf(t) = CO - (Co - cf




The experimental solvent bath solute concentration versus time data can 
be curve fit to this equation by an iterative non-linear least-squares 
procedure. In the case of calibration runs where D is known, Cf
o and 
~ become the curve-fit parameters. Once the frit constant, ~, has 
been determined, Equation 3.7 can be similarly fit to the experimental 
data employing D and Cf
o as the variable curve-fit parameters. 
The initial solute concentration of the solvent bath, Cf
o
, is em-
ployed as a curve-fit parameter to account for potential irregular start-
up effects. The solvent bath concentration is influenced by two factors 
in addition to molecular diffusion at the startup of a diffusion run. 
A small quantity of binary solution is unavoidably transferred to the 
solvent bath from the outside surfaces of the frit. This material is 
swept immediately into the surrounding solvent when the run is begun. 
A limited erosion of binary solution at the entrances to the frit's 
capillary passages can be expected during startup due to the convective 
action of the stirred solvent. These essentially zero-diffusion-time 
effects are accounted for by considering Cf
o a curve-fit parameter. 
The solvent bath volume, Vf , in Equation 3.7 is not constant. The 
initial 300 ml solvent volume is reduced by sampling during the course 
of the diffusion run. A time averaged volume, 
N 





where N is the number of samples taken during the diffusion run, is used 
in Equation 3.7. 
The semi-infinite nature of the boundary condition, Equation 3.3, 
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used to obtain Equation 3.7 limits the applicability of this solution 
to diffusion times such that the solute concentration at the effective 
centerline of the frit remains constant at its initial value of Co. In 
practice, limiting the diffusion data to times less than 0.30L2 /D has 
eff 
been found to assure the conformity of Equation 3.7 with the short-time 
restriction of Equation 3.3; see Appendix D, section D.2.3. 
3.2. Experimental 
The porous frits were calibrated by diffusing a 0.5 N aqueous so-
dium chloride solution from the frits into an initially pure water sol-
vent bath at 250 C. An integral NaCl diffusion coefficient, based upon 
the data of Harned and Owen (8), Stokes (21) and Vitagliano and Lyons 
(23), of 1.480 x 10-5 cm2/sec was used for the frit calibration. Jus-
tification for the use of this value is given elsewhere (C.4). The cal-
ibrated mass transfer areas of the frits are listed in Appendix E. 
Average experimental precision of the calibrated frit area is better 
than ±4%. 
The normal alkanes used in this diffusion study were obtained in 
pure grade (99+ mo1e%) from the Phillips Petroleum Company. After 
chromatographic analysis had confirmed this purity specification, the 
alkanes were used without further processing. The normal alcohols were 
obtained from both Fisher and Matheson Scientific Companies. Both the 
n-hexanol and n-heptanol were purified by distillation. A Nester-Faust 
spinning band distillation unit was used for this purpose. The purified 
alcohols were shown to be free of significant impurities by chromato-
graphic analysis. A Karl-Fisher analysis showed all solvents to be free 
of significant traces of moisture. The tagged tracers used in this 
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study, n-heptane-I-C14 and n-decane-I-CI4, were obtained from Mallin-
ckrodt Nuclear. The manufacturer's certificates of analysis were 
accepted as proof of solute purity. 
Experimental techniques were systemized as much as possible. An 
initial solvent volume of 300.0 ml was employed. All diffusion temper-
atures were controlled to within ±O.OloC." A solvent bath stirrer 
assembly speed of about 320 cycles per minute was used throughout this 
work. Similar sampling schemes, employing about 20 one milliliter sample 
withdrawals, were used for each run. Tracer samples were analyzed on a 
Nuclear Chicago Mark II scintillation counter. All samples within a 
given diffusion run were counted for the same number of total counts 
with a minimum of 10,000 counts recorded for each sample. 
The solute concentration of the binary solution in which the frits 
were initially soaked varied from run to run. The initial solute concen-
d 98 10-4 tration never exceede 1. x moles per liter and was usually in 
the range 1.0 x 10-5 to 1.0 x 10-6 moles per liter; see Tables E.6 
through E.20. 
Viscosities were measured with a Cannon-Fenske viscometer, and 
densities were measured with a standard Weld pycnometer. Agreement 
with available literature values is good. 
3.3. Results and Discussion 
The experimentally measured diffusion coefficients are listed in 
Table 3.1. The pure solvent density and viscosity data measured in this 
laboratory are given in Table 3.2. In most cases the reported diffu-
sivities represent an average of two experimental measurements. Gener-
ally experimental reproducibility was 5-10%. It is noted that for some 
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Table 3.1 
Experimental Diffusion Coefficients 
Solute Solvent 5 D x 10 , cm2/sec 
20°C 25°C 30°C 40°C 
n-Heptane n-Heptane 3.10 3.12 3.22 
n-Heptane n-Octane 2.33 2.50 2.35 2.74 
n-Heptane n-Nonane 1.84 2.02 1.97 
n-Heptane n-Decane 1.52 1.61 1.58 
n-Heptane n-Hexano1 0.464 0.479 0.513 0.648 
n-Heptane n-Heptano1 0.405 0.430 0.482 0.501 
n-Decane n-Hexane 4.20 4.63 5.00 
n-Decane n-Heptane 2.97 3.08 3.48 3.82 
n-Decane n-Octane 2.12 2.40 2.52 2.96 
n-Decane n-Nonane 1.60 1.90 2.05 2.22 
n-Decane n-Decane 1.44 1.55 1.68 1.86 
n-Decane n-Hexano1 0.422 0.484 0.502 0.573 




Solvent Temp. , Density, Viscosity, 
°c g/cm3 cp 
n-Hexane 20 0.6599 0.3101 
25 0.6553 0.2957 
30 0.6509 0.2821 
40 0.6416 0.2579 
n-Heptane 20 0.6841 0.4090 
25 0.6797 0.3876 
30 0.6755 0.3679 
40 0.6672 0.3330 
n-Octane 20 0.7027 0.5370 
25 0.6988 0.5062 
30 0.6948 0.4778 
40 0.6867 0.4281 
n-Nonane 20 0.7180 0.7021 
25 0.7141 0.6570 
30 0.7102 0.6160 
40 0.7026 0.5450 
n-Decane 20 0.7301 0.9087 
25 0.7263 0.8429 
30 0.7226 0.7845 
40 0.7151 0.6855 
n-Hexano1 20 0.8198 5.0686 
25 0.8163 4.3391 
30 0.8127 3.7345 
40 0.8056 2.8071 
n-Heptano1 20 0.8223 6.9993 
25 0.8187 5.8976 
30 0.8153 5.0046 
40 0.8083 3.6759 
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systems, n-heptane-n-alkanes, experimental error at times masked the 
slight temperature dependency of the diffusion coefficient. For a 
complete listing of all measured diffusivities, see Appendix E. 
3.3.1. Comparison of Data to Reported Values. The experimental 
data listed in Table 3.1 can in several instances be compared to previ-
ously reported values. The self-diffusion coefficient of n-heptane at 
250 C of 3.12 x 10-5 cm2/sec obtained in this work compares to the value 
of 3.04 x 10-5 cm2/sec obtained by interpolating Fishman's capillary 
cell data (6) and to the value of 3.12 x 10-5 cm2/sec (spin-echo method) 
reported by Douglass and McCall (4). Douglass and McCall also measured 
a n-decane self-diffusivity (250 C) of 1.31 x 10-5 cm2/sec (spin-echo 
method) compared to the value of 1.55 x 10-5 cm2/sec obtained in this 
work. 
A more significant disagreement of values exists for the diffusivity 
of the solute n-decane in the solvents n-hexane (250 C) and n-heptane 
(20oC). Using interferometric techniques Bidlack et ale (3) and Rossi 
and Bianchi (18) measured diffusivities of 3.02 x 10-5 and 2.06 x 
10-5 cm2/sec, respectively, for these systems. On the basis of the 
limited discussion of experimental procedure furnished by these authors 
it is difficult to speculate on a cause for this discrepancy. It is 
probable, however, that these interferometric diffusivity measurements 
were made at a considerably higher solute (n-decane) concentration 
than the diffusivity measurements of this study. 
Some but not all of the deviation noted above may be attributed 
to isotopic effects of the carbon-14 tagged tracers used in this study. 
Eppstein (5) has suggested that diffusivities determined with carbon-14 
tagged tracers need to have the following mass correction applied: 
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__ D_ = rM(cM-14)11/2 
D(C-14) [ J (3.10) 
where D and D(C-14) and M and M(C-14) are the diffusivities and molecular 
weights of the untagged and tagged species, respectively. For both 
n-heptane/n-heptane-l-C14 and n-decane/n-decane-l-C14 this ratio is 
about 1.01 or less. Even the need for this small correction is put in 
doubt by the findings of Harris, Pua and Dunlop (9). By measuring the 
self-diffusion of benzene with varying degrees of carbon-14 substitution, 
these workers concluded that the isotope effect is minimal and Equation 
3.10 tends to overcorrect for it. 
3.3.2. Data Extension Relationships. Hayduk and Cheng (10) have 
recently reviewed the relationship of diffusivity to solvent viscosity. 
These workers have found that for a given solute the empirical relation 
(3.11) 
where Kl and K2 are parameters characteristic of the diffusing species, 
closely approximates the diffusional behavior of very dilute mixtures. 
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 are logarithmic plots of the diffusivity and viscos-
ity data collected in this investigation for the diffusion of n-heptane 
and n-decane. The solid lines on these plots were fitted by standard 
least-squares techniques. Parameters for Equation 3.11 are listed in 
Table 3.3 where viscosity is in centipoise and diffusivity has the units 
2 cm /sec. 
For the range of solute-solvent systems they considered, Hayduk 
and Cheng found that the diffusivity of a given solute was well repre-
sented by Equation 3.11 with constant values of Kl and K2 regardless 
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Curve-Fit Parameters for Equation 3.11 
Solute Solvent K1 x 105 K2 AAPD of DE 3.11 q. 
from D 
expo 
n-Heptane n-A1kane 1.36 -0.859 3.2 
n-Decane n-A1kane 1.22 -1.04 4.4 
n-Heptane n-A1coho1 0.969 -0.458 3.3 
n-Decane n-A1coho1 1.16 -0.634 3.3 
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definite change in slope of the logarithmic diffusivity versus viscosity 
curves for n-a1kane and n-a1coho1 solvents. For the specific systems 
considered in this study, Kl and K2 appear to show a solvent dependency. 
When used with the parameters listed in Table 3.3 Equation 3.11 
should permit the diffusivity of either n-heptane or n-decane to be 
estimated with reasonable accuracy for some n-alkane and n-alcohol 
solvent systems not studied in this work. There does, however, appear 
to be limits on the applicability of Equation 3.11 for data extension 
purposes. Bidlack and Anderson (2) have reported a value of about 
0.74 x 10-5 cm2/sec for the diffusivity of n-heptane into the solvent 
n-hexadecane; Equation 3.11, incorporating the constants listed in 
Table 3.3, predicts a diffusion coefficient of 0.52 x 10-5 cm2/sec for 
this same system. It might be expected, then, that the accuracy of 
Equation 3.11 would become poorer as the difference between a specific 
solvent and the solvents used to compute the parameters of Table 3.3 
increased. 
The Stokes-Einstein equation at infinite dilution relates the binary 
diffusion coefficent to the solvent viscosity and solute radius. The 
relationship which is strictly valid only for solute molecules large in 
comparison to the solvent molecules can be written in the form: 
= (3.12) 
for species A diffusing into a solvent medium B. The ratio of diffusiv-
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The average diffusivity ratio for n-heptane to n-decane in the normal 
alkane solvents (at 250 C) was found to be about 1.04. The cube-root 
molar volume ratio for these two solutes is about 1.10. 
Van Geet and Adamson (22) have suggested that for a given n-alkane 
solvent the diffusion coefficient of a n-alkane solute should vary 
inversely with its chain length, where chain length is expressed by the 
number of carbon atoms in the solute. For the diffusion of n-heptane 
and n-decane in the various normal alkane solvents this ratio is 10/7, 
i.e., 1.43. 
Based on the experimental diffusivity measurements of this work, 
it would appear that at least for the range of solutes n-heptane to 
n-decane the cube-root molar volume ratio of Equation 3.16 more accu-
rately describes the chain-length dependency of n-alkane diffusion coef-
ficients than does the inverse linear relationship suggested by Van Geet 
et a1. Available n-a1kane diffusivity data (1, 2, 22) indicates that 
for the n-alkane solutes of n-dodecane and above Equation 3.16 predicts 
diffusivities which are higher than the measured values. For example, 
Bidlack and Anderson (2) have measured a diffusion coefficient of 
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1.79 x 10-5 cm2/sec for the system n-hexadecane-n-heptane (250 C). A 
diffusion coefficient of 2.69 x 10-5 cm2/sec is calculated for the 
n-hexadecane-n-heptane system using Equation 3.16 and based on the 
diffusivity of n-decane in n-heptane. Equation 3.16 should, therefore, 
probably not be used to extend the present experimental results to 
n-alkane solute species much outside the range of n-heptane to n-decane. 
3.3.3. Diffusivity Estimation Methods. The experimental diffusion 
coefficients are compared in Table 3.4 to the predictions of several 
diffusivity correlations which appear in the literature. The average 
absolute percent deviations, AAPD, were computed by comparing the pre-
dicted diffusivities to all the experimental data given in Table 3.1 
for each respective solute-solvent system. 
The diffusivity correlation of Wilke and Chang (24) yielded compar-
atively good results for the n-heptane-n-alkane systems. The prediction 
accuracy decreased significantly, however, for the other systems studied. 
The rather large 53% AAPD experienced by the Wilke-Chang equation for 
the alcohol solvent solutions may in part be due to the value of 1.0 used 
for the association parameter in this equation. The AAPD is reduced to 
42% if a solvent association parameter of 1.5 is used; this is the asso-
ciation parameter suggested by Wilke and Chang for ethanol. The lack 
of a suitable technique for estimating the association parameter limits 
this equation's effectiveness for hydrogen-bonded solvent systems. 
In a review of diffusion coefficient correlations, Reid and Sherwood 
(17) recommend the use of the relation developed by Scheibel (19) for 
nonaqueous binary systems. The Scheibel equation was found to be 
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Table 3.4 
Prediction Accuracy of Diffusivity Correlations 
Predictive Model Binary Systems 
(Solute/Solvent) 
n-Heptane/ n-Decane/ n-A1kane/ 
n-Alkanes n-Alkanes n-Alcohols 
AAPD* AAPD* AAPD* 
Wilke-Chang (24) 9 26 53 
Scheibel (19) 20 10 42 
Lusis-Ratc1iff (12) 7 24 51 
Othmer-Thakar (16) 43 53 71 
Sitaraman-Ibrahim-
Kuloor (20) 7 21 33 
King-Hsueh-Mao 13 8 25 
Olander (15) 20 18 61 
Gainer-Metzner (7) 12 9 166 
Mitchell et al. (14) 7 34 15 
--
*Where the AAPD is calculated as: 
MPD = 1. 21 Dcalc . - Dexp·1 X 100 
n Dexp. 
comparable in accuracy to the recently developed and somewhat similar 
relation of Lusis and Ratcliff (12). 
Othmer and Thaker (16) have proposed a diffusivity prediction 
relation which utilizes water as a reference material for correlation. 
As can be seen from Table 3.4, this method yielded the poorest overall 
results of any correlation considered. 
It might be expected that the diffusivities of the n-alkane-
n-alcohol systems would be more accurately predicted by a correlation 
that specifically attempts to account for molecular interaction. 
Sitaraman, Ibrahim and Kuloor (20) employed heat of vaporization data 
to characterize the relative degree of solute and solvent association. 
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The diffusivity prediction relation developed by these authors, however, 
appears to offer no real advantage for the n-alkane-n-alcohol systems. 
King, Hsueh and Mao (11) used a similar heat of vaporization ratio in 
their development of a diffusivity correlation. The King-Hsueh-Mao 
correlation is comparatively successful in predicting diffusion coef-
ficients for the n-alcohol solvent systems studied in this investigation. 
Considering its simplicity, it appears to be the best diffusivity 
correlation for n-alkane systems. 
Olander (15), Gainer and Metzner (7) and Mitchell et ale (14) have 
--
proposed modifications to the Eyring absolute rate theory equation for 
diffusion. All three approaches use a hole formation-jump step diffu-
sion model as a means of predicting the activation energy requirements 
of the diffusion process. Except for the Mitchell et ale equation's 
prediction of n-decane-n-alkane diffusivities, all three methods pre-
dicted n-alkane diffusion coefficients with an average absolute deviation 
from the experimental values of less than about 20%. The prediction 
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relation of Mitchell et ale is the most accurate estimation technique of 
all those considered for the n-alkane-n-alcohol systems. The Gainer-
Metzner equation was highly inaccurate for the alcohol systems because 
of a basic weakness in the prediction expression. For binary systems, 
such as the n-alkane-n-alcohol solutions considered in this work, hydro-
gen bonding is experienced only among the solute or solvent species. 
For systems such as these, the hydrogen bonding component in Equation 
25 of the Gainer-Metzner development (7) is unwarrentedly cancelled out 
by the nature of the geometrically averaged energy terms. 
Although not shown in Table 3.4, the self-diffusivity correlation 
proposed by Nagarajan, Ryan and Shemilt, as described by Reid et ale 
(17), predicted n-heptane self-diffusivities with an AAPD of about 15% 
and n-decane self-diffusivities with an AAPD of about 6%. The King-
Hsueh-Mao equation predicted self-diffusivities with AAPD's of 7% and 
3% for these same respective liquids. 
3.4. Summary 
The unsteady-state porous frit technique has been used to measure 
the diffusivity of n-heptane and n-decane in several n-alkanes and two 
n-alcohols. The diffusivity of the solute n-decane in n-hexane (250 C) 
and in n-heptane (20oC) as measured in this work differed from values 
reported in the literature. The Hayduk-Cheng empirical relationship 
was found to correlate this work's data well. A diffusivity relation-
ship proposed by Van Geet and Adamson for n-alkanes proved to be inef-
fective for the specific range of solute-solvent systems considered in 
this study. The predictions of all major diffusivity correlations were 
compared to the experimental values. The King-Hsueh-Mao equation is 
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recommended for diffusivity prediction in n-alkane-n-alkane systems, 
and the Mitchell et al. equation is recommended for diffusivity predic-
tion in n-alkane-n-alcohol systems. 
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3.5. Nomenclature 












= an experimental constant defined in Equation 3.8. 
= solute concentration (activity) within the frit, 
g-mole/l (cpm/ml). 
= solute concentration (activity) in the solvent 
bath, g-mole/l (cpm/ml). 
= molecular diffusivity, cm2/sec. 
= Boltzmann constant, 1.380 x 10-16 erg/oK. 
= solute-solvent parameters of Equation 3.11. 
= effective length of the diffusion path from the 
surface to the center of the frit, cm. 
= molecular weight, gIg-mole. 
= number of samples taken during the experimental 
run. 
= Avogadro's number, 6.0248 x 1023 mole-I. 
= Stokes-Einstein solute radius, R. 
= time, sec. 
= absolute temperature, oK. 
= molar volume, cm3/g-mole. 
= volume of solvent in the solvent bath, cm3. 
= distance, em. 
= viscosity, cp. 
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Subscripts 
A = solute species. 
B = solvent species. 
calc. = calculated from a prediction expression. 
exp. = experimental quantity. 
i = sample index number. 
Superscripts 
a = initial value. 
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The study of molecular diffusion in liquids has received increasing 
attention for over the past century. The great volume of work contained 
in the literature attests to the importance that has been and continues 
to be placed on this field. Owing to the wide diversity of demands 
represented by fields of interest ranging from engineering design to 
liquid state theory, diffusion results can be found in a broad range 
of literature sources. 
From time to time during recent years, the advances in liquid state 
diffusion have been consolidated and summarized into review articles. 
The comprehensive review of Johnson and Babb (2A) covers almost the 
entire spectrum of liquid diffusion related work up to the time of its 
publication. Although not as extensive, the later articles of Nienow 
(4A) and Kamal and Conjar (3A) serve as useful reference guides in the 
field of liquid diffusion progress. It would be virtually impossible 
and somewhat redundant in light of these excellent review works to 
attempt to discuss all aspects of liquid diffusion work. Instead, the 
following discussion will include only a brief review of diffusivity 
prediction methods. Some major sources of experimental data and meas-
urement techniques are noted. A more thorough review of the porous frit 
measurement technique is given. A detailed review of previous diffusion 
studies in n-alkane systems is also included. 
A.I. Diffusion Coefficient Prediction 
Numerous attempts have been made to accurately predict diffusion 
coefficients. Generally the approach to this problem has been along 
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either theoretical or empirical lines. Most theoretical work has tended 
to digress to a semi-empiricism in order to conform to experimental 
reality. 
A.l.l. Theoretical Work. Perhaps one of the earliest expressions 
for diffusion coefficient prediction is the well known Stokes-Einstein 
equation. This equation which is based on hydrodynamical considerations 
shows the binary diffusion coefficient to be inversely related to both 
the solvent viscosity and to the molecular diameter of the solute. 
Generally the Stokes-Einstein equation gives good results for solute 
molecules that are large compared to the solvent molecules (2A). 
Arnold (2B) modified the kinetic theory of gases to develop an 
expression for liquid state diffusion coefficients in terms of solvent 
molecular volume and molecular weight of both solute and solvent. 
Arnold's equation, as are all the equations herein discussed, is 
strictly applicable only to diffusion of a solute infinitely dilute in 
the solvent. 
The absolute rate theory of diffusion is perhaps one of the best 
known and most widely used of the diffusion theories. Eyring developed 
this theory based on reaction kinetics and a hole model description of 
the liquid state. The development of the liquid state theory and its 
relationship to the similar transport properties of viscosity and 
diffusion was presented by Eyring and co-authors in a series of papers 
(28B, 30B, 55B, 5G). The concepts set forth in these papers were 
collected into what is now a classical presentation of rate theory by 
Glasstone, Laidler and Eyring (22B). One variation of the diffusivity 
expression appearing in this work is 
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2 kT [-LlFD~ D=A -exp--
h RgT 
(A.I) 
where A is the diffusion path length between equilibrium positions and 
llFD is the activation free energy of diffusion. 
More than twenty years after the initial work in this area Eyring 
and his collaborators set forth in a series of papers a refined liquid 
state model concept commonly refered to as the Significant Structure 
Theory (49B, 50B, 4G, 8G). Prior to this work Li and Change (32B) , 
applying Equation A.I and its viscosity counterpart to self-diffusion 
and viscosity data, had noted deviation by a factor of six in Equation 
A.I. This discrepancy, which was attributed to the development of 
Equation A.I not having adequately considered the relative motion of 
the diffusing molecule with respect to its neighboring molecules, was 
later confirmed by Ree and Eyring (49B). The revised version of the 
diffusion expression as it has been developed in Significant Structure 
Theory is 
(A.2) 
where ~ can be considered a geometric parameter descriptive of the number 
of neighboring molecules. 
The general form of the Eyring equation for diffusivity, Equation 
A.I and A.2, has been used by many investigators as a starting point 
for further theoretical development. McLaughlin (37B) used the hole 
model of liquids combined with an intermolecular force field relation-
ship in an attempt to improve the Eyring equation's predictive ability 
for self-diffusion in simple liquids. By far the greatest efforts made 
in modifing the Eyring equation have been directed towards improving the 
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evaluation of the free energy term of this equation. 
Eyring (22B) initially suggested several approaches to this problem. 
If it is assumed the activation free energy of viscosity equals that of 
diffusion then a multiplication of Equation A.2 by its viscosity 
counterpart yields 
(A.3) 
where Al, A2, A3 are molecular distances. Although Equation A.3 is 
strictly valid only for self-diffusion, it has been used extensively 
for binary diffusion coefficient prediction as will be pointed out later. 
Eyring was able to achieve a degree of success in evaluating the activa-
tion energy of diffusion as a fraction of the solvent energy of vapor-
ization (22B). The suggestion by Eyring that both the viscous and 
diffusional activation energies can be thought of as a combination of 
hole formation and jump step terms has lead to several novel approaches 
to the activation energy prediction problem. 
Bondi (4B) extensively studied the individual contributions of the 
hole and jump step terms to the overall energy of viscosity. Collins 
(6B) used the hole formation and jump step energy concepts to discuss 
the theoretical ramifications of experimentally measured activation 
energies. Olander (41B) attempted to account for the difference between 
the activation free energies of viscosity, ~F~, and binary diffusion 
~FDAB' by considering the relative contributions of the hole formation 
and jump step portions of the diffusion process. Gainer and Metzner 
(20B) using the homologue technique of Bondi and Simkin (2H) extended 
the basic concepts of Olander to diffusion in highly viscous and 
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hydrogen bonded systems. Regular solution theory was used by Mitchell 
(lID) in an effort to improve the direct evaluation of the activation 
free energy term ~F • Li and Gainer (33B) used equations developed 
DAB 
in the work of Gainer and Metzner to develop an equation for predicting 
binary diffusivities in polymer solutions. Gainer (2IB) has recently 
extended his original modification of the rate theory to take into 
account solute concentration effects on the liquid diffusion coefficient. 
Relatively little progress has been made in applying the poten-
tially powerful statistical mechanical approach to diffusion coefficient 
prediction in all but the very simplest of liquids. Using statistical 
mechanical arguments, however, Kamal and Conjar (27B) have developed 
an expression for binary diffusion coefficient prediction. Their some-
what complicated expression requires free volume and heat of vaporization 
data. Although not specifically considering diffusion at infinite 
dilution, Bearman (3B) makes an interesting comparison of several diffu-
sion expressions including that of Eyring using a statistical mechanical 
approach. 
A.l.2. Empirical Methods. While many of the above mentioned 
theoretical works contain parameters that have been experimentally 
determined, the major portion of their development has been of a non-
experimental nature. There also exist, however, a number of prediction 
expressions that have been derived chiefly on the basis of experimental 
observations. 
- 1/3 It will be noted in Equation A.3 that if Al ~ A2 ~ A3 ~ (V/NA) , 
the whole left hand side of the equation, D~/T, can be considered 
proportional to the molar volume to some power. If in this equation 
viscosity is considered a property of the solvent and molar volume a 
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property of the solute the relation becomes similar in form to that of 
the Stokes-Einstein equation. The group, D~/T, has been used as one of 
the prime means to correlate data. 
Wilke in a series of papers (60B, 4E, 29E) used this group to 
correlate a wide range of binary diffusion coefficients. The general 
diffusion coefficient correlation equation developed in this work, 
better known as the Wilke-Chang equation has the form 
(A.4) 
where, for infinitely dilute solutions, ~ and M are the solvent viscosity 
-
and molecular weight, V is the molar volume of the solute and x is an 
a 
association parameter. This is probably the most widely used of all 
diffusivity prediction equations. 
At approximately the same time Wilke proposed the above equation, 
Scheibel (53B) developed a very similar equation for diffusivity 
prediction. Scheibel's approximation to D~/T is in terms solely of 
the solvent and solute molar volumes. 
In recent years, several correlations have been developed for pre-
dieting the binary diffusion coefficient at infinite dilution. These 
correlations can be considered modifications or extensions to the 
Wilke-Chang equation. Sitaraman, Ibrahim and Kuloor (54B) proposed 
a method of evaluating the association parameter in the Wilke-Chang 
equation by a ratio of solvent to solute latent heats of vaporization. 
This equation which varies slightly in form from the Wilke-Chang 
equation was found by its developers to yield comparable prediction 
results for a number of binary systems. King, Hsueh and Mao (3lB) 
developed a correlation for binary diffusion coefficients based on the 
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relative constancy of the group D~/T for self-diffusion. These authors 
then modified this group to account for differences in solute-solvent 
sizes and interaction forces. The equation, which has the form 
(A.5) 
where VB and VA and ~HB and ~HA are the solvent-solute molar volumes 
and latent heats of vaporization, respectively, was claimed to have 
superior predicting accuracy than the before-mentioned correlations. 
Recently Lusis and Ratcliff (35B) have successfully developed a 
correlation for the group, D~/T, solely in terms of solute and solvent 
molar volumes. Here again comparing the predictive accuracy of their 
correlation to similar correlations of data, superiority was claimed. 
Othmer and Thakar (42B) employed slightly different concepts to 
correlate diffusivity. Using a reference material, water, to linearize 
their correlation these workers obtained an expression for diffusivity 
in terms of solute molal volume, solvent viscosity and latent heat of 
vaporization. 
In a recent review of the relationship between diffusivity and 
solvent viscosity, Hayduk and Cheng (23B) have proposed a correlation 
for binary diffusion in dilute solutions that conflicts in some respects 
with the previously discussed correlations. These workers found that 
diffusivity could be expressed solely in terms of solvent viscosity and 
that a unique diffusivity-solvent viscosity relationship exists for each 
diffusing species. 
D K K2 = l~ 
The relationship was expressed in the simple form 
(A.6) 
where Kl and K2 are constants determined for each diffusing species. 
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A.2. Conventional Diffusivity Measurement 
There exists today several commonly used techniques to measure 
diffusion coefficients. Among these are the diaphragm cell, optical, 
capillary cell and spin-echo techniques. It is important for those who 
use diffusivity data to be aware of the general characteristics of each 
technique in order to properly evaluate the respective diffusion data. 
A.2.l. Diaphragm Cell Method. The diaphragm cell method is one 
of the oldest and most widely used methods for diffusion coefficient 
measurement. The method was first described by Northrop and Anson (12C). 
Gordon (SC), in what is now a classically referenced work on the subject, 
gave an in-depth analysis of the technique. In this work Gordon con-
sidered among other things the mathematical relations that describe the 
diffusion process and how, assuming a steady-state gradient across the 
diaphragm, these relations may be used to compute differential diffu-
sivity. The effect of diaphragm pore size and solution stirring were 
also considered. Gordon's discussion of calibration standards has had 
one of the most profound influences on the application of this method. 
Stokes (16C, 24E) in two papers reviewed much of Gordon's early 
work. His study of the effects of cell stirring rate, diaphragm wear 
and low electrolyte concentration anomolies have a bearing not only on 
the diaphragm cell method but on any diffusivity measurement method that 
employes diffusion through a fritted material. 
Mills (9C, lOC) compared the diaphragm cell measurements of self-
diffusion in electrolytes to those obtained by the capillary cell method 
and obtained fair agreement. Using a diaphragm cell technique, Nielsen, 
Adamson and Cobble (11C) reported measuring abnormally high electrolyte 
self-diffusivities at low solute concentrations. Deviations in the 
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measured diffusivities of sodium chloride solutions were observed to 
begin at about 0.001 N (NaCl) and range up to about 30% for sodium 
chloride solutions of 1 x 10-6 N. Like Stokes, these workers attributed 
the effects to a surfa.ce conductivity phenomena. 
Several workers have verified the validity of using diaphragm cells 
calibrated with electrolyte solutions to measure the diffusivity of 
nonelectrolytes. Mills (17E) found fair agreement between the benzene 
self-diffusivities he measured using the diaphragm cell method and 
those measured by a number of capillary cell methods. Harris, Pua and 
Dunlop (9E) have shown that calibration of the diaphragm cell with 
aqueous electrolytes (KCl) and nonelectrolytes (urea) yields, within 
experimental error, the same results. Lees and Sarram (14E) have 
recently measured the diffusion coefficient of water in several organic 
liquids using a diaphragm cell calibrated with electrolyte (KCl) 
solution. These authors report no experimental difficulties in applying 
electrolyte calibration results to nonelectrolyte systems. 
Several rather recent advances have been made in diaphragm cell 
technology. Pikal (13C) has shown that one of the major drawbacks to 
the diaphragm cell method, the lengthy prediffusion time, can be partly 
dispensed with by applying a theoretical correction to the traditionally 
computed diaphragm diffusivity. Rao and Bennett (14C) have devised a 
modified diaphragm cell which utilizes a flow technique. The principal 
advantage of this method appears to be a reduction of the overall 
diffusion time. Fell and Hutchison (4C) recently have proposed a modi-
fication to the diaphragm cell method that permits its use at elevated 
temperatures. These authors also continuously monitored concentration 
change in one compartment of the cell by use of a capacitance probe. 
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A.2.2. Optical Methods. Optical methods which monitor the change 
in refractive index of a liquid as a second liquid of different refrac-
tive index diffuses into it have been reported to be the most precise 
techniques available for liquid diffusion coefficient measurement. 
Kegeles and Gosting (6C) presented one of the first theoretical 
discussions of interference methods as related to diffusion coefficient 
measurement. This theoretical presentation was quickly followed by 
the experimental work of Longsworth (7C). 
Since its introduction, numerous refinements have been made in the 
interferometric measurement of diffusion coefficients. Among the con-
tributors have been Caldwell, Hall and Babb (lC), Garner and Marchant 
(5E) and Harris, Pua and Dunlop (9E). 
A.2.3. Spin-Echo Technique. The nuclear magnetic resonance spin-
echo technique as developed by Carr and Purcell (2C) has been used to 
measure self-diffusion coefficients. Douglass and co-workers (15E, 6F) 
have used this technique to measure a number of pure liquid self-
diffusivities over a range of temperatures. Self-diffusion coefficients 
in binary solutions have been measured with the spin-echo method by 
McCall and Douglass (l6E). The pressure dependency of the self-diffusion 
coefficient of several paraffin hydrocarbons has been studied by McCall, 
Douglass and Anderson (llF) employing similar spin-echo techniques. 
The somewhat involved nature of this measurement procedure coupled 
with an estimated accuracy of 5 - 10% have limited the popularity of 
this method. 
A.2.4. Capillary Cell Method. The capillary cell method utilizing 
an unsteady-state diffusion process is one of the oldest methods of its 
kind for diffusivity measurement (2A). The method in part owes its 
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continued existence to Wang, who in two papers (17C, 27E) described the 
experimental technique in detail. By employing radioactive tracers Wang 
overcame one of the biggest weaknesses of this technique, the lack of 
suitably accurate analytical methods to determine the concentration 
changes due to diffusion. 
Probably due in part to its experimental simplicity, the capillary 
cell method has been frequently used as a backup method for diffusivity 
measurement. Instances of diaphragm cell measurements being compared 
to capillary cell measurements have been noted previously. 
Fishman (7F, SF) using the capillary cell method determined the 
self-diffusion coefficients of n-hexane and isomeric pentanes. His 
experimental findings agreed with those obtained in independent spin-
echo studies (6F). 
Recent capillary cell work includes that of Nakanishi and co-
workers (19E, 20E) and Witherspoon and co-workers (15C). Hayduk and 
Cheng (23B) have recently employed a modified steady-state capillary 
cell technique to measure the diffusivity of ethane and carbon dioxide 
in several paraffin hydrocarbons. 
A.2.5. Unsteady-state Porous Frit Technique. Several attempts 
have been made to measure diffusion coefficients by monitoring the real-
time diffusion of a species out of or through a porous frit. The method, 
which does not depend on the attainment of steady-state conditions, 
provides a comparatively rapid means for measuring diffusivities. 
Wall, Grieger and Childers (14D) developed a method for measuring 
diffusion coefficients based upon measuring the rate of change in 
apparent weight of a porous solution-filled disc which was suspended in 
a thermostated bath. Wall and Childers (l5D) later used this technique 
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to measure binary diffusion coefficients in several polymer systems. In 
yet a later investigation of this method, Wall and Wendt (16D) employed 
numerical techniques to develop a method for estimating differential 
diffusivities at infinite dilution. In this article the authors contend 
that the apparent diffusivity measured by their frit technique approx-
imates, to a close extent, the differential diffusion coefficient corre-
sponding to the concentration of the solvent bath. 
Using the frit technique of Wall et al., Ko and Eitel (8D) measured 
the diffusion behavior of poly (vinyl alcohol) in an aqueous solution. 
These authors experienced what they termed an induction effect during 
the early portion of their diffusion runs. This effect was character-
ized by an unexpectedly fast apparent diffusion process during the 
startup of the experimental run. These workers found that the measured 
diffusivity was ·independent of the initial solute concentration in the 
frit. This finding was claimed to support the previously stated view 
that the diffusion coefficient actually measured by this frit technique 
is the coefficient at the surface concentration. 
The diffusion coefficient of sodium-22 in glycerol was measured by 
Hollander and Barker (7D) using an unsteady-state version of the 
diaphragm cell. A portion of the cell's upper liquid reservoir was 
circulated through a counting chamber permitting an essentially real-
time monitoring of the diffusion process. Cell reservoirs were separated 
by and diffusion was through a porous glass frit. 
Marcinkowsky, Nelson and Kraus (lOD) used a radiometric adaptation 
of the frit method proposed by Wall and co-workers. The diffusion 
coefficients of electrolyte gamma-emitting radioisotopes were measured 
in aqueous solutions. Diffusion was monitored by directly recording 
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the decrease in activity contained within a porous frit, initially charged 
with tracer material, as non-tagged solution was eluted past it. 
Another version of the porous frit technique was recently developed 
in this laboratory (lID). The method is based on the unsteady-state 
diffusion of a solute from a porous slab into a surrounding well-stirred 
thermostated solvent bath. Solvent bath solute concentration is moni-
tored by sampling the solvent bath periodically during the diffusion 
time. 
A.3. Studies of Long-Chained Systems 
The study of the viscous and diffusional behavior of long chain 
molecules has occupied the attention of investigators over the years. 
The study of these generally ordered systems has provided a deeper 
insight into the actual mechanisms of viscosity and diffusion. 
Eyring and Kauzman (28B) studied the mechanism of flow of normal 
hydrocarbons by comparing the activation energy of viscosity to the heat 
of vaporization for molecular chains up to 30 carbon atoms in length. 
The results of this study, which also appear in THEORY OF RATE PROCESSES 
(22B), suggest that for long chain molecules molecular movement is 
segmental in nature and that the unit of flow becomes a proportionately 
smaller fraction of the overall molecule as the chain length increases 
in size. 
In a somewhat later study Moore, Gibbs and Eyring (12F) discussed 
possible liquid structure configurations for normal paraffins. These 
workers then considered viscous flow mechanisms based upon their liquid 
state models. 
In what appears to be among the first of the investigations of 
diffusion in normal alkanes, Trevoy and Drickamer (15F) measured the 
binary diffusion coefficients for approximately 50 mole% mixtures of 
benzene and n-heptane in a series of n-alkanes. 
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Wilke (4E) measured the diffusivity of iodine and toluene in a 
number of n-alkanes. The diffusivities later formed part of the data 
from which his famous correlation was developed. In a similar series of 
measurements Hammond and Stokes measured the diffusivity of carbon 
tetrachloride into several n-alkanes (7E). 
Fishman (7F) studied the self-diffusion of n-pentane and n-heptane 
using a capillary cell technique. Applying the Eyring model of diffusion 
to his data, Fishman computed approximate values for the intermolecular 
distances AI' A2 and A3. Based on his experimental observations, Fishman 
concluded that self-diffusion for these two normal alkanes probably 
occurrs in a segmental fashion. It was further noted that the linear 
molecules appear to align themselves with the carbon axis parallel to 
the direction of flow. 
In what was an introduction to a series of investigations of diffu-
sion in n-alkane systems, Douglass and McCall (6F) measured the self-
diffusivity of CSHl2 through ClOH22 , ClSH38 and C32H66 over a range of 
temperatures. In an article that closely followed the format used by 
Fishman, these authors also used the Eyring model to interpret their 
data. It was noted in this work that the activation energy of viscosity 
and self-diffusion differed by an appreciable degree. Douglass and 
McCall supported the mechanistic model of n-alkane self-diffusion 
proposed by Fishman. 
McCall, Douglass and Anderson (llF) continued the investigation of 
the n-alkane self-diffusion process by studying the pressure dependence 
of this transport property for n-CSH12 through n-C IOH22 plus several 
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isomers of hexane. Self-diffusivities were measured by the spin-echo 
technique at several pressures. The authors present volumes of acti-
vat ion and energies of activation (at constant volume) computed from 
their data. Generally they noted a constant volume activation energy 
of self-diffusion to energy of vaporization ratio of about 0.15 for the 
normal alkanes. 
Van Geet and Adamson (16F) studied the diffusional behavior of the 
system n-octane-n-dodecane. In addition the diffusion of n-octadecane 
in the ternary system n-octane-n-dodecane-n-octadecane was measured at 
various system compositions. Based upon the results of this investigation 
these authors concluded that diffusion of normal alkanes in normal alkanes 
occurrs in a segmental fashion. In an application of congruence prin-
ciples, these authors further speculated that this segmental molecular 
motion is a function mainly of the average chain length of the medium 
through which the molecule is moving. 
In what is essentially an amplification of the previously discussed 
article, Van Geet and Adamson (17F) continued their discussion on diffu-
sion coefficient prediction in normal alkanes. Using previously meas-
ured n-alkane self-diffusivities (6F) and a semi-empirical diffusivity-
activation energy relationship (lB), n-alkane self-diffusion coefficients 
were presented in nomograph form. The authors proposed that tracer 
diffusion in n-alkane mixtures was accurately represented by 
(A.7) 
where Nj is the mixture mole percent of component j having the pure com-
ponent molar volume Vj and self-diffusivity Dj . Dm and Vm are properties 
of the mixtures. Justification for this equation was based on the ter-
nary data mentioned in the previous paragraph. Data agreement was 
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reported to be within 5%. 
Bidlack and Anderson (IF) measured the binary diffusion coefficient 
of heptane-hexadecane solutions over a range of compositions. The 
variable D~ plotted as a function of concentration was found to deviate 
from linearity for this system. 
The diffusivities of several longer chain n-alkanes, n-decane and 
above, were measured in the solvent n-heptane by Rossi and Bianchi (14F). 
Solute radii computed from the Stokes-Einstein equation were compared 
to theoretically computed gyration radii. 
Dewan and Van Holde (SF) have measured the binary diffusion coef-
ficient of a number of n-alkanes in the solvent carbon tetrachloride. 
Dewan and Van Holde (SF) and Burkhart and Merrill (4F) have considered 
this data from a hydrodynamical point of view. An attempt was made in 
these two works to describe the frictional forces encountered by the 
diffusing paraffin molecule. 
Bidlack, Kett, Kelly and Anderson (3F) have recently measured the 
binary diffusion coefficients for a number of solutes, including several 
n-alkanes, in the solvents n-hexane and carbon tetrachloride. These 
authors noted that, except for the normal alkanes, the products of 
binary diffusivity and solvent viscosity were very nearly superimposed 
for these two solvents when plotted against the solute molar volume. 
Although most of the n-alkane diffusion studies have been concerned 
with molecular species above n-pentane in size, several rather recent 
studies have investigated the diffusion properties of the lighter 
paraffins. Graue and Sage (9F) have reported the diffusivity for methane 
and ethane in several alkanes (propane, n-butane, n-pentane, n-heptane, 
n-decane) over a range of temperatures. These authors have developed 
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correlating expressions for their data. The binary diffusion coeffi-
cients for ethane in a number of n-a1kane solvents (n-hexane, n-heptane, 
n-octane, n-dodecane, n-hexadecane) have been measured by Hayduk and 
Cheng (23B). 
Compared to the relatively large amount of work that has been done 
in the area of diffusion in n-alkanes, little work has been done in 
investigating the diffusion properties of their hydrogen bonded homo-
logues, the normal paraffinic alcohols above n-pentanol. Perhaps the 
most recent and extensive work in this area is that of Gainer and 
Metzner (20B). These workers investigated the diffusion of normal amyl, 
hexy1 and octyl alcohols in several solvents. 
A.4. Bibliographic References 
The following list of bibliographic references was compiled during 
the course of this study. In addition to references related solely to 
the topic of diffusion, numerous articles in areas of solution thermo-
dynamics and liquid state theory are herein referenced. It is felt 
that with the vast amount of work being done in the area of diffusion 
investigation this reference listing has value in itself and would 
serve as a useful starting point for future research work in this area. 
An attempt has been made to group the reference listings under 
several descriptive topic headings. While it is acknowledged listed 
references may pertain to one of several topic headings, the author's 
discretion has been used to judge the major topical relevance. 
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A prime objective of this work was to improve the overall accuracy 
of the unsteady-state method of diffusivity measurement. Basic to this 
goal was a continued attention to every aspect of the experimental tech-
nique. The following is a discussion of the equipment, materials and 
procedure that were employed in the porous frit measurement of diffusion 
coefficients. 
B.I. Equipment 
The equipment used in this study can, for discussional purposes, 
be conveniently divided into three general catagories: (1) the diffusion 
cell, (2) the constant temperature bath and related peripheral equipment 
and (3) the analytical equipment. 
B.l.l. Diffusion Cell. The diffusion cell as shown in Figure B.l. 
consists of three main components: the porous frit, solvent tank 
assembly and the stirrer blade. 
The primary experimental component of this technique is the porous 
frit. The unglazed porous porcelain frits were manufactured by Coors 
and were obtained from the Arthur H. Thomas Company. The frits were 
ground to size with superfine carbonundum emery cloth under running 
tapwater. The frits were then cleaned in a Cole-Parmer (Model 8845-4) 
ultrasonic bath using distilled water as the solvent medium. The approx-
imately 5 to 10 minute exposure to the ultrasonic bath tended to dislodge 
loose particles from the surface of the frit as was evidenced by the 
turbid appearance of the surrounding water. The frits were then soaked 
in a bath of hot 6N HCl for about 30 minutes to dissolve possible 
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Figure B.l. Diffusion Cell. 
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organic contaminants such as paper or cloth fiber. After their HCl 
treatment the frits were washed in running tapwater for about 6 hours, 
and then soaked for several days in successive baths of stirred deionized 
water. 
After the frits were dried, they were mounted inside protective 
metal frames. As noted in Chapter II, the metal frames in which the 
porcelain frits were mounted served two purposes. The metal frame 
extended beyond the surface of the frit by a small margin. This pre-
vented the metal stirring blades from making direct physical contact 
with the rather fragile frit and thereby altering the surface character-
istics. Tabs at the base of the frame fit into guides in the bottom of 
the solvent tank. In this manner the frit was held firmly in place, and 
possible vertical motion caused by the stirring assembly was prevented. 
Rodger's Epoxy Rx2300 was used both to seal the edges of the frits 
and to bind them to the metal frames. The epoxy resin was heat cured at 
2200 F for 24 hours. Following the curing operation, the frits were again 
cleaned in a fashion similar to that described above. They were then 
oven dried and stored in a desiccator ready for use. 
Figures B.2 and B.3 show scanning electron microscope photographs 
(at magnifications of 300, 1000, 3000 and 10000) of the surface and 
cross-section of a typically prepared frit. A type JSM-2 scanning elec-
tron microscope manufactured by Japan Electronic Optics Laboratory Co. 
Ltd. was used to take these photographs. As can be seen from the figures, 
the frit is highly irregular in nature. Qualitatively, the frits appear 
to be composed of rather course blocks of material, generally 5 microns 
or greater in size, held together with a finer grain cement. The void 




Figure B.2. Scanning Electron Microscope Pictures of Frit Surface. 
lOOOX 
lOOOX 
Figure B.3. Scanning Electron Microscope Pictures of 
Frit Cross Section. 
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not having completely filled the void spaces between the larger particles. 
As is evidenced in Figure B.3, the diffusional paths within the frit are 
tortuous and to a degree interconnected. Due to the highly complex 
nature of the frit surface, it is difficult to identify specific surface 
openings to the interior passageways. Probable surface openings appear 
to range from sub-micron to several microns in size, the average pore 
diameter being about one micron. 
A photograph of a frit mounted in its metal frame is shown in Figure 
B.4. A total of seven such frits were used in this investigation. The 
surface dimensions of the frits were measured with a linear scale cali-
brated in 0.01 inch units. The thickness of each frit was recorded as 
the average of five symetrically spaced micrometer measurements. 
The void volume of the frit was determined by first weighing the 
frit dry. The frit was then soaked in normal de cane at room temperature 
for about 24 hours. The frit was removed from the decane and its surface 
blotted dry. It was then quickly weighed on an Ainsworth Type 10 elec-
tronic balance. The void volume of the frit was simply found by dividing 
the difference in weight of the soaked and dry frit by the density of 
n-decane at the weighing temperature. This particular determination was 
done after all diffusion work had been completed. 
The physical dimensions of the frits are listed on Table B.l. 
Slightly more than a third of the volume contained within the surfaces 
of the frit can be considered void volume which is accessible to liquids 
by simple soaking. 
The remaining components of the diffusion cell, the solvent bath 
and the stirring mechanism are discussed in sufficient detail in Chapter 
II. However, an additional note should be made with regard to the stirrer 
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Table B.1 
Physical Dimensions of Porous Frits II 
Frit Total Surface Area Average Half Total Volume, Void Vo1ume*, 
Side, em 2 Thickness, em cm3 cm3 per 
1 56.16 0.283 31.77 11.83 
2 55.72 0.291 32.38 11.90 
3 55.14 0.287 31.60 11.69 
4 55.78 0.285 31.84 12.01 
5 55.22 0.287 31.67 12.48 
6 55.83 0.276 30.81 11.87 
7 55.85 0.280 31.23 12.26 
*Void volumes based on one measurement. 
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assembly mechanism. The drive rod which is spring loaded and operates 
against an eccentric overhead cam propels the stirrer blades up and down. 
A replaceable teflon bearing mounted atop the drive rod served as the 
interfacing between the drive rod and rotating cam; see Figure B.l. The 
excellent self-lubricating properties of this bearing eliminated the need 
for further lubrication at this contact point thus avoiding possible 
contamination of the solvent by lubricant that has in the past been found 
to work its way down the drive rod. 
The diffusion cell is mounted in an angular channel on a rigid frame 
support in the constant-temperature bath; see Figure B.S. The support 
maintained proper diffusion cell-cam alignment, a factor important in the 
successful operation of the stirrer assembly. The stirrer assembly, as 
shown in Figure B.l, is composed of the drive rod and stirrer blades. 
The stirrer blades fit within rather close tolerances around the semi-
rigidly mounted frit in the solvent bath. Thrust of the drive cam on the 
stirrer assembly in any direction other than vertical produces a binding 
of the stirring blades against the metal frame of the frit usually result-
ing in a freeze-up of the entire stirrer mechanism. In practice it was 
found that for optimum operation, the diffusion cell should be centered 
directly beneath the drive shaft on which the cam is mounted. Wire 
retaining pins were used to secure the position of the diffusion cell in 
the mounting channel during a diffusion run. 
B.l.2. Constant Temperature Bath. The diffusion cell is positioned 
in the constant temperature bath so that all but about the top inch or 
so of the solvent bath remains above the level of the surrounding temper-
ature bath oil. The constant temperature bath itself is a large box-
like structure manufactured of heavy-gauge sheet aluminum. All exposed 
Figure B.4. Stirrer Blades and Mounted 
Frit. 
Figure B.S. Diffusion Cell Mounted in Constant 
Temperature Bath. 
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outside surfaces of the constant temperature bath were insulated with 
one-inch thick foam plastic. The bath was filled with about thirty 
gallons of transformer oil. A powerful centrifugal pump constantly 
circulated this oil. 
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The bath's temperature was controlled by a Precision Thermometer 
and Instrument Co. Princo Magna (Model T-260) thermoregulator attached 
to a Central Scientific Co., Cenco, electronic on-off relay. The heating 
element was a standard 750 watt copper coil heater. Normally tapwater 
served as the cooling agent. For some 200 C diffusion runs, it was neces-
sary to use a recirculated cooling system. In this case, a small pump 
circulated cooling water in a closed loop through an ice packed chest 
and into the cooling coils. With proper adjustment of the thermoregu-
lator and cooling water flow rate an extremely steady bath temperature 
could be obtained; in most cases a temperature deviation of less than 
about ±O.DloC was observed. A Fisher thermometer (range -1 to lDloC) 
equipped with a magnifier was used to monitor the temperature of the 
constant temperature bath. The thermometer which is calibrated in D.loC 
units had previously been compared by this author against a similar 
National Bureau of Standards (#9a4248) thermometer. 
A Heuer stopwatch mounted in a stopwatch holder was mounted on the 
constant temperature bath in the near vicinity of the diffusion cell. 
This clock, graduated in D.l second increments, was used to time all 
events during the course of the experimental runs. 
The stirrer assembly drive motor was attached to the base plate of 
the constant temperature bath. The motor rotated the stirrer assembly 
drive shaft by means of a V-belt drive. A Model 29MLW2.1 Graham variable 
speed transmission motor was employed during the frit calibration work. 
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A Herman H. 8tricht and Co. hand tachometer (Model #666) was used to 
measure the stirrer assembly drive shaft speed at various transmission 
settings; see Table B.2 for the measured shaft speeds. Because of gear 
problems the Graham motor was replaced with a Master Gearhead motor 
(style 102342) which furnished a single shaft speed of about 320 RPM. 
This motor was used throughout the remainder of the diffusion studies. 
B.l.3. Analytical Equipment. The last major pieces of equipment 
that can be considered directly involved in the acquisition of diffusion 
data are the analytical instruments which are used to measure the concen-
tration of solute in the solvent bath samples. Two such instruments 
were used: a Beckman pH meter and a Nuclear Chicago scintillation counter. 
A Beckman Expandomatic 88-2 pH meter was used to measure the chloride 
ion concentration of the solvent samples for the calibration runs. The 
pH meter was equipped with a silver-silver chloride pressed billet elec-
trode and a fiber junction reference electrode (Calomel internals). The 
expanded scale feature of the 88-2 was used for all measurements and 
permi.tted potential readings to be made to ±0.2 millivolt. 
At low chloride concentrations the solubility of silver chloride 
is highly temperature dependent. To insure consistent results, the 
samples and KCl reference cell were partly submerged in a constant tem-
perature water bath. The bath temperature fluctuated by no more than 
about ±O.loC during the analysis of a sample series. 
A KNO -agar salt bridge was used to connect the sample solution with 
3 
the reference cell; the reference cell consisted of the fiber junction 
electrode partly submerged in a saturated KCl solution. Fresh salt 
bridges were used for each series of approximately 15 samples. The salt 
bridge recipe was as follows: 1.25 g Agar-Agar, 5.0 g KN03 and 50 ml 
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Table B.2 
Variable Drive Shaft Speed 









The meter exhibited several operating characteristics which required 
consideration. Apparent irregularities in line current (voltage) were 
found to produce significant meter needle deflections for periods of 
time ranging up to several minutes. This effect was found to be purely 
transient with the meter needle returning to its former position once 
the irregularity had faded away. Electrical motors operating in the 
vicinity of the pH meter produced an oscillating needle deflection. 
During the actual sample analysis all electrical motors within the 
immediate neighborhood of the meter were turned off. This included the 
stirrer motor on the constant temperature bath in which the samples being 
analyzed were immersed. 
For batch sample analysis such as done in this work, the silver-
silver chloride electrode required generally from 3 to 5 minutes to reach 
equilibrium with the sample solution. A steady meter reading indicated 
sample-electrode equilibrium had been achieved. 
Twenty milliliter sample vials were used for the analysis cells. 
The vials were large enough to accommodate the Ag-AgCI electrode and 
salt bridge yet small enough so that the 4 to 6 ml of sample solution 
(approximately I ml solvent plus 3-5 ml H20 diluent) completely covered 
the Ag-AgCI tip of the electrode. 
Accurate meter measurements required proper electrode maintenance. 
The surface of the Ag-AgCI billet electrode was sanded lightly from time 
to time with fine grain emery cloth as recommended in the Beckman 
instructions bulletin NI077-B. This reduced the possibility of an oxide 
or other type of scale forming on the electrode tip and interferring 
with the potential measurements. The Ag-AgCl electrode was stored 
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between use with its tip immersed in deionized water; the fiber junction 
reference electrode was stored tip down in a saturated KCl solution. 
A Nuclear Chicago Mark II liquid scintillation counter was used to 
analyze the carbon-14 containing samples. The Mark II is the property 
of the Chemistry Department of the University of Missouri - Rolla. The 
Mark II possesses features that made this phase of sample analysis 
essentially automatic. 
The scintillation counter was normally operated in a "groups only" 
sample changer mode. Depending on sample activity, a precount stop of 
between 10,000 and 100,000 counts was used. In all cases the count 
timer was set at 100 minutes. The maximum count time indicated by the 
machine is 99.99 minutes; for required counting times beyond this limit 
the timer is reinitialized. Therefore, in order to record proper count 
times each sample was counted for a maximum of 99.99 minutes. Low count 
samples were recounted until the desired total count was obtained. 
Samples were counted in the C-14 window on channels A and C and on 
the H-3 window on channel B. Channel C appeared to be the most efficient 
C-14 counting channel because it consistently yielded the highest counts. 
All recorded count rates are based on the channel C count. The ratio of 
the C-14 window count (channel A) to the H-3 window count (channel B) 
was used as a quench criterion. The lack of sample quench was confirmed 
by the constancy of this ratio. Quenching tends to shift the emission 
energy spectrum disproportionately in these two count windows so that 
with quenching the channel ratio AlB is lowered. Dissolved oxygen and 
moisture were judged to be major potential contributors to sample quench 
in the n-alkanes. Additionally the n-alcohols can, themselves, produce 
sample quench. In practice this ratio was found to be constant within 
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the statistical limits of the count for the sample series from each 
diffusion run. This indicated that sample quench was at least uniform 
for each sample in a given diffusion run. 
It was observed at the onset of this work that the volume of scin-
tillation liquid used for a given size sample influenced the observed 
activity of the sample. The general dependency of the recorded count 
on the volume of scintillator solution used is shown in Figure B.6. A 
syringe-measured volume of 0.5 ml of a stock n-heptane-l-C14-n-heptane 
solution was added to each volume of scintillator liquid to obtain this 
curve. The count rate volume dependency can be explained by at least 
two factors. Varying sample volumes change the counting geometry 
within the count chamber. A large sample to scintillator volume ratio 
dilutes the scintillator solution and lessens the opportunity for the 
necessary intimate contact of this solution with the decaying, tagged, 
species. A syringe measured 10 ml volume of scintillating solution per 
sample was used in this work. This volume represented a compromise 
between the higher count rates obtainable with larger volumes of scintil-
lator and the large scintillator volume requirements of the 3000 to 4000 
samples processed in this work. 
In actual operation the Mark II's count efficiency was checked 
periodically by counting known commercial carbon-14 standards. An 
Amershan Searle (28,400 DPM) and a Packard (96,300 DPM) C-14 standard 
were used for this purpose. The machine count efficiency was found to 
remain quite stable over periods of time of a week or so. An overall 
machine C-14 count efficiency of 92 to 96% was observed. The vast 
majority of sample counts were made at a machine efficiency of about 94%. 
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recorded for a sample vial containing only the scintillation liquid, was 
observed to be about 20 counts per minute. Low background borosilicate 
scintillation vials, obtained from Fisher Scientific Co., were used. 
The vials were cleaned for reuse by benzene or toluene rinsing. Foil or 
polyethylene lined caps were used to seal the vials. 
B.2. Materials 
Efforts were made throughout the course of this investigation to 
insure the purity of materials used in the diffusion study. 
B.2.l. Electrolyte Standards. The sodium chloride used in the 
preparation of all standard solutions used to calibrate the frits was 
obtained in A.C.S. certified grade from the Fisher Scientific Co. 
Deionized water was used both in solution preparation and as the 
solvent medium in the calibration runs. Tapwater was deionized by a 
Barnstead Bantam demineralizer using a standard Barnstead ion-exchange 
resin cartridge. Typical resistances of the deionized water as measured 
by a resistance meter on the Barnstead unit ranged from approximately 
0.75 to 1.25 megohms. The resin cartridges were replaced when the indi-
cated resistance fell below 0.75 megohms. The deionized water was 
degassed by application of an aspirator vacuum. 
Preparation of the aqueous sodium chloride solutions followed the 
following format. The sodium chloride was dried at moderate temperature 
(300oC) for an hour to remove possible moisture prior to being weighed 
on a Seeder-Kohlbusch analytical balance. The 0.5 N diffusion standard 
was prepared by dissolving precisely 29.2214 grams of NaCl in a partially 
filled 1.0 1 volumetric flask of deionized water. The flask and contents 
were then equilibrated at 200 e by partial submersion in a constant temper-
ature bath. After several hours, the volume of the water in the flask 
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was raised to the liter mark. The 1.0 N base solution for meter cali-
bration was prepared in a similar manner by the dissolution of 58.4428 g 
of NaCl. The desired range of meter calibration standard solutions was 
obtained by serial dilution of the 1.0 N base solution. 
B.2.2. Hydrocarbon Solvents. The normal alkanes were obtained in 
pure grade (99 + mole%) from the Special Products Division of the Phillips 
Petroleum Company. The n-hexane and n-heptane were obtained in five 
gallon metal cans while the n-octane, n-nonane and n-decane were obtained 
in one gallon glass containers. 
The purity of each alkane was checked by gas-liquid chromatography. 
A Victoreen series 4000 chromatograph fitted with a 6' x 1/8" stainless 
steel column packed with 10% GP6 Apiezon L on Chemsorb (60/80) was 
used for this purpose. No significant levels of impurities «<1%) were 
detected in any of the n-alkanes. They were used without further 
processing. 
The solvents n-octane, n-nonane and n-decane were used fresh for 
the 20 and 250 C diffusion of the solutes n-heptane and n-decane. The 
solvent from each of these runs was collected, distilled through an 18 
inch Vigreux column and the middle 80% overheads retained. The solvent 
was reused, with fresh solvent used for loss makup, for the respective 
30 and 400 C runs. Chromatographic analysis of the distilled solvent 
showed it to be comparable in purity to the fresh solvents. 
B.2.3. n-Alcohols. The n-hexanol and n-heptanol solvents were 
obtained from both Fisher Scientific and Matheson. The alcohols which 
were obtained in practical grade purity were found to contain significant 
levels of contaminants. The following purification procedure was employed. 
The original alcohol was initially distilled in batches of about 
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1500 mI. The distillation apparatus consisted of a 2000 ml boiling flask 
fitted with an 18 inch Vigreux column and tapwater cooled condenser arm. 
The alcohols were distilled slowly; six hours or more of distillation was 
usually required per batch. The middle 80 to 90% of the distillate was 
saved for further processing. Typical overhead temperatures of this cut 
were found to be l54°C for the n-hexanol and l74°c for the n-heptanol. 
Both of the alcohol distillates were found to contain significant levels 
of lower boiling contaminants. 
A Nester/Faust auto annular teflon spinning band distillation column 
(#8/1028) was employed in the second step of the purification process. 
The column's 1000 ml boiling flask limited batch sizes to about 800 mI. 
Typically the column was started up at 100% reflux with a potentiometer 
(boiling flask heating mantle) setting of 80 to 90 and a band speed set 
at 25. At the first sign of vapor in the condenser head, the band speed 
setting was increased to 36, and the pot setting was cut back to 48 for 
hexanol and 54 for heptanol. The column was then refluxed at these condi-
tions for periods of time usually ranging from several hours to a day. 
At the end of this total reflux period, the reflux ratio was set at 
either 200:1 or 100:1. About 50 ml of distillate was collected at this 
high reflux ratio, a process usually requiring about 12 hours to complete. 
At this time a sample of the distillate was analyzed in the same Victoreen 
chromatograph, same column, as was used for the n-alkane analysis. Typi-
cally this sample was found to be rich in the light boiling contaminants. 
Column operation after this initial period was varied from run to run at 
the discretion of the author. 
Following the collection of the first 50 ml or so of distillate, the 
column was cycled through a number of reflux ratios. Ratios of from 
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200:1 to 20:1 were employed. Occasionally a 1:1 ratio was used for a 
short period of time to quickly "flush" out the column. The distillate 
was subjected to periodic chromatographic analysis. An additional 12 
hours or so of column operation was usually required before the contami-
nation as evidenced in the distillate had been reduced to very low levels. 
Normally at this stage of the distillation approximately 100 ml of addi-
tional distillate had been collected. As soon as a low level of contam-
ination «<1%) had been achieved in the distillate, the column was shut 
down and the boiling pot allowed to cool. The pot bottoms were then 
analyzed on the Victoreen chromatograph. If the analysis showed the 
bottoms to be free of all but trace amounts (typically considerably less 
than 1%) of contamination the distillation was terminated, and the third 
stage of the alcohol purification was begun. If not, the distillation 
was continued in the same fashion as previously described. 
A simple transfer-type distillation served as the final purification 
step. This final distillation, in which the bottom 5% of the distillate 
was discarded, was used to separate from the alcohols any high boilers 
such as stopcock grease that might have been picked up in the spinning 
band column. After distillation, the alcohols were stored over Type 3A 
Fisher-Davison molecular sieves. 
The n-heptanol was recycled for use in successive diffusion runs. 
The n-heptyl alcohol was purified between diffusion runs using the same 
basic distillation scheme as was used for the alkanes. The recycled 
alcohol was used as solvent only in diffusion runs employing the tagged 
tracers (n-heptane or n-decane) for which it had previously been used. 
Chromatographic analysis was used to verify the purity of the recycled 
n-heptanol. 
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The water content of both the n-alcohols and n-alkanes was deter-
mined by Karl-Fisher titration using a Precision Scientific Co. Auto-
Aquatrator. Methanol was employed as the titration medium. To facil-
itate titration, the insoluble n-alkan~ethanol phases were almost 
emulsified by use of a high reactor mix rate during the titration. The 
n-alcohols were soluble in the methanol solvent and presented no partic-
ular titration problems. The Karl-Fisher reagent was standardized using 
a known water-methanol mixture. A direct titration employing a 30 second 
end-point-hold was used. The measured moisture contents are listed in 
Table B.3. These values represent the moisture content of the solvent 
samples after all diffusion work had been completed. 
B.2.4. Tagged Compounds. The carbon-14 tagged n-heptane and 
n-decane were obtained from Mallinckrodt Nuclear. The tagged material 
was purchased in 50 microcurie packages. Five units of the n-heptane 
were obtained in break-seal vials; the remainder of the n-heptane and 
all the n-decane was obtained in sealed glass ampoules. 
Mallinckrodt Nuclear supplied proof of purity certificates with each 
lot of tagged material. The certificates specified purity analysis by 
gas-liquid chromatography (10% Apiezon L column). Reproductions of 
chromatograph output curves for both the tagged material and a reference 
standard were attached to the certificates. These were accepted as proof 
of n-heptane-l-C14 and n-decane-l-C14 purity. 
Tracer solutions were prepared in the following manner. The contents 
of a 50 microcurie package of either n-heptane-l-C14 or n-decane-l-C14 
was dissolved in 150 to 200 ml of the desired solvent. The tracer's glass 
container was first rinsed carefully with the respective solvent. The 
container was then introduced into the solvent and by means of glass 
Table B.3 
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stirring rods was broken open under the surface of the solvent. Ground 
glass stoppered 500 ml sample bottles were used for solution preparation 
and storage. 
The binary tracer solutions served as the frit soak solution. Typ-
ically between 100 to 150 ml of tracer solution was used to soak two frits 
simultaneously in the soak tank. After about every two such soakings the 
binary solution was processed through a transfer-type distillation to 
remove possible solid particle contaminants. Volume loss of the tracer 
solution due to the soaking procedure and distillation was made up by 
addition of tracer-free solvent. Gas-liquid chromatography was used to 
check the purity of the tracer solution. No buildup of contaminants was 
noted in any of the tracer solutions during the course of this diffusion 
study. 
B.2.5. Scintillator Solution. The scintillator solution used in 
this work contained 4.0 grams 2,5 diphenyloxazole (pPO) and 0.05 grams 
l,4-Bis-(5-phenyloxazol-2-yl)-benzene (POPOP) per liter of toluene. 
Scintillation grade PPO and POPOP obtained from both Packard and Aldrich 
Chemical Co. were used. Initially Matheson spectro-grade toluene was 
used for the solution preparation. No difference, however, was noted in 
the sample count characteristics when the spectro-grade toluene was 
replaced with Fisher A.C.S. certified toluene. Fisher certified toluene 
was used throughout the remainder of the study. 
Scintillator solution was prepared in 3 1 batches. The PPO and 
POPOP were weighed on an analytical balance. A graduated cylinder was 
used to measure the toluene. All samples within a given diffusion run 
utilized scintillator solution from the same batch. 
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B.3. Procedure 
The unsteady-state frit method of diffusivity measurement is based 
upon the experimental observation of the relative solute buildup within 
a solvent bath. The experimental procedure used to accomplish this task 
is discussed below. 
B.3.l. Frit Cleaning. The observed diffusion process takes place 
entirely within the confines of the porous frit. In order to insure that 
the observed diffusion is that which is intended, the frit must be free 
of contaminants. The following frit cleaning procedures were employed. 
The initial cleaning procedure has been discussed previously. After 
each calibration run, the frits were soaked for 3 to 5 days in a series 
of three 1000 to 1500 ml baths of stirred deionized water. For the 
alkane and alcohol diffusion runs, a similar procedure was used employing 
pure grade n-hexane and n-heptane as the soaking agents. The aim of the 
soak procedure is to replace, by diffusion, the tracer and solvent 
material in the frit with the relatively volatile soak liquid. 
After soaking, the frits were dried in an atmospheric oven at about 
1000C for several hours. They were then dried in a National (Model 583) 
vacuum oven under full oil pump vacuum. Operating temperatures ranged 
from l200 C used for the calibration runs to about l700 C used for most of 
the hydrocarbon work. Corresponding drying times of generally 2 to 4 
hours for calibration runs and for all other runs 10 hours or more were 
employed. After drying, the frits were stored in a desiccator until used. 
In addition to the frits, all other equipment contacting the liquids 
used in the diffusion study was carefully cleaned. All glassware was 
cleaned with soap and water, hot chromic acid, deionized water and Fisher 
certified A.e.S. acetone washes. The solvent bath and stirrer blade 
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assemblies were flushed with running tapwater after use. They were then 
exposed to an ultrasonic bath with soapy water used as the solvent medium. 
The solvent bath and stirrer blades were then rinsed with tapwater, 
deionized water and acetone. All equipment was oven dried before reuse. 
B.3.2. Frit Soak. Prior to the actual diffusion run, the frits 
were charged with the solute-solvent solution of interest by simple 
soaking. Generally frits were soaked, two at a time, in about 100 to 
150 ml of the diffusion solution. A tightly capped glass battery jar 
served as the soak tank. The soaking was done at the temperature of the 
diffusion run by partially submerging the soak tank in a constant temper-
ature bath. Soak times varying from 2 to 18 hours were used for the 
calibration runs. An overnight soak of 10 to 12 hours was generally used 
for the hydrocarbon studies. 
B.3.3. Thermal Equilibrium. To avoid possible mass transfer caused 
by thermal gradients, all material directly involved in the diffusion 
process was equilibrated at diffusion temperature prior to the run. The 
solvent was sealed in a flask and suspended in the constant temperature 
oil bath at least six hours prior to the diffusion run. The stainless 
steel solvent bath and stirrer blade assembly were equilibrated in 
position about an hour beforehand. 
B.3.4. Diffusion Run. In preparation for the diffusion run, the 
frit was removed from the soak tank. Excess solution was blotted from 
the surface of the frit with absorbent paper tissue. The frit was then 
transferred to the solvent bath and the stirrer blade assembly set around 
it. The length of time necessary to perform this transfer operation was 
usually less than a minute. 
The diffusion run was initiated by rapidly pouring a measured amount 
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of solvent into the solvent bath. Thirty seconds prior to this event the 
timer clock was started. The stirrer blade assembly was set in motion 
about 10 seconds prior to the solvent pour. About four seconds were 
normally required to transfer all 250 to 300 milliliters of solvent into 
the solvent bath. Timing of the diffusion run began midway through the 
solvent pour at the time clock's 30 second level. So that "zero" diffu-
sion time would coincide with this mark, the solvent pour was begun two 
seconds prior to the timer's 30 second indication. 
Similar sampling schemes were used for the calibration and diffu-
sivity measurements. Approximately 15 solvent samplings spaced at one 
minute intervals constituted a calibration run. The hydrocarbon runs 
which usually lasted about 100 minutes employed sample withdrawals that 
were spaced one minute apart during the first 10 minutes of the run, two 
minutes apart during the second 10 minutes and 10 minutes apart during 
the remainder of the diffusion run. Calibrated syringes estimated to be 
accurate to ±O.l% were used to withdraw the solvent samples. Sampling 
was done as rapidly as possible usually requiring less than 0.4 seconds. 
Exact adjustment of the sampled volume to a calibrated reference mark 
was made after the syringe had been withdrawn from the solvent bath. The 
time of the sampling, the approximate volume (±2%) of the solvent removed 
from the solvent bath and the precise volume of solvent reserved for 
analysis were recorded. 
As the solvent samples were collected, they were placed in labeled 
sample vials. Samples collected from calibration runs were placed in 
vials containing 3 to 5 ml of precisely measured deionized water. Hydro-
carbon samples containing carbon-14 tagged species were placed in scin-
tillation vials containing 10 ml of syringe measured scintillator solution. 
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Additionally, a concentration analysis of the binary soak solution 
was made for each run to determine Co. A portion of the solvent was 
analyzed to determine the experimental value of C 0 which was used only 
f 
for comparative purposes to check the curve-fit value of Cf
o
. 
B.3.5. Concentration Analysis. The instruments and techniques used 
to measure the solute concentration of the solvent samples have been 
described previously. Only a few additional comments need be made con-
cerning the procedures employed. 
All samples were analyzed as soon after the diffusion run as was 
practical. A variation in measured sample activity with time was noted 
for some samples containing n-heptane. Although all vials were tightly 
sealed immediately after sample collection, some loss of tagged species 
over a period of several weeks appears to be inevitable. Evaporative 
loss of water from the aqueous sodium chloride samples must also be con-
sidered a risk to analytical accuracy. Prompt sample analysis minimizes 
these risks. 
Fluorescent light has the potential for inducing short-lived phos-
phorescence into the glass sample vial. Because of this, samples analyzed 
by the scintillation counter were dark-adapted for about 12 hours in the 
instrument's conveyor chamber prior to being counted. 
B.4. Density and Viscosity 
Solvent densities and viscosities were measured at temperatures of 
20, 25, 30 and 400 C. These physical properties serve as an additional 
characterization of liquid purity. The conventional experimental tech-
niques used to obtain this data are discussed below. 
A 4 1/2 gallon circular pyrex glass tank served as the constant 
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temperature bath. The tank was insulated with one-inch foam plastic and 
fitted with a lucl"te cover . . contalnlng pycnometer and viscometer mounting 
ports. The bath contained both heating and cooling coils. A Cole-Parmer 
(model 71) thermistor temperature controller connected to the heating 
coils was used to regulate the bath temperature. The same thermometer 
used for the diffusion runs was used to monitor the bath temperature. 
Bath temperature was controllable to about ±0.020 C. 
A standard Weld-type pycnometer was used for the density measure-
ments. The pycnometer (#39) was calibrated with degassed distilled 
water; a pycnometer volume of 26.2016 m1 was so measured. Air buoyancy 
corrections were made for all calculations. Weighings were performed on 
the Seeder-Kohlbusch analytical balance. Approximately 15 minutes was 
allowed for the pycnometer to come to thermal equilibrium with the bath. 
One density determination was made at each temperature. 
Viscosities were measured with a Cannon-Fenske size 50 (#V928) 
viscometer according to the procedure outlined by Crosby (41). Prior 
to use with each liquid, the viscometer was cleaned with hot chromic 
acid and distilled (conductivity) water. The viscometer was dried by 
passing dry, filtered air through it. The viscometer was vertically 
aligned with a small plumb bob. It was filled with 6.5 ml of liquid. 
A thermal equilibration time of 15 minutes was allowed. 
The viscometer was calibrated with doubly distilled water over the 
range of temperatures to be studied. A viscometer constant versus efflux 
time curve was constructed, Figure B.7, from the calibration data and 
literature values of water's viscosity and density (51). Viscometer 
constants and subsequent viscosities were determined from the relation: 
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Figure B.7. Viscometer Calibration Curve. 
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where n is the kinematic viscosity (~/p), C the viscometer constant and 
v 
t the efflux time. Efflux times represent an average of 3 to 5 observa-
tions. Because the recommended viscosity range for this viscometer is 
0.8 to 3.2 centistokes all viscosities falling below this range used 
viscometer constants from Figure B.7 to compensate for possible kinetic 
effects. A viscometer constant of 0.004004 centistokes/second was used 




Data treatment as considered in this section represents the analysis 
process that extends from the initial development of pertinent mathemat-
ical relations to the final acquisition of the desired quantities. 
Within this context, the mathematical equations governing the frit 
diffusion process are developed and solved. Least-squares routines 
are then developed to fit the analytic expressions to the experimental 
data; the parameters of these curve fits are the variables of interest. 
The assumptions employed in this mathematical treatment are discussed. 
The particular characteristics of the calibration and diffusivity data 
are also discussed in this section. Additionally, the computer routine 
used in calculating diffusion coefficients is presented. 
e.l. Mathematical Model 
Mass transfer within the diffusion cell must be considered in two 
stages. The actual diffusion process within the frit must first be 
described mathematically. This process must then be related to an 
experimentally measureable property of the solvent bath. 
e.l.l. Diffusion Within the Porous Frit. The general equation of 
continuity of a species A in a binary solution is (21): 
oeA oNAx aNA aNAz + --+~+-- =R ~ oX oy OZ x,A (C.l) 
This equation is applicable to mass transport within the porous frit. 
As used in this work, the binary diffusion coefficient will be 
assumed constant due to the approximate infinitely dilute nature of the 
solution, or it will be represented as a constant, averaged value. 
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Solution density is assumed to be approximately constant within the 
confines of the frit. No chemical reaction or selective adsorption of 
species A on the surface of the frit is assumed to take place. Any loss 
of a tagged A species due to radioactive decay is considered negligible 
due to the long half-life of the tagged species; carbon-14 half-life 
is 5700 years. Application of these restrictions to Equation C.l yields: 
at 
[ 
aCA aCA ac j 
- v - + v - + Vz ---A x ax y ay az (C.2) 
Two final assumptions with regard to the mechanism of mass transport 
within the frit permi~ Equation C.2 to be simplified further. Mass 
transfer within the frit is assumed to be solely by molecular diffusion. 
The frit boundaries, as confirmed by experimental evidence presented in 
Chapter II, serve to effectively shield the binary solution within the 
frit from the convective effects of the agitated solvent bath. Finally, 
diffusion from the frit is confined to a single direction by sealing the 
edges of the frit. Applying these stipulations to Equation C.2 yields 
the Fick's second law expression: 
(C.3) 
This equation describes mass transfer within the frit. In the following 
work, Equation C.3 will be applied to the diffusion of a tagged or other-
wise identifiable species in a solvent; the subscript AB will henceforth 
be dropped. 
C.l.2. Solvent BathCOncenttation. Mass transport outside the 
frit is by convection. The solvent bath is well stirred including the 
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portion near the surface of the frit. The solute concentration of the 
solvent bath is considered uniform throughout the bath. 
An overall material balance can be developed for the frit-solvent 
system. By equating the rate of buildup of solute in the solvent bath 
to the amount of solute diffusing out of the frit at its surface the 
following equation is obtained: 
dCf 2A_ D aC(O,t) 
Vf ~ = -~ ax (C.4) 
where the variable x is measured from the frit surface, toward the center 
of the frit. Solution of the coupled Equations C.3 and C.4 permits the 
solute concentration of the solvent bath to be expressed in terms of 
measured experimental quantities and the system's diffusion coefficient. 
C.2. Solution of Diffusion Eguations 
Three separate solutions to Equations C.3 and C.4 can be obtained 
by applying three different sets of boundary conditions to these 
equations. Two solutions can be obtained by considering the frit as a 
semi-infinite medium. One of these solutions is an approximate form 
while the other is exact within the limits imposed by the boundary 
conditions. A third so-called longtime solution can also be obtained. 
This solution recognizes the finite nature of the frit by allowing for 
solute concentration change at the center of the frit. 
The semi-infinite solutions are used for data analysis ih this 
work; their development follows. 
C 2 1 A imate Solution For times short in the diffusion • •• pprox , • 
process, the solute concentration of the solvent bath can be considered 
a constant, c
f
o. The boundary and initial conditions of Equation C.3 
can then be written as: 
C(D,t) = Cf o 





Equation C.3 can readily be solved in terms of these boundary conditions 
with the aid of Laplace transforms. 
Taking the Laplace transform of Equation C.3, C.5 and C.6 with 
respect to t yields: 
2 
p C(x,p) - C(x,D) = D d C(~,p) 
dx 
C(oo,p) = CO/p 




Equation C.8 can be combined with Equation C.7 and rearranged to give 
2 d C(x,p) _ ~ C( ) CO 
2 D X,p = n-
dx 
The solution of Equation C.ll is: 
CO 
C(x,p) = Cl exp(/p/D x) + C2 exp(-1PlD x) +-P 
(C.ll) 
(C.12) 
The coefficients of Equation C.12 can be obtained by application of the 
boundary conditions. 
By Equation C.9: 
C = D 1 
By Equation C.lD: 
C2 = (Cf o - CO)/p 
Equation C.12 can be rewritten as: 
C(x,p) = 
C ° _ CO f CO 
---- exp(-/p/D x) + -
p P 
(C.13) 
Finally, the inverse Laplace transform of Equation C.l3 yields an 
expression for the solute concentration profile within frit: 
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C(x,t) = CO + (C 0 _ CO)erfC[ x J 
- f L2YDltJ (C.14) 
Equation C.14 can be substituted into Equation C.4 and the necessary 
differentiation performed to yield: 
(C.IS) 
Equation C.lS can be integrated in the following manner: 
(C.16) 
to yield the following equation for the solute concentration buildup in 
the solvent bath: 
(C.17) 
This equation should be considered only an approximation to the correct 
* solute concentration . 
C.2.2. Short Time Solution. An exact solution of Equations C.3 and 
C.4 can be obtained by the change of a boundary condition. Recognizing 
the time dependency of the solvent bath solute concentration, Equation 
C.6 is changed to: 
*Because Equation C.17 is used solely as an approximation, it is 
simplified further. If the initial solvent bath solute concentration is 
considered very small relative to the initial concentration of solute 
in the frit, as is usually the case experimentally, Equation C.17 can 
be written in the following form: 




Further, for generality the initial solute concentration of the solvent 
bath is considered to be: 
(C.19) 
Equations C.3 and C.4 can now be solved, in a manner similar to that 
used previously, for the boundary and initial conditions given by 
Equations C.5, C.7, C.lS and C.19. 
Taking the Laplace transform of Equations C.3 and C.4 and the 
respective boundary conditions with respect to t yields: 
2 
= D d C(x,p) 
dx2 
pC(x,p) - C(x,O) 
Equations C.20 and C.23 can be combined with the respective initial 
conditions to give: 
and 
o p C (x,p) - C 
= 2A D dC(O,p) 
T dx 
The solution of Equation C.24 can be written as before: 
C(x,p) = Cl exp(/p/D x) + C2 exp(-/p/D x) + CO/p 
Similarly, by Equation C.2l: 
Cl = ° 








Equation C.26 can now be written as: 
C (x,p) == (Cf (p) - CO /p) exp (-/p/D x) + CO /p 




Equation C.28 can be rearranged into the following more convenient form 
for its subsequent inversion: 
C O 2 f CO B 
Cf (p) = ---- + - ----IP(IP + B) B p(yp + B) (C.29) 
where: 
B = 
The inverse Laplace transform of Equation C.29 can be written as: 
(C.30) 
Equation C.30 exactly describes the solute buildup in the solvent bath 
with time, provided the restriction of Equation C.S is met. A discussion 
of the time limit restriction applied to Equation C.30 is given later. 
C.3. Least-Squares Data Fit 
Before proceeding further, it is helpful to once again consider the 
aim of this development. The aim, of course, is to develop a technique 
which will permit the diffusivity of a system to be determined from the 
experimentally measured solute buildup in the solvent bath. To this 
end, Equations C.17 and C.30 have been developed to mathematically model 
this same solute buildup. Given the proper system diffusivity, D, and 
o a 
the appropriate experimental constants of ~, Vf , C and Cf these 
mathematical expressions should overlap the experimental solute concen-
tration versus time profiles with varying degrees of success. The 
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parameters Vf and CO are set experimentally; Cf
o is not considered exper-
imentally definable because of startup effects. The degree of success 
with which Equations C.17 and C.30 can be fit to the data depends there-
fore on the proper selection of the parameters Cf
o
, ~ and D. The 
method used to evaluate these parameters will now be discussed. 
C.3.1. Least-Squares Method. From a statistical standpoint, an 
analytical expression is best fit to a group of data when the variance 
between the analytical expression and the data is a minimum. For 
calibration runs which employ a standard of known diffusivity, the 
variance of Equation C.17 and C.30 from the experimental data is a 
o function of the parameters AT and Cf . Likewise, for diffusivity runs 
employing frits with calibrated Ar's the variance is a function of D 
o 
and Cf • Because the variance is a function of these parameters it 
can be minimized by minimizing the sum of the squares deviations of 
the predicted from the measured values of solute concentration in the 
solvent bath with respect to the individual parameters. This technique, 
commonly referred to as the method of least-squares, is used to obtain 
o 
values of AT' D and Cf for which Equations C.17 and C.30 best fit the 
experimentally measured solute concentration versus time data. 
C.3.2. Curve Fit of Equation C.17. The linearity of the approx-
imate analytical model, Equation C.17, in the curve-fit parameters 
permits the least-squares technique to be directly applied. As an 
example, the method will be used to determine the diffusivity, D, and 
initial solvent bath concentration, Cf
o
, for an experimental run 
employing a calibrated frit. An analogous technique is used to deter-
mine the frit constant, ~, when a standard of known diffusivity is 
employed. 
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The sum of the squares of the deviation for Equation C.17 is: 
(C.31) 
where Cf is the predicted concentration of solute in the solvent bath i . 
(Equation C.17) and Cf is the experimentally measured value. Minimi-i 
zation of Equation C.31 with respect to the curve parameters is done by 
the standard differentiation technique: 
(C.32) 
(C.33) 
to yield the following expressions in terms of the curve-fit parameters: 
C 0 +A'rn~~= N N f L Cf . (C.34) 
l. 
and 




o Equations C.34 and C.35 can be solved simultaneously to obtain C
f 
and D. 
The values of D and Cf
o 
obtained from this method should be con-
sidered only approximate. Their only value in this study will be to 
serve as first approximations for the following iterative curve fit. 
C.3.3. Curve Fit of EquationC.30. Equation C.30 is not linear in 
the curve-fit parameters D and Cf
o
• Assuming reasonably good estimates 
can be made for the curve-fit parameters, Equation C.30 can be expanded 
by a first order Taylor series about these estimates (n,c
f
o): 
C ( ) ° - ° 0 -2 -f t = C + (Cf - C )exp(B t)(l - erf(BIt» 
-2 - 0 - 0 + exp(B t)(l - erf(BIt»(C
f 
- Cf ) 
+ [2Bt(C f O - CO)exp(B2t)(1 - erf(BIt» 




where B is defined by Equation C.29. Equation C.36 can be put in a 
physically more manageable form by the following notational changes, 
which are similar to those suggested by Wu (17D): 
E(t) -2 -= exp(B t)(l - erf(BIt» 
D(t) = 2Bt(Cf
O 
- CO)exp(B2t)(1 - erf(BIt» 
_ (C
f
o - Co) 2ft 
viT 
-LlB = B - B 
Combining this notation with Equation C.36 produces the simplified 
expression: 








The linearity of Equation C.43 in LlC f and LlB permit these parameters 
to be readily determined by standard least-squares methods. The sum of 
the squares deviations between the predicted values of Equation C.43 and 





The resulting equation: 
N N N N 
A E Ei2 + AC f E Ei
2 
+ AB E EiDi = E EiYi (C.46) 
and 
= (C.47) 
can be solved simultaneously for ACf and AB. These terms can then be 
used to correct the initial estimates of D and Cf
o 
via Equations C.40 
and C.4l. - - 0 The initial estimates D and Cf are replaced with the 
respective corrected values and the routine is repeated. This iterative 
process is continued until some convergence criteria is met. 
In practice, convergence is assumed complete when the value of each 
correction term, ACf and AB, is changed by less than 1 x 10-
4% of the 
value being corrected. Convergence has been found to be insensitive to 
- 0 
any reasonable estimate of the starting values D and Cf • In this work, 
the parameters determined from the least-squares fit of Equation C.17 
are used as the iteration starting values. With these starting values 
the convergence criteria is usually met in 2 to 3 iterations. 
As has been pointed out, the methods employed to curve fit cali-
bration data are very similar to those described above for diffusivity 
determination. In the case of the calibration runs, the diffusivity 
of the system is known and the effective mass transfer area of the frit, 
~, is used as a curve-fit parameter. 
The least-squares computer program used for the molecular diffusivity 
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determination of this study is included at the end of this appendix. 
C.4. Calibration Data 
Sodium chloride was used as the standard for frit calibration. The 
chloride ion concentration buildup in the solvent bath with time served 
as the experimentally measured variable. The successful application 
of this calibration technique required: (1) precise data treatment, and 
(2) accurate determination of the system's average diffusivity. 
C.4.l. Conversion of Data. The solute concentration (Cl-) of the 
solvent bath samples was measured with a pH meter. The potential 
readings of the pH meter are related to the chloride ion concentration 
of the sample by Equation 2.15. The coefficients of this equation were 
obtained by a least-squares fit of this equation to calibration data. 
Generally three to five accurately prepared NaCl standard solutions 
-4 -2 
covering the normality range of 1.0 x 10 to 1.0 x 10 were used for 
meter calibration; this concentration range overlapped the concentration 
range of the solvent samples. The linearity of the logarithm of NaCl 
concentration versus potential reading over this concentration range is 
illustrated by Figure C.l. To minimize the chance of error caused by 
machine drift, the pH meter was calibrated prior to the analysis of each 
series of solvent samples. 
The experimental data from a calibration run for each frit is listed 
in Tables G.l through G.7. Solvent chloride concentrations are obtained 
from the respective sample potential reading and Equation 2.15 (with the 
appropriate coefficients). This is not, however, the concentration of 
the solvent bath. At the time of sampling, each solvent volume was 
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Figure C.l. pH Meter Calibration, 25°C. 
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proper analysis. The actual solute concentration of the solvent bath is 
obtained from standard dilution relations. 
C.4.2. NaCl DifftiSivity. The analytic solutions of the frit diffu-
sion process, Equati.ons C.17 and C.30, assumed a constant system diffu-
sivity. In order that these equations may be applied to the description 
of the sodium chloride diffusion, an average effective sodium chloride 
diffusion coefficient must be computed. The importance of an accurate 
NaCl diffusivity is obvious. Because the frit method is a relative 
method of measurement, the measured diffusivities are only as accurate 
as the standard used for calibration. 
The sodium chloride diffusion coefficient for aqueous solutions is 
concentration dependent. The diffusivity ranges from 1.474 x 10-5 
cm2/sec for solutions of 0.5 moles/l to 1.612 x 10-5 cm2/sec (24E) for 
infinitely dilute systems. A complete listing of NaCl diffusivities at 
various concentrations is given in Table C.l. Several functional forms 
were fit to this data by least-squares techniques. The data was found 
to be best represented by Equation 2.16. 
Calculation of an average di.ffusivity for the 0.5 N NaCl calibration 
is made difficult by the unsteady-state nature of the process. The 
constantly changing concentration profile within the frit suggests that 
some overall coefficient averaged with respect to concentration and time 
would be appropriate. Without resorting to an elaborate analytical 
investigation, several methods will be examined for their ability to 
predict the overall average diffusivity. 
As has been pointed out in Chapter II, the concentration in the frit 
varies between that at the center of the frit and that at the surface. 
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constant at 0.5 N during the short-time di.ffusion run. Typically the 
surface concentration, i.e. the solvent bath concentration, is observed 
to increase from its initial value of about zero to about 0.005 N. The 
average or integral diffusion coefficient between two concentrations, 
Cl and C2 ' is given by (2A) : 12 DdC 
D 
Cl 
= (C.48) C2 - Cl 
One interpretation of Equation C.48 suggests that the average diffu-
sion coefficient is determined by the extreme concentration differences 
present in the system. Assuming the centerline concentration of 0.5 N 
to represent one extreme, the solvent bath or surface concentration 
would represent the other extreme. The average diffusion coefficient 
of the system can then be determined by integrating Equation C.48 
between the frit centerline concentration and the surface concentration. 
Recognition of the time variance of the solvent bath concentration is 
made by averaging the integral diffusion coefficient between its initial 
and final values; an arithmetic mean was used for this purpose. For the 
specific conditions of the calibration runs employed in this study, 
little difference is noted between the initial and final values of the 
integral diffusion coefficient. The overall coefficient is calculated as: 
1·0DdC 1 0.5 





+ ---~~----~~ 2 (0.005 - 0.5) 
where D is given by Equation 2.16. The value of D as computed from 
-5 2/ Equation C.49 is 1.480 x 10 cm sec. 
(C.49) 
Another plausible interpretation of the overall average diffusivity 
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can be obtained by considering the frit and solvent bath as separate 
reservoirs. The diffus.ion taking place between these reservoirs would 
then be a function of the average concentration of each reservoir. 
Retaining the definition of the integral diffusion coefficient, Equation 
C.48, it can be seen that the initial integral diffusivity is, by virtue 
of the constant initial frit concentration, equivalent to the respective 
value of the previous example. In this model, however, the average 
concentration of solute in the frit is a function of time. The approx-
imate average value can be obtained by integration of the concentration 
profile expression, Equation C.14, for a specific diffusion time. The 
final, average frit concentration for a typical diffusion run of 15 
minutes duration is about 0.395 g-mole/l. The integral diffusivity at 
the termination of the calibration run is simply obtained by performing 
the integration of Equation C.48 over the concentration range of 0.395 
to 0.005 moles/I. The overall average diffusivity is considered the 
arithmetic mean between the initial and final integral values; a value 
of 1.480 x 10-5 cm2/sec was obtained for this model. 
Yet another method differing from those previously discussed was 
deemed to have sufficient merit for consideration. The diffusion coef-
ficient is a proportionality constant between the molar flux and the 
concentration gradient at any point in the frit. For a given diffusion 
time, the effective diffusivity of the system can reasonably be considered 
as the point diffusivity evaluated at the concentration of the average 
molar flux. The molar flux at a specific diffusion time can be evaluated 
at any point in the frit by multiplying the concentration gradient at 
that point by the respective point diffusivity: 
N • D dC 
x Eq. 2.16 dx 
(C. 50) 
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where dC/dx can be obtained graphically from a numerically generated 
concentration profile or analytically from Equation C.14. The average 
molar flux at the same specific diffusion time can be obtained by 
graphically (or numerically) integrating the point fluxes over the 
diffusion path. The effective diffusivity for this time in the diffu-
sion process is computed from Equation 2.16 for the concentration at 
the physical point in the frit at which the molar flux is equal to its 
average value. This effective diffusivity is time dependent and must 
be averaged over the diffusion run; an arithmetic mean is here again 
used for the time average approximation. The effective diffusivity at 
the startup of the run is assumed to be equal to the point diffusivity 
at the surface of the frit; i.e., at zero solute concentration. At 
the end of a typical 15 minute calibration run, the average flux in 
the frit was found to correspond to about the 0.400 N solute concen-
tration level within the frit. The overall effective diffusivity is 
-5 2 
then simply the average between the initial, 1.612 x 10 cm /sec 
(Table C.l), and final, 1.471 x 10-5 (Equation 2.16), point diffusivities 
or 1.541 x 10-5 cm2/sec. 
The question of evaluating an overall effective diffusivity has 
been investigated for a similar unsteady-state porous frit technique by 
Wall and Wendt (16D). Based on a numerical study of the frit diffusion 
process, these investigators concluded that the effective diffusivity 
measured by the frit method corresponds closely to the differential 
(point) diffusivity at the concentration at the surface of the frit. 
If this be the case, the differential diffusion coefficient at the 
initial surface concentration of the frit (0.0 g-mole/l) is 1.612 x 
10-5 cm2/sec and the diffusivity at the final surface concentration 
(0.005 g-mole/l) is 1.559 x 10-5 cm2/sec; diffusivities are obtained 
from Table C.l. The average overall diffusivity is then 1.586 x 10-5 
cm
2/sec. The implication of this proposal is that the frit method 
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measures only the rate of solute transfer near the surface of the frit. 
At first glance, this argument appears reasonable because the overall 
frit-solvent bath material balance, Equation C.4, relates the rate of 
solute buildup in the solvent bath to the solute transfer at the surface 
of the frit. In addition, however, to being related to the solute 
diffusivity at the surface concentration, the rate of surface transfer 
is also directly related to the slope of the frit's solute concentration 
profile at the frit to solvent bath interface. The slope of the concen-
tration profile is intimately related to the concentration functionality 
of the diffusion coefficient via Equation C.3. It is the contention of 
this author that the overall effective diffusivity used to fit the 
analytic models, Equations C.l7 and C.30, to the data must somehow 
reflect the concentration dependence of the diffusion coefficient, 
contrary to the findings of Wall and Wendt. 
Up to now several methods of evaluating an effective NaCl diffu-
sivity for use in the frit calibration have been discussed and various 
"effective" diffusivities have been calculated. The obvious question 
now arises as to which diffusivity value to use as a calibration 
standard. A numerical method has been employed in conjunction with the 
least-squares data fits of the diffusivity versus concentration data 
to evaluate the accuracy of the predicted effective diffusivities; see 
Appendix D. The effective diffusivity of 1.480 x 10-5 cm2/sec was found 
to be a quite accurate approximation for fits of the analytic diffusion 
model to the specific data encountered in this work's calibration runs. 
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Both of the first two predictive models yielded this value of effective 
diffusivity. Because of its relative simplicity, the first model is 
suggested for use in determining the effective diffusivity of a sodium 
chloride standard when employed for calibration work similar in nature 
to that of this study. 
C.4.3. Calibration Standard. The selection of the 0.5 N sodium 
chloride standardization technique was made only after alternate methods 
had been considered. The diffusivity of the electrolytes potassium and 
sodium chloride have been accurately measured by several techniques. 
The diffusion of one or the other of these electrolytes is almost 
universally used as a standard to calibrate diaphragm diffusion cells. 
The diffusion of no single non-electrolyte is backed by a similar history 
of exhaustive and repetitious study which would permit it to be used as 
a primary calibration standard. Choice of an electrolyte standard was 
considered a necessity to insure accuracy. Sodium chloride was selected 
as the standard although it has no particular advantage over potassium 
chloride. 
The selection of the concentration ranges over which to employ the 
diffusion of the calibration standard was in large part based on exper-
imental considerations. Because of the rather large number of samples 
(usually about 15) collected during each calibration run, a rapid yet 
accurate method of analysis was required; the pH meter method of sample 
analysis was considered to represent a satisfactory combination of speed 
and accuracy. This method did impose some rather severe restrictions 
on the concentration range of electrolyte that could be used. It was 
considered desirable to have the potential readings of each sample, 
after the appropriate dilution, fallon the linear (50 to 250 mv) portion 
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of the semi-logarithmic concentration versus potential curve; see Figure 
C.l. This not only facilitated data analysis, but avoided the more 
error-prone extremely low solute concentration levels. Therefore, the 
initial solute concentration in the frit had to be sufficient to permit 
this requirement to be met beginning with the first sample removed from 
the solvent bath about 30 seconds after the run was initiated. It was 
desirable, on the other hand, to keep the initial concentration of 
solute in the frit as low as possible so as to minimize possible effects 
of gravity mixing. In addition, only limited literature data exists to 
describe the diffusion of sodium chloride at concentrations above 0.5 N. 
An initial solute concentration in the frit of 0.5 N was found to 
satisfactorily meet these requirements. 
It might be argued that the need for the somewhat approximate 
determination of an effective diffusivity would have been eliminated if 
the calibration runs had been conducted at a concentration approaching 
infinite dilution so that the diffusion coefficient could be considered 
a constant. The influence which surface conductance anomolies can have 
on electrolyte transport at low concentrations has been discussed in 
Chapter II. Errors in the diffusivity measurement of electrolytes as 
high as about 30% have been ·attributed to surface conductance effects 
for extremely low concentration electrolyte solutions (1IC). Suffice 
it to say, the use of the 0.5 N NaCl standard has yielded an improvement 
in experimental calibration precision by at least a factor of two over 
work which employed a very dilute NaCI standard. The excellent agreement 
of the measured n-heptane self-diffusivity with literature values is 
accepted as proof of the absolute accuracy of the calibration technique. 
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c.s. Hydrocarbon Data 
The experimental data collected for the hydrocarbon systems was 
used in a straightforward manner for diffusivity determination. The 
concentrations of carbon-14 tagged n-heptane and n-decane solute mate-
rial was sufficiently low so that the diffusivity could be considered 
concentration independent. This permitted the direct application of 
the previously discussed analysis techniques. 
Only a limited data treatment was required for the hydrocarbon 
systems. The activity of each solvent bath sample was recorded by a 
scintillation counter in terms of the total gross count and the gross 
sample count rate (counts per minute). A standard background count 
rate (20 cpm) was subtracted from the gross count rate to obtain a 
net sample count rate. The specific solute activity was then simply 
found by dividing the net sample count rate by the sample's volume. 
Experimental data for representative hydrocarbon runs are presented in 
Tables G.8 through G.6l. 
Molecular diffusivities were determined by least-squares fits of 
the specific solute activity versus time data. The modified form of the 
analytic solution for solvent bath concentration is given by Equation 
2.19 in terms of specific solute activity. Direct utilization of the 
activity data is made possible by the assumption that the specific 
activity is proportional to the solute concentration in the sample; 
Equation 2.18. Additionally this assumption implies the constancy of 
the proportionality constant within each diffusion run. The experimental 
measures taken to assure the required data consistency have been 
discussed; see Appendix B. 
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C.6. General Application of Least-Squares Fit 
The general application of the least-squares routine to the exper-
imental concentration-time data is subject to several considerations. 
The solvent bath volume which appears as a constant in the previous 
developments must be approximated by an average value. The analytic 
model, Equation C.30, which is fit to the data is restricted to a short 
diffusion time applicability. Consideration is also given to a minimum 
time restriction below which data are not accepted for analysis. 
C.6.l. Average Solvent Volume. The solvent volume, Vf , is intro-
duced into the description of the frit diffusion process by way of the 
material balance, Equation C.4. In the subsequent mathematical devel-
opment, the volume is treated as a constant. The fact that the solvent 
volume is reduced by sampling over the course of the diffusion run is 
obvious. Representation of the sample volume as even a simple function 
of time causes the analytic solution of the frit equations (Equations 
C.3 and C.4) to become at best a formidable task. Instead, the solvent 
volume is approximated as a constant averaged quantity. 
The solvent volume was reduced by sampling by as much as 8% during 
the course of a diffusion run. For the calibration runs, samples aver-
aging approximately one milliliter in volume were removed at one minute 
intervals during the course of the 15 minute run. A somewhat more varied 
sampling scheme often employing as many as 20 to 25 one ml samples was 
used for the non-aqueous diffusion runs. 
The solvent volume used in the least-squares data fit was a time 
averaged volume determined from Equation 2.14. This time-averaged 
solvent volume reduces to the arithmetic mean of initial and final 
solvent volumes for sampling schemes employing the removal of equal 
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volume samples at regularly spaced time intervals. This situation is 
approximated by the sampling scheme employed in the calibration runs. 
The irregularly spaced samplings employed for the hydrocarbon runs, 
however, cause the time averaged and mean volumes to differ by 3 to 4 
ml for a typical run. 
C.6.2. Short Time Restriction. The analytic solution of the 
diffusion equations was based on a semi-infinite model of the porous 
frit. The solute concentration at the center of the frit was assumed 
to remain constant or nearly so during the course of the experimental 
run. Hollander and Barker (7D) have suggested that the range of appli-
cability of such a model is given by: 
0.3L2 
< eff t _ ----
D 
(C.Sl) 
where Leff is the effective length of the diffusion path from the surface 
to the center of the frit as given by Table E.S. This same restriction 
has been applied in previous frit work (lID) and will be applied to the 
data of this study. 
The critical test of this criteria is by what margin the computed 
frit constants or diffusivities vary as the result of any change of 
solute concentration at L
eff . An estimate of the degree to which the 
solute concentration at the effective frit center varies during the 
time O.3L!ff!D can be obtained by analytic and numerical study. Carslaw 
and Jaeger (21) have tabulated the value of the function erf(x) for 




so that at x = Land t = 0.3L2 /D 
eff eff 
C(x,t) ~ 80% 
CO (C.53) 
Numerical modeling of the frit diffusion process suggests that the solute 
concentration at Leff is reduced even more (by about 39%) for diffusion 
times of 0.3L2 /D. This same numerical study indicates that while the 
eff 
centerline solute concentration is diminished significantly during this 
time period the solute concentration in the solvent bath differs from 
that predicted by the short time analytic model, Equation C.30, by less 
than 0.1%; see Appendix D. Furthermore this numerical study indicates 
that diffusivities determined from data fits of Equation C.30 can be 
expected to be in error by no more than 2% if the time restriction of 
Equation C.5l is applied. Experimentally it has been found that for 
n-heptane at 250 C (Runs 48, 50, 51, 52 and 53) the calculated self-
diffusivity varies only +0.3% between data fits that employed data of 
tD/L;ff ~ 0.3 and tD/L;ff ~ 0.6. 
In actual practice most of the experimental runs were performed at 
2 times less than 0.3L
eff /D. The calibration runs were of such duration 
(typically 15 minutes or less) that the solute concentration at Leff 
varied only insignificantly. The hydrocarbon diffusion runs were usually 
conducted for periods of 60 to 100 minutes. By virtue of the short time 
criteria, for some of the higher diffusivity systems (solvents: n-hexane, 
n-heptane and n-octane) not all the data taken during the run could be 
used in the data fits. Because the diffusivities of most of the hydro-
carbon systems studied were unknown, the n-alkane diffusivities used in 
the short time criteria equation were simply approximated by the solvent 
self-diffusion coefficient (250 C); the n-alkane-n-alcohol diffusivities 
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were approximated as 1 x 10 cm /sec. Subsequent calculation of the 
actual system diffusivities showed these estimates to be sufficiently 
accurate so as to require no further modification. 
C.6.3. Data Startpoint. For many of the diffusion runs, solvent 
bath sampling was begun as soon after the initiation of the run as was 
experimentally practical; usually the first sample was withdrawn at 30 
to 60 seconds into the run. Early samples were taken in hopes of 
improving the curve-fit's estimate of Cf
o
• Upon investigation, it was 
observed that curve-fit parameters of some systems were to an extent 
dependent on the lower limits of the time range of data analyzed. These 
systems were n-hepta~e-n-octane, n-heptane-n-nonane and n-heptane-
n-decane. 
This dependency (or lack of it) is illustrated in Table C.2. The 
lower time limit (startpoint) is the level at or above which data is 
accepted for analysis. Except for the 400 C n-heptane-n-decane runs, the 
variance in the computed diffusivities is judged to be a statistical 
phenomena related to the number of data points fit. The variance 
observed in the 400 C n-heptane-n-decane diffusivities as a function of 
the lower time limit applied to the analyzed data was also observed to 
o 0 lesser extents for the 30 C n-heptane-n-octane and 40 C n-heptane-
n-nonane runs. The variance is considered due to solute evaporative 
effects which are discussed in detail later; see Appendix E. As is 
apparent in Table C.2 the influence of these effects along with any 
other startup effects is minimized by not accepting for analysis data 
extremely early in the diffusion run. 
A lower limit or startpoint criteria of 3 minutes was applied to 
all hydrocarbon data. In other words, the analytic models are fit to 
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Table C.2 
Variation of Diffusivity with Data Analysis Startpoint 
Solute Solvent Lower Time Diffusivity x 10-5 , 
Limit, min 2 em /see 
20°C 25°C 30°C 40°C 
n-Heptane n-Deeane 3 1.52 1.61 1.58 1.43 
10 1.56 1.56 1.59 1.70 
15 1.58 1.61 1.58 1.67 
n-Deeane n-Deeane 3 1.44 1.55 1.80 1.86 
10 1.47 1.61 1.86 1.83 
15 1.48 1.58 1.87 1.83 
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data taken over the time range of 3 minutes to 0.3L2 ID. It is recog-
eff 
nized that this criteria is not entirely adequate for systems with high 
solute volatility at high temperature. Insufficient data was available 
for systems of this type to assign a meaningful lower data limit. The 
3 minute criteria, on the other hand, sets a common base level for 
experimental data; almost all runs employed a solvent bath sampling at 
the 3 minute level. The three minute lower limit is considered suffi-
cient to dampen out all but the most severe (evaporative loss) startup 
effects. 
No startup anomolies were noted for the calibration runs. The 
initial sampling was done at the 30 second level for a majority of these 
runs. All experimental data collected in the 15 minute calibration runs 
was subsequently used in the least-squares fits. 
C.7. Least-Squares Computer Program 
The computer routine used to calculate the molecular diffusivities 
by the least-squares fit of Equation C.30 to the experimental data is 
presented on the following pages. The program is written in FORTRAN IV 
and was run on the IBM 360-65 computer. Sufficient comment statements 
have been incorporated into the program to make its operation self-
explanatory. Only limited remarks will therefore be made concerning 
its operation. 
As written, the program furnishes a limited degree of data proc-
essing. Gross sample count rates are read in along with sample volumes 
and sampling times. The gross count rate is converted to a specific 
sample count rate by the subtraction of a specified background count 
rate and division by the sample volume. The value of the specific 
initial activity of the binary solution whi.ch is used in the analysis 
is calculated in a similar manner external to the program; initial 
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molar solute concentrations are listed in Tables E.6 through E.20. This 
program does not compute the time-average solvent volume. This quantity 
must be computed by a separate routine; time-averaged solvent volumes 
are also listed in Tables E.6 through E.20. All data input to this 
program must of course conform to the sequence and format specification 
of the read statements. 
Prior to analysis, all data are checked against specified low 
limit criteria and the short time applicability criteria of Equation 
C.Sl. All data falling outside these limits are rejected for further 
analysis. 
The least-squares curve fits of Equations C.17 and C.30 follow 
the respective mathematical developments discussed previously. The 
parameters calculated from the fit of Equation C.17 are used as starting 
values for the iterative fit of Equation C.30. Iteration is stopped 
when the iterative correction terms to both curve-fit parameters are 
-4 
reduced to 1.0 x 10 % of the parameter value. 
This computer program offers several option packages. The first 
of these options rejects data points which deviate by specific limits 
from the curve-fit expression. The reject option is invoked after both 
Equation C.17 and C.30 data fits. If data points are rejected, the 
program is looped back through the respective data-fit routine with 
only the accepted data points used for curve-fit parameter determination. 
The data-reject option is used only once per data set. 
The second option is termed a zero-diffusion-time corrector. This 
option considers the true zero diffusion time to be the point in time 
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at which the parameter estimate of the initial solute concentration in 
o 
the solvent bath, Cf ' is equal to the experimentally measured value. 
o The experimental value of Cf is considered to be the solute concentra-
tion of the solvent prior to transfer to the diffusion cell; this value 
which is normally zero for a pure solvent is specified in the input 
data. The time corrector option functions after the data have been 
initially fit. The curve-fit expression, Equation C.30, is then used, 
in what amounts to an axis translation, to determine the time increment 
which separates the experimental and curve-fit Cf
o 
values. All diffu-
sion times are then corrected by this increment to force the curve-fit 
parameter to the experimental Cf
o
• The program is then looped back 
through the least-squares curve-fit routines to compute new parameter 
values based on the modified diffusion times. The program iterates in 
this manner until the curve-fit value of Cf
o 
agrees with the experi-
mental value within specified limits. 
C ..•.• MOLECULAR DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT DETERMINATION 
C ...•• EXPERlMENTAL ACTIVITY VERSUS TIME DATA IS LEAST-SQUARES CURVE 
C FIT TO OBTAIN MOLECULAR DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS 
C .•••. TWO SHORT CONTACT TIME DIFFUSION MODELS ARE CONSIDERED: 
C..... MODEL-A: CF = CFO+K*AT*(T**O.5) 
C K = (4*CO/VF)*«D/3.14)**O.5) 
C..... MODEL-B: CF = CO-(CO-CFO)*EXP«KK*AT)**2*T) 
C *(1. O-ERF(KK*AT*T**O. 5» 
C KK = 2.0*D**0.5/VF 
C .••.• CURVE FITTING PARAMETERS: D AND CFO 
C .•..• MODEL-A IS FIT TO DATA BY A DIRECT LINEAR LEAST-SQUARES FIT 
C MODEL-B IS: 1) LINEARIZED BY A TAYLOR EXPANSION ABOUT INITIAL 
C PARAMETER GUESSES,I.E. PARAMETERS FROM MODEL-A 
C 2) EXPANDED FORM FIT TO DATA BY AN ITERATIVE 
C PROCEDURE 
C *** GLOSSARY OF TERMINOLOGY *** 
C .•.•. CO = INITIAL SOLUTE CONCENTRATION IN POROUS PLATE 
C .•.•. CFO = INITIAL SOLUTE CONCENTRATION IN SOLVENT BATH 
C .••.. CF = SOLUTE CONCENTRATION IN SOLVENT BATH AT ANY TlME(T) DURING 
C EXPERIMENTAL DIFFUSION RUN 
C ...•. CFC = COMPUTED SOLUTE CONCENTRATION IN SOLVENT BATH 
C ..•.. D = MOLECULAR DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT OF SOLUTE IN SOLVENT 
C --(CURVE FITTING PARAMETER) 
C ••..• XL = EFFECTIVE DISTANCE FROM SURFACE TO CENTER OF FRIT 
C .••.. VF = VOLUME OF SOLVENT IN SOLVENT BATH--TlME AVERAGED 
C ..•.. V = VOLUME OF SAMPLE ANALYZED 
C ...•. T = DIFFUSION TIME(SECONDS) 
C .•••. TEMP = TEMPERATURE OF DIFFUSION RUN 
C .•... AT = MASS TRANSFER AREA OF POROUS PLATE AS DETERMINED FROM 
C NACL STANDARDIZATION 
C •••.• NER = NUMBER OF EXPERIMENTAL RUNS 
C ..••• NCEL = POROUS FRIT I.D. NUMBER 
C ...•. NOR = DIFFUSION RUN I.D. NUMBER 
C ...•. NDP = NUMBER OF CONCENTRATION-TIME DATA POINTS IN A 
C DIFFUSION RUN 
C .•.•. NDP1 = BEGINNING DATA POINT CONSIDERED IN CURVE FIT 
C .••.. NDP2 = END DATA POINT-NUMERICALLY EQUAL TO NDP 
C .•.•. NDP3 = FINAL DATA POINT CONSIDERED IN CURVE FIT-NOT NECESSARILY 
C EQUAL TO NDP2 
C •..•. NSS = SOLUTE/SOLVENT I.D. NUMBER 
C N-HEPTANE/N-HEPTANE .....• 1 
C N-HEPTANE/N-OCTANE •..•.. 2 
C N-HEPTANE/N-NONANE ...•.. 3 
C N-HEPTANE/N-DECANE .•...• 4 
C N-DECANE/N-HEPTANE .•...• 5 
C N-DECANE/N-OCTANE •..•.• 6 
C N-DECANE/N-NONANE ..••.. 7 
C N-DECANE/N-DECANE .•.•.• 8 
C N-DECANE/N-HEXANE .••••• 9 
C N-HEPTANE/N-HEXANOL •••••• 10 
C N-DECANE/N-HEXANOL •••••• 11 
C N-HEPTANE/N-HEPTANOL .••••• 12 
C N-DECANE/N-HEPTANOL •••••• 13 
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C *** DIMENSION SECTION *** 
DOUBLE PRECISION CO,TEMP,D,VF,XL,VTAVG,V 
DOUBLE PRECISION TEST,SUMl,SUM2,SUMJ,SUM4,SUM5 
DOUBLE PRECISION XK,XN,PA,RT,ATO,PR,FLAG,AT,PRA 
DOUBLE PRECISION CFOO,CA,TE,APDA,APDB,VARA,VARB,CFO,CFOE,BKG 
DOUBLE PRECISION A,B,AO,BO,DX,E1,E2,E,YX,Dl,D2,DELB,DELA 
DOUBLE PRECISION DERF,DABS,DEXP 
DOUBLE PRECISION XT,YT,XTP,YTP,CFP,DERV,TEST2,CFX,TEST1 
DOUBLE PRECISION CFCA(25) ,CFCB(25),SSCF(25),SST(25) ,SSY(25) 
DOUBLE PRECISION T(25),CF(25),Y(25),XY(25),SX(25),ST(25) 
DOUBLE PRECISION DA(150),DB(150) 
DOUBLE PRECISION RA(25),RB(25),SIGA,SIGB 
DOUBLE PRECISION S,OLV,SOL,UT 
C ...•. CONSTANTS 
C 
PI = 3.1415926536 
READ (1,500)NER 
500 FORMAT(3II0) 
*** DATA READ-IN *** 
C ..••. PROGRAM IS LOOPED ONCE FOR EACH DIFFUSION RUN 
DO 1 Il=I,NER 
C ...•. SOLVENT-SOLUTE NAMES READ IN UNDER 'A' FORMAT 
READ(I,506) NSS,S,OLV,SOL,UT 
506 FORMAT(I5,4A8) 
C •..•• SOLVENT SELF-DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT OR GUESS TO DIFFUSION 
C COEFFICIENT IS READ IN 
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C ...•• CFOE = EXPERIMENTALLY MEASURED INITIAL ACTIVITY OF THE SOLUTE 






C •••.• ACTIVITY-TIME-SAMPLE VOLUME DATA READ IN 
DO 5 I5=NDPl,NDP 
READ(I,510)T(I5),CF(I5),V 
C .•.•. SAMPLE ACTIVITY BACKGROUND CORRECTION 
C ••.•• A STANDARD BACKGROUND COUNT OF 20 CPM IS SUBTRACTED FROM 
C ALL SAMPLE COUNTS THAT HAVE NOT BEEN SO CORRECTED 
CF(I5) = CF(I5) - BKG 
CF(I5) = CF(I5)/V 




NDP3 - NDP2 
C *** DATA CHECK *** 
C ••••• DATA IS CHECKED AGAINST SHORT TIME CRITERIA OF MITCHELL 
C ••••• THIS ROUTINE ACCEPTS(FOR FURTHER ANALYSIS)ONLY DATA MEETING 
C SHORT TIME CRITERIA 
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DO 10 II0=NDP1,NDP2 
C •.•.• NOTE: XL IS THE EFFECTIVE DISTANCE FROM THE SURFACE TO THE CENTER 
C OF THE FRIT AS DETERMINED FROM VOID VOLUME AND STANDARDIZED 
C TRANSFER AREA DATA 
TEST = 0.3*XL*XL/D 
IF(T(II0).LT.TEST) GO TO 15 
NDP3 = NDP3-1 
15 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE 
C ...•• SHORT TIME REJECT PACKAGE 
C ..•.. DATA TAKEN AT TIMES SMALLER THAN SPECIFIED LIMITS IS REJECTED 
NIl = 0 
DO 11 I11=NDP1,NDP 
IF(T(I11).GT.160.0) GO TO 12 
NIl = N11+1 
12 CONTINUE 
11 CONTINUE 
NDP1 = NDP1+N11 
IF«NDP3-NDP1).LT.2) GO TO 1 
C •..•. FOR BOTH MODELS VOLUME OF SOLVENT IN BATH IS CONSIDERED A TIME 
C AVERAGED VOLUME 
VF = VTAVG 
TEST1 = 1.0 
TEST2 = 1.0 
NSAV = NDP3 
C ••••. ALL ORIGINAL EXPERIMENTAL DATA SAVED 
DO 415 II=NDP1,NDP2 
SSCF(II) = CF(II) 
SST(II) = T(II) 
SSY(II) = Y(II) 
415 CONTINUE 
903 CONTINUE 
C .••.• DATA REJECT MONITOR INITIALIZED 
DO 410 I=1,NDP2 
RA(I) = 1.0 
RB(I) = 1.0 
410 CONTINUE 
SIGA = 0.0 
SIGB = 0.0 
805 CONTINUE 
C ..•.. LEAST-SQUARES CURVE FIT OF MODEL-A 
SUM1 = 0.0 
SUM2 = 0.0 
SUM3 = 0.0 
SUM4 = 0.0 
DO 20 120=NDP1,NDP3 
SUMl • CF(I20)*Y(I20)+SUMl 
SUM2 - CF(I20)+SUM2 
SUM3 = Y(I20)+SUM3 
SUM4 = T(I20)+SUM4 
20 CONTINUE 
XN • NDP3 
XK - 4.0*CO*AT/«PI**O.5)*VF) 
PA = SUM1-SUM2*SUM3/XN 
RT = XK*SUM4-XK*SUM3*SUM3/XN 
DR = PA/RT 
DA(I1) = DR*DH 
CFOO = (SUM2-XK*DR*SUM3)/XN 
C *** DATA REJECTION SECTION *** 
C .•... CRITERIA FOR REJECTION: EXPERIMENTAL VALUE DEVIATES FROM 
C PREDICTED VALUE BY MORE THAN PR 
C •••.. THIS FEATURE IS OPTIONAL 
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C .•••• DATA REJECT OPTION FOR MODEL-A IS INTENDED TO REJECT ONLY GROSSLY 
C DEVIATING EXPERIMENTAL POINTS 
C ..••. MODEL-A DATA REJECT OPTION SHOULD BE USED ONLY IN CONJUNCTION WITH 
C MODEL-B DATA REJECT OPTION 
C ....• THIS OPTION FUNCTIONS ONLY ONCE PER DATA SET 
IF(SIGA.GT.1.0) GO TO 803 
C .•••. FLAG = O.O--OPTION INCORPORATED 
C ..... FLAG = 2.0--0PTION OVERRIDDEN 
FLAG = 0.0 
FLAG = 2.0 
IF(FLAG.GT.1.0) GO TO 803 
TEST1 = -1.0 
SIGA = 2.0 
PR = 12.5 
NT = 0 
DO 800 II =NDP1,NDP3 
CA = CFOO+XK*DH*Y(II) 
TE = «CA-CF(II»/CF(II»*100.0 
TEST = DABS(TE) 
IF(TEST.GT.PR) GO TO 801 
RA(II) = -1.0 
NT = NT+1 
XY (NT) = CF (II) 
SX(NT) = Y(II) 
ST (NT) = T (II) 
801 CONTINUE 
800 CONTINUE 
C •.•.. IF NO DATA POINTS ARE REJECTED PROGRAM CONTINUES TO COMPLETION 
NTES = NDP3-NT 
IF(NTES.EQ.O) GO TO 803 
NDP3 = NT 
C •.•.. REMAINING(NONREJECTED)DATA POINTS ARRANGED IN CONTINUOUS ORDER 
C 
DO 802 II=NDP1,NDP3 
CF(II) = XY(II) 
Y(II) = SX(II) 
T(ll) = ST(II) 
802 CONTINUE 
GO TO 805 
803 CONTINUE 
SUM1 • 0.0 
SUM2 - 0.0 
DO 25 125-NDP1,NDP3 
*** STATISTICS SECTION FOR MODEL-A *** 
CFCA(I25) = CFOO+XK*DH*Y(I25) 
SUMl = DABS(CFCA(I25)-CF(I25»)/CF(I25)*100.O+SUMI 
SUM2 = (CFCA (125 ) -CF (125) ) ** 2+SUM2 
25 CONTINUE 
XN = NDP3-NDPl+l 
C •.••• VARIANCE OF ESTIMATE 
VARA = SUM2/(XN-2.0) 
C ..•.. AVERAGE ABSOLUTE PERCENT DEVIATION(AAPD) 
APDA = SUMl/XN 
C .•.•. LEAST-SQUARES CURVE FIT OF MODEL-B 
C ••••. VALUES OF D AND CFO OBTAINED FOR MODEL-A ARE USED AS STARTING 
C VALUES FOR ITERATIVE SOLUTION OF MODEL-B 
AO = CFOO-CO 
BO = 2.0*DH*AT/VF 
C ••.•• IF DATA REJECTION OPTION HAS BEEN EMPLOYED FOR MODEL-A, 
C EXPERIMENTAL DATA POINTS ARE REINITIALIZED 
IF(FLAG.GT.l.0) GO TO 30 
NDP3 = NSAV 
DO 35 I35=NDPl,NDP3 
CF(I35) = SSCF(I35) 
T(I35) = SST(I35) 
Y(I35) = SSY(I35) 
35 CONTINUE 
30 CONTINUE 
A = AO 
B = BO 
NIT = 0 
60 CONTINUE 
815 CONTINUE 
SUMI = 0.0 
SUM2 = 0.0 
SUM3 = 0.0 
SUM4 = 0.0 
SUM5 = 0.0 
DO 40 I40=NDPl,NDP3 
El = DEXP(B*B*T(I40» 
E2 = l.0-DERF(B*Y(I40» 
E = El*E2 
DX = 2.0*A*B*E*T(I40)-2.0*A*Y(I40)/(PI**0.5) 
YX = CF (I40)-CO 
SUMl = E*DX+SUMl 
SUM2 = E*E+SUM2 
SUM3 = E*YX+SUM3 
SUM4 = DX*YX+SUM4 
SUM5 = DX*DX+SUM5 
40 CONTINUE 
Dl = (SUMl/SUM2)*(SUM3-A*SUM2)-SUM4+A*SUMl 
D2 = SUMl*SUMl/SUM2-SUM5 
DELB = Dl/D2 
DELA - (SUM3-A*SUM2)/SUM2-SUMl*DELB/SUM2 
C *** ITERATION SECTION *** 
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C ••••• PREVIOUS PARAMETER ESTIMATES ARE MODIFIED BY THE COMPUTED DELTAS 
C ••••• CRITERLA FOR CONVERGENCE: 
C DELTA NOT LARGER THAN 0.0001% OF 
RESPECTIVE PARAMETER 
IF(DABS(DELA/A).GT.1.0D-06) GO TO 50 
IF(DABS(DELB/B).GT.1.0D-06) GO TO 50 
GO TO 55 
50 CONTINUE 
A = A+DELA 
B = B+DELB 
NIT = NIT+1 
GO TO 60 
55 CONTINUE 
CFO := CO+A 
DB (II) = (B*VF / (2. O*AT» * (B*VF / (2. O*AT» 
C *** DATA REJECTION SECTION *** 
C ..•.• CRITERIA FOR REJECTION: EXPERIMENTAL VALUE DEVIATES FROM 
C PREDICTED VALUE BY MORE THAN PRA 
C ...•. THIS FEATURE, AS IN THE CASE OF MODEL-A, IS OPTIONAL 
C •...• THIS OPTION FUNCTIONS ONLY ONCE PER DATA SET 
IF(SIGB.GT.1.0) GO TO 813 
C .••.. FLAG = O.O--OPTION INCORPORATED 
C .•.•• FLAG = 2.0--0PTION OVERRIDDEN 
FLAG = 0.0 
FLAG = 2.0 
IF(FLAG.GT.1.0) GO TO 813 
TEST1 = -1.0 
SIGB = 2.0 
PRA = 5.0 
NT = 0 
DO 810 II=NDP1,NDP3 
CA = CO- (CO-CFO) *DEXP (T (II) *B** 2) * (1. O-DERF (B*Y (II) ) ) 
TE - «CA-CF(II»/CF(II»*100.0 
TEST = DABS(TE) 
IF (TEST. GT . PRA) GO TO 811 
RB(II) = -1.0 
NT = NT+1 
XY(NT) = CF(II) 
SX(NT) = Y(II) 
ST (NT) = T (II) 
811 CONTINUE 
810 CONTINUE 
C ...•• IF NO DATA POINTS ARE REJECTED PROGRAM CONTINUES TO COMPLETION 
NTES = NDP3-NT 
IF(NTES.EQ.O) GO TO 813 
NDP3 = NT 
C .•••• REMAINING(NONREJECTED)DATA POINTS ARRANGED IN CONTINUOUS ORDER 
DO 812 II=NDP1,NDP3 
CF (II) = XY (II) 
Y(II) = SX(II) 
T (II) = ST (II) 
812 CONTINUE 
GO TO 815 
813 CONTINUE 
NUSE - NDP3-NDPl+l 
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C 
SUM1 = 0.0 
SUM2 = 0.0 
DO 65 I65=NDP1,NDP3 
*** STATISTICS SECTION FOR MODEL-B *** 
CFCB(I65) = CO-(CO-CFO)*DEXP(T(I65)*B**2)*(1.0-DERF(B*Y(I65») 
SUM1 = DABS(CFCB(I65)-CF(I65»/CF(I65)*100.0 + SUMl 
SUM2 = (CFCB(I65)-CF(I65»**2 + SUM2 
65 CONTINUE 
XN = NDP3-NDP1+1 
C .•.•. VARIANCE OF ESTIMATE 
VARB = SUM2/(XN-2.0) 
C .•.•. AVERAGE ABSOLUTE PERCENT DEVIATION(AAPD) 
APDB = SUMl/XN 
C •.••• IF DATA REJECTION OPTION HAS BEEN EMPLOYED FOR MODEL-B 
C EXPERIMENTAL DATA POINTS ARE REINITIALIZED 
IF(FLAG.GT.1.0) GO TO 75 
NDP3 = NSAV 
DO 70 170 = NDP1,NDP3 
CF(I70) = SSCF(I70) 
T(I70) = SST(I70) 
Y(I70) = SSY(I70) 
70 CONTINUE 
75 CONTINUE 
C *** ZERO DIFFUSION TIME CORRECTOR *** 
C ....• THIS OPTION ASSUMES 'TRUE' CFO IS THE INITIAL EXPERIMENTALLY 
C MEASURED VALUE(SOLUTE CONCENTRATION IN SOLVENT PRIOR TO THE RUN) 
C ••••• ZERO DIFFUSION TIME IS CONSIDERED TO BE THE POINT IN TIME 
C AT WHICH CFO IS CFO(EXPERlMENTAL) 
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C .•••• THIS OPTION MAY BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE DATA-REJECT OPTION 
C .•... THIS OPTION FUNCTIONS FOR BOTH MODEL-A AND MODEL-B 
C ••••• FLAG = O.O--OPTION INCORPORATED 
C ••••• FLAG = 2.0--0PTION OVERRIDDEN 
FLAG = 0.0 
FLAG = 2.0 
IF(FLAG.GT.1.0) GO TO 901 
C ..•.• CRITERIA FOR ZERO TIME MODIFICATION: 
C CFO DOES NOT DEVIATE FROM CFOE BY MORE THAN 1.OD-06 
TEST = DABS(CFO-CFOE) 
IF(TEST.LT.l.OD-06) GO TO 901 
C ••••• THE FUNCTION(CF) IS CONSIDERED LINEAR W.R.T. THE SQUARE ROOT 
C OF DIFFUSION TIME FOR VERY SHORT DIFFUSION TIMES 
C .•••. A NONITERATIVE SLOPE-INTERCEPT TECHNIQUE IS USED 
C .•.•. APPARENT T-ZERO USED AS BASE POINT 
XT = 0.0 
YT = XT**0.5 
CFX = CO-(CO-CFO)*DEXP(XT*B**2)*(1.0-DERF(B*YT» 
C ••••• DERIVATIVE OF CF W.R.T. SQUARE ROOT OF DIFFUSION TIME 
XTP = XT+l.OD-08 
YTP =- XTP**0.5 
CFP = CO-(CO-CFO)*DEXP(XTP*B**2)*(1.0-DERF(B*YTP» 
DERV c (CFP-CFX)/(YTP-YT) 
YT = -(CFX-CFOE)/DERV 
C ••••• ALL EXPERIMENTAL DIFFUSION TIMES ARE ADJUSTED BY T-ZERO 
C 
DO 902 II=NDP1,NDP3 
Y(II) = Y(II) - YT 
T(II) !:II T(II) - YT*YT 
SST (II) = T (II) 
SSY(II) -= Y(II) 
902 CONTINUE 
TEST2 = -1.0 
GO TO 903 
901 CONTINUE 
WRITE (3 , 300) 
*** PRINTOUT SECTION *** 
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300 FORMAT(lH1,15X,'*** DETERMINATION OF MOLECULAR DIFFUSION COEFFIC 
1IENTS ***') 
WRITE (3,305)NOR,NCELL 
305 FORMAT (/5X, 'EXPERIMENTAL RUN NUMBER:',2X,I4/, 
15X, 'POROUS FRIT I.D. NUMBER:' ,2X,I4) 
WRITE(3,310)SOL,UT,S,OLV,CO,TEMP 
310 FORMAT (/5X, 'DIFFUSION OF:' ,lX,2AB/, 
15X,'IN THE SOLVENT:'lX,2AB/, 
25X,'INITIAL ACTIVITY OF SOLUTE IN THE POROUS FRIT:' ,lX,F9.2,lX,'DP 
3M/ML'/, 
45X,'DIFFUSION TEMPERATURE:',lX,F5.2,lX,'DEGREES C. ') 
WRITE (3, 315)AT 
315 FORMAT (5X, 'AVERAGE MASS TRANSFER AREA OF POROUS PLATE(PER SIDE)'/, 
15X,'AS COMPUTED FROM NACL STANDARIZATION:',lX,F6.3,lX,'CM**2') 
WRITE(3,313)VF 
313 FORMAT (5X, 'SOLVENT VOLUME:',2X,F6.2,lX,'ML') 
WRITE (3,320)NDP,NUSE 
320 FORMAT (/5X, 'TOTAL EXPERIMENTAL DATA POINTS TAKEN:',2X,I3/, 
15X,'NUMBER OF DATA POINTS USED IN ANALYSIS:',2X,I3) 
WRITE(3,312)NIT 
312 FORMAT (5X, 'NUMBER OF ITERATIONS REQUIRED FOR MODEL-B CONVERGENCE:' 
1,2X,I5) 
IF(TEST1.GT.0.O) GO TO 321 
WRITE(3,325) 
325 FORMAT (/5X, 'DATA-REJECT OPTION EMPLOYED') 
GO TO 322 
321 CONTINUE 
WRITE(3,330) 
330 FORMAT (/5X, 'DATA-REJECT OPTION DELETED') 
322 CONTINUE 
IF(TEST2.GT.O.O) GO TO 331 
WRITE(3,335) 
335 FORMAT(5X,'T-ZERO OPTION EMPLOYED') 
GO TO 332 
331 CONTINUE 
WRITE (3, 340) 
340 FORMAT(5X,'T-ZERO OPTION DELETED') 
332 CONTINUE 
WRITE (3, 345) 
345 FORMAT( /10X,'T(I)',BX,'Y(I)',5X,'CF(I),EXP. CONC.' ,5X, 'CF(I),MODE 
1L-A',5X,'CF(I),MODEL-B'/ 
210X, 'SEC' ,BX, 'SQRT T' ,9X, 'DPM/ML' ,13X, 'DPM/ML' ,12X, 'DPM/ML' /) 
DO 350 II=NDPl,NDP3 
CFCA(II) = CFOO+XK*DH*Y(II) 
CFCB(II) = CO-(CO-CFO)*DEXP(T(II)*B**2)*(1.0-DERF(B*Y(II») 
IF(TEST1.GT.O.O) GO TO 354 
IF(RA(II).LT.O.O) GO TO 351 




GO TO 350 
351 CONTINUE 
IF(RB(II) .LT.O.O) GO TO 354 
WRITE(3,357) T(II),Y(II),CF(II),CFCA(II),CFCB(II) 
357 FORMAT(6X,F10.2,4X,F7.2,3X,DI6.8,3X,DI6.8,3X,DI6.8,3X,'D.R./B') 
GO TO 350 
352 CONTINUE 
WRITE(3,358) T(II),Y(II),CF(II),CFCA(II),CFCB(II) 
358 FORMAT(6X,F10.2,4X,F7.2,3X,D16.8,3X,DI6.8,3X,D16.8,3X, 'D.R./A') 





IF(TESTl.GT.O.O) GO TO 359 
WRITE(3,361) 
361 FORMAT (6X, 'LEGEND:' ,2X, 'D.R./A+B = DATA POINT REJECTED FOR ANALYS 
AIS IN BOTH MODELS A AND B'I, 
B15X,'D.R./A = DATA POINT REJECTED FOR ANALYSIS IN MODEL-A'I, 
C15X, 'D.R./B = DATA POINT REJECTED FOR ANALYSIS IN MODEL-B') 
359 CONTINUE 
WRITE(3,360) 
360 FORMAT (/5X, 'MODEL-A') 
WRITE(3,365) DA(Il),CFOO 
365 FORMAT (5X, 'COMPUTED MOLECULAR DIFFUSIVITY:',2X,DI8.8,lX,'CM**2/SEC 
1. ' I , 
25X, 'INITIAL SOLUTE ACTIVITY(CFO):',2X,F9.2,IX, 'DPM/ML') 
WRITE (3, 370)VARA,APDA 
370 FORMAT (5X, 'VARIANCE OF ESTIMATE:',2X,F12.31, 










*** DETERMINATION OF MOLECULAR DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS *** 
EXPERIMENTAL RUN NUMBER: 42 
POROUS FRIT I. D. NUMBER: 3 
DIFFUSION OF: N-HEPTANE-1-CI4 
IN THE SOLVENT: N-HEPTANE 
INITIAL ACTIVITY OF SOLUTE IN THE POROUS FRIT: 21840.80 DPM/ML 
DIFFUSION TEMPERATURE: 25.00 DEGREES C. 
AVERAGE MASS TRANSFER AREA OF POROUS PLATE(PER SIDE) 
AS COMPUTED FROM NACL STANDARDIZATION: 9.937 CM**2 
SOLVENT VOLUME: 296.85 ML 
TOTAL EXPERIMENTAL DATA POINTS TAKEN: 15 
NUMBER OF DATA POINTS USED IN ANALYSIS: 13 
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS REQUIRED FOR MODEL-B CONVERGENCE: 
DATA-REJECT OPTION DELETED 
T-ZERO OPTION DELETED 
T(I) Y(I) CF(I),EXP. CONC. CF(I),MODEL-A 
SEC SQRT T DPM/ML DPM/ML 
240.00 15.49 0.10600000D 03 0.11722381D 03 
300.00 17.32 0.12730612D 03 0.13178122D 03 
360.00 18.97 0.14488000D 03 0.14494213D 03 
420.00 20.49 0.14450000D 03 0.15704484D 03 
480.00 21.91 0.15960000D 03 0.16830976D 03 
540.00 23.24 0.17985000D 03 0.17889001D 03 
600.00 24.49 0.18708000D 03 0.18889706D 03 
660.00 25.69 0.20348000D 03 0.19841506D 03 
720.00 26.83 0.21270833D 03 0.20750940D 03 
780.00 27.93 0.22370833D 03 0.21623206D 03 
840.00 28.98 0.22613043D 03 0.22462521D 03 
900.00 30.00 0.23066667D 03 0.23272358D 03 


















COMPUTED MOLECULAR DIFFUSIVITY: 0.23280867D-04 CM**2/SEC. 
INITIAL SOLUTE ACTIVITY(CFO): -6.11 DPM/ML 
VARIANCE OF ESTIMATE: 51.839 
AVERAGE ABSOLUTE PERCENT DEVIATION(AAPD): 3.309 
MODEL-B 
COMPUTED MOLECULAR DIFFUSIVITY: 0.30272967D-04 CM**2/SEC. 
INITIAL SOLUTE ACTIVITY(CFO): -32.44 DPM/ML 
VARIANCE OF ESTIMATE: 24.281 




The solution of Equations 2.1 and 2.3 is made difficult by the con-
centration dependence of the diffusion coefficient and by the changing 
solvent bath volume due to sampling. Even for cases where the diffu-
sivity can be considered a constant (or approximated by some constant, 
integral, value) an analytic solution of the diffusion equations incor-
porating even a simple linear solvent volume versus time relationship 
has not been found to be feasible. Numerical solution of the porous 
frit equations is, on the other hand, straightforward and permits the 
approximations made in the data curve fits to be evaluated. 
D.l. 0.5 N NaCl Diffusion 
Calibration of the porous frits used in this diffusion study was 
accomplished by observing the diffusion of sodium chloride from a soaked 
frit initially containing 0.5 N NaCl into an initially pure water solvent 
bath. The sodium chloride concentration of the solvent bath with respect 
to time is the experimentally measured variable and is the subject of 
the following numerical analysis. 
D.I.I. Finite Difference Equation. Because the diffusion coeffi-
cient of NaCl is concentration dependent, Equation 2.1 cannot be reduced 
to the simple form of Equation 2.2. Numerical modeling of the calibra-
tion run must, therefore, involve the solution of Equations 2.1 and 2.3. 
The computationally simple explicit finite-difference technique is used 
for the numerical solution. 
Before proceeding with the finite-difference solution, it is helpful 
to rewrite the equations describing the frit diffusion process. Diffusion 
within the frit is described by the Equation 2.1: 
where the initial and boundary conditions are*: 
C(x,O) = CO 
a C (L ef f , t) = ° 
ax 
Similarly, the overall material balance is given by Equation 2.3: 
aCf aC(O,t) 
Vf at = 2A.rD ax 








Equation 2.1 can be approximated by a forward-difference formula to 
yield: 
D[~ HI - Dl~~ i 
C(i,j+l) - C(i,j) j j 
----~--------~ = ----~---------- (D .1) !1t !1x 
where !1x and !1t are respectively the distance and time increments and 
i and j are the distance and time grid level designations. The remaining 
derivative terms in Equation D.I can be approximated by a backward 
difference technique resulting in: 
C (i ,j + I) - C (i ,j ) 
!1t = D(i+l,j) 
- D(i,j) 
C(i+l,j) - C(i,j) 
!1x2 
C(i,j) - C(i-l,j) 
!1x2 
Equation D.2 can be simplified by collecting terms to yield 
(D.2) 
*The semi-infinite boundary condition of equation 2.6 has been 
replaced with a centerline symmetry requirement for use in the numerical 
study. 
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C(i,j+1) = C(i.,j) + R [D(i+1,j)C(i+1,j) 
- (D(i+1,j) + D(i,j»C(i,j) + D(i,j)C(i-1,j)] (D.3) 
where: 
The initial and boundary conditions applicable to Equation D.3 are: 
C(i,O) = CO 
C (0 , j) = C f (j ) 





Equation 2.16 can be used to represent the concentration dependency of 
D in Equation D.3 so that at any i,j mesh point on the solution grid the 
diffusivity is given by: 
D(i,j) = (1.5978 - 0.5005 (C(i,j»1/2 
+ 0.4732C(i,j» x 10-5 (D.7) 
The derivative boundary condition of Equation 2.3 can be represented 
most accurately by the following central difference approximation (81). 
Cf (j+1) - Cf (j-1) 
2~t 
Equation D.B upon simplification yields: 
with the associated initial condition of 
C(l,j) - C(-l,j) 
2~x (D. B) 
(D.9) 
(D.10) 
The use of a central difference formula in the finite difference 
approximation of Equation 2.3 poses two problems. Introduction of the 
term C
f 
(j-1) requires the existence of two time levels of solvent bath 
concentration data before the iterative solution can be initiated. One 
level of data is immediately obtainable from the initial conditions. 
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The second level of data can be obtained by approximations as will be 
discussed later. Additionally the central difference approximation 
introduces an unknown, fictitious, concentration profile term C(-l,j). 
This term necessitates another equation. Equation D.3 can be set equal 
to Equation D.9 at the frit surface by boundary condition D.S. The 
resulting equation for the fictitious concentration is 
where: 
Cf (j -1) C(-l,j) = --~---­KD(O,j) + RD(O,j) 
KD(O,j) - RD(l,j) 
KD(O,j) + RD(O,j) C(l,j) 
(D(O,j) + D(l,j»R - 1.0 (O.) 
+ KD(O,j) + RD(O,j) C,] (D. 11) 
The remaining equation needed in the numerical solution can be obtained 
from the centerline symmetry requirement of Equation D.6. For a frit 
whose effective diffusion path length, Leff , from the surface to the 
center has been divided into n distance increments the following equation 
can be written 
C(n-l,j) = C(n+l,j) (D .12) 
As has been noted previously, prior to initiation of the numerical 
solution, two time levels of concentration values must be known. The 
initial conditions of Equations D.4 and D.lO form one level of data, the 
zero time level. The approximate Equations C.14 and C.17 are convenient 
to use to generate a second time level (t=~t) of data. With two time 
levels of concentration values available the numerical solution is 
straightforward. 
The numerical solution proceeds in the following fashion. Equations 
D.3 and D.12 are used to generate a (j+l)th level concentration profile 
within the frit. Equation D.II is then used to compute the fictitious 
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concentration at the O)th time level. The (j+l)th time level of solvent 
bath solute concentration is given by Equation D.9. Equation D.5 permits 
the interfacial concentration of the frit to be equated to this value. 
This iterative scheme is repeated again and again at time level incre-
ments of ~t until the actual time length of the diffusion run has been 
attained. 
Solvent volume change by sampling is easily accounted for in the 
numerical model. As the numerical solution progresses, each iterative 
time level is compared to a predetermined sampling scheme. When the 
time level of the numerical model closely matches a sampling time the 
solvent volume, Vf , in Equations D.9 and D.II is reduced by a specified 
sample volume. This simulates the volume step change that is experi-
mentally experienced. 
D.l.2. Computer Routine I. The numerical simulation of the porous 
frit diffusion process, as discussed above, was programed in FORTRAN IV 
and run on the UMR IBM 360, model 65 computer. The program as it appears 
at the end of this section (D.3) is specifically designed to consider 
the porous frit diffusion of sodium chloride over the concentration range 
0.0 to 0.5 N. A simple change of the diffusivity-concentration relation 
of Equation D.7 can, however, extend the usefulness of this routine to 
any system where the diffusivity can be expressed as a function of 
concentration. 
The program was typically run employing an R (i.e., ~t/~x2) of 0.2 
and a 120 unit division of L
eff • For these conditions the usual time 
increment size was about 0.5 seconds. No instability problems were 
encountered using these specifications. Only minor effects were noted 
in the generated solvent bath solute concentration versus time profile 
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when the division of Leff was changed to 60 or 150. 
D.l.3. Numerical Results I. The numerical program was used to gen-
erate solvent bath solute concentration versus time data employing initial 
concentrations and sampling schemes similar to those used in specific 
experimental runs. Figure D.l shows the agreement obtained between the 
experimental data of Run 8 and the numerically generated curve. In this 
case, as in all the numerical modeling, an averaged frit transfer area, 
AT' obtained from the calibration runs was used in the numerical program. 
Run B was chosen as an example because its relatively small initial sol-
vent volume of 250 ml (compared to the usual 300 ml initial volume) is 
affected more significantly by sample withdrawal. The average absolute 
percent deviation of the experimental points to the numerical curve in 
Figure D.l is about 1.6%. Similar results were obtained in numerical 
simulation of Runs 25 and Bl. 
The fact that the numerical model should simulate experimental real-
ity to a close extent suggests an alternate approach to the least-squares 
data curve fit with its assumed constant solvent volume and diffusivity. 
Instead of fitting an approximate analytic model to the data to obtain 
(in the case of a calibration run) ~, an iterative numerical scheme 
could be employed. Successive values of Ar could be chosen and used to 
generate solvent bath solute concentration versus time curves which in 
turn could be compared to the experimental data. Using the average abso-
lute percent deviation as a convergence criteria, an optimum ~ could be 
determined. This technique was investigated by running the numerical 
model of Run B with different Ar values and computing the resultant 
AAPD's. Figure D.2 shows the results of this study. An optimum trans-
fer area of about 10.45 cm2 with an AAPD of about 1.25% is obtained 
~ 
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from this curve. This compares with an ~ of 10.368 cm2 and an AAPD of 
0.557 obtained from the least-squares fit of Run 8 data. It is difficult 
on the basis of these results to argue the merits of one approach over 
the other. The numerical approach has the di.sadvantage of requiring a 
rather considerable amount of computer time; simulation of a calibration 
run requires about 7 minutes of computer time. For this reason, success-
ful implementation of an iterative numerical technique is dependent upon 
a highly efficient convergence technique. 
The numerical model does serve as a useful tool in examining the 
approximations that go into the least-squares curve fit of the calibration 
data. Because of the concentration dependence of the sodium chloride 
diffusion coefficient it is necessary to compute an overall integral 
diffusivity that permits Equation 2.1 to be reduced to the analytically 
solvable form of Equation 2.2. The exactness of the integral diffusivity 
can be examined using the numerical model. A numerical solvent bath 
solute concentration versus time profile can be generated for the case 




• The least-squares routine can then be used to fit the 
numerical profile. Ideally the curve-fit parameter ~ should equal the 
value of AT used in the numerical solution. Assuming the numerical 
solution to be exact, deviation of the AT values indicates probable 
error in the integral diffusivity values. Using an integral diffusivity 
-5 2 2 of 1.480 x 10 cm /sec in the curve-fit analysis, an Ar of 10.360 cm 
was obtained. This compares to the 10.314 cm2 value used in the numerical 
model. Use of the constant overall diffusivity value of 1.480 x 10-5 
cm2/sec, for the specific calibration technique employed in this work, 
appears to introduce an error of no greater than about 0.45% into the 
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frit constant A. The numerical model can also be used to examine the T 
second approximation that is employed in the curve-fit routine. 
Because the analytical model which is curve fit to the data does not 
account for volume change due to sampling, the approximation of Equation 
2.14 has been employed. In the case of the calibration runs, Equation 
2.14 reduces to the arithmetic mean solvent volume. This approximation 
can be tested in a manner similar to that previously discussed. The 
numerical model can be used to generate a solute concentration versus 
time profile based upon a specified sampling scheme. This profile can 
be curve fit by the least-squares routine employing the integral diffu-
sivity and the average solvent volume approximation. In this case, the 
deviation between the curve-fit parameter, Ar, and the ~ used in the 
numerical model should reflect the combined effects of both approxima-
tions. Run 8 was simulated numerically; see Figure D.l. The numerical 
solute concentration versus time profile was then curve fit. A value 
2 for Ar of 10.315 cm was obtained from the fit. This compares to an Ar 
value of 10.314 cm2 used in the numerical generation of the concentration 
profile. 
It would appear, then, that the combined error introduced into the 
calibrated ~ value by the average solvent volume and the constant over-
all diffusivity is negligible. Use of an overall integral diffusivity 
of 1.480 x 10-5 cm2/sec has been shown to yield a frit ~ value which 
is slightly high, by about 0.45%. When the overall integral diffusivity 
approximation is combined with the time-averaged solvent volume approx-
imation, a value of AT is obtained which is in error by only about 0.01%. 
On the basis of this analysis, the use and validity of these two curve-
fit parameter approximations seems justified. 
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The versatility of the numerical model permits the solvent sampling 
scheme to be studied. The sampling scheme of one sample withdrawal per 
minute over the entire calibration diffusion time was designed to accu-
rately record the unsteady-state solute buildup in the solvent bath. It 
was physically difficult to withdraw accurate samples at times faster 
than this rate. A second radically different sampling scheme was exam-
ined on the chance that, in addition to being experimentally simpler, 
it might also prove to be superior in simulating a constant solvent 
volume process. A three sample withdrawal scheme employing withdrawals 
at roughly the 1/3, 2/3 and final diffusion time levels was considered. 
Although strictly not correct, it was assumed that the accuracy of sample 
analysis is directly proportional to sample volume. Because the modified 
sample scheme employed approximately 1/5 the normal number of samples, 
it was assumed that a sample volume five times the normal would assure 
sufficient accuracy in the experimental points for a three point data 
fit. This sampling scheme, incorporating three 5.0 ml solvent with-
drawals, was considered in the numerical model. A three point solute 
concentration versus time curve was generated and then fit with the 
least-squares routine. An effective frit mass transfer area of 10.314 
cm2 was used in the numerical model. An averaged solvent volume was 
used in the curve-fit expression. An Ar of 9.997 cm2 was obtained from 
the curve fit--a difference of about 3%. Thus while the three point 
sampling scheme has the advantage of reducing the total analysis work, 
it yields calibrated frit constants that are about 3% less accurate than 
those obtained from the sampling scheme actually used. 
It should be emphasized that the three point sampling scheme de-
scribed above would not permit a statistically reliable data curve fit 
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to be made. Consideration of this scheme is meant only to demonstrate 
the flexibility of the numerical simulation routine. 
D.2. Tracer Diffusion 
For all diffusion runs other than the calibration runs the solute 
concentration was sufficiently low so as to approximate infinitely dilute 
conditions. Under these conditions the diffusion coefficient in Equation 
2.1 can be considered constant and the equation reduces to Equation 2.2. 
Although no average diffusivity approximation need be considered for 
tracer diffusion, the time-averaged solvent volume approximation of 
Equation 2.14 must still be made. Additionally, the tracer diffusion 
runs were of a typically longer duration than the calibration runs with 
some diffusion times approaching the short-time criterion of O.3L;ff/n. 
Therefore, a numerical simulation of the tracer diffusion process is 
useful to study the effects that the average solvent volume approximation 
and the relatively long (approximately O.3L;ff/D) diffusion times have 
on th.e value of the measured diffusivity. 
The numerical solution of Equations 2.2 and 2.3 can be performed 
in much the same manner as that discussed previously for the calibration 
runs. 
D.2.l. Explicit Finite Difference Scheme. Before being put into 
finite-difference form, for generality Equation 2.2 and 2.3 are expressed 
in terms of non-dimensional variables. 




CO _ Cf C* = (D.14) f CO - C 0 
f 
X* = x/Leff (D. IS) 
T* = Dt/L2 
eff CD .16) 





The dimensionless initial and boundary conditions to these equations 
are: 
and 
C* (X* ,0) = 0 
aC*(l,T*)/aX* = 0 
C*(O,T*) = C;(T*) 
Equations D.17 and D.IB can be approximated by explicit finite 
difference techniques to yield: 
and 
C*(i,j+l) - C*(i,j) 
!1T* 
C;U+l) - C;U-l) = 
2!1T* 
= 
C*(i+l,j) - 2C*(i,j) + C*(i-l,j) 
!1X*2 
2ArLeff C*(l,j) - C*(-l,j) 
Vf 2!1X* 








C* (i,j+l) = C* (i,j) + R* [C* (i+l,j) 




C; (j+l) = C; (j -1) + K* [C* (1,j) - C* (-1,j)] 
R* = I1T*/~X*2 
(D.26) 
These two finite-difference equations can then be used in a numerical 
solution scheme that parallels the method employed for the calibration 
runs. The only difference in the mechanics of the two iterative solu-
tions is the concentration functionality incorporated in the calibration 
model; the diffusivity is considered constant in the present case. 
D.2.2. Computer Routine II. The finite difference solution was 
coded in FORTRAN IV and run on the UMR IBM 360 computer. No instability 
problems were experienced when R* values of 0.1 and 0.2 were used in 
conjunction with a distance step size of 0.01. Little difference was 
* noted between the solution results of the two R values. 
The computer program which appears at the end of this section (D.4) 
can either generate two base levels of starting values or can accept 
base data, for time levels other than near zero, which have been gener-
ated by a previous solution. This feature has the advantage of reducing 
the computer time required to model a long diffusion run. Small distance 
and time increments can be used to model the early portion of the run. 
Concentration profile values from this solution may then be used as 
starting values for the long time model which can accurately employ 
larger distance and time steps. 
D.2.3. Numerical Results II. Figures D.3, Figure D.4 and Figure 
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D.5 show the results of the numerical soluti.ons. A diffusivity value of 
-5 2 1.00 x 10 cm /sec and a frit transfer area and effective half width of 
10.0 cm2 and 0.550 cm, respectively, were used in the numerical model. 
In the case of the solution employing a sampling scheme, 0.845 ml samples 
were removed at the sampling times specified in Table D.l. This scheme 
is, in general, typical of that employed for all tracer diffusion runs. 
It is noted from Figure D.3 that sampling has little apparent effect on 
the solute concentration profile. These results can further be used to 
examine the data treatment routine. 
The curves of Figure D.3 can be fit with the least-squares routine 
using D and Cf
o as curve-fit parameters. For the case where solvent 
withdrawal has not been considered, the computed diffusivity should equal 
the diffusivity value used in the numerical model to generate the curve. 
Any difference in the two values indicates possible error in one or both 
of the following. The numerical solution is by its very nature approx-
imate and the possibility exists that this inherent error produces 
erroneous results in the curve fit. In addition, some error might be 
the result of curve fitting an equation based upon short time approxima-
tions, to data that deviates from the short time criterion. These 
possibilities are examined below. 
The full dimensionless time range of Figure D.4 corresponds to a 
total diffusion time of 9075 seconds for the case of the frit parameters 
used in the numerical model. If a least-squares fit is made of this 
whole curve a diffusivity of 0.969 x 10-5 is obtained. By fitting 
successively shorter diffusion ranges on this curve differing values of 
D are obtained. Figure D.6 shows the curve-fitted values of D plotted 
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Figure D.5. Centerline Concentration of the Frit. 
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Numerical Study 
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Figure D.6. Curve-fit Parameter D versus Termination 
Time of the Diffusion Run. 
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By extrapolating the curve back to zero time any error produced by data 
not meeting the short time criteria of the curve-fit equation should be 
minimized if not totally diminished. The difference between the zero 
time parameter D of 0.996 x 10-5 cm2/sec and the value of 1.00 x 10-5 
cm
2/sec used in the numerical model can be considered due error in the 
numerical solution. 
It is more difficult to explain the deviation of the curve-fit D at 
the upper time limits of Figure D.6. A portion of the increasing 
deviation of D from the extrapolated value at zero time is probably the 
result of accumulating round-off error in the numerical solution. In 
fact, it can be seen from Figure D.5 that the short time requirement 
that the frit centerline concentration remains constant is closely 
approximated during the early portion of Figure D.6. It is therefore 
assumed that the initial almost linear slope of the curve in Figure D.6 
is due to accumulating round-off error in the numerical solution. If 
the round-off error is considered linear with time the projection of a 
2 line drawn tangent to this curve at tD/Leff = 0.0 to the ordinate at 
tD/L;ff = 0.3 (dashed line in Figure D.6) should represent the effect of 
round-off error on the curve-fit D values. The difference in D values 
at tD/L2 = 0.3 between the curve and tangentical round-off error pro-
eff 
jection should roughly represent the error that results in fitting a 
short time analytic model to data that deviates from this model. The 
difference between these values is about 2%. Judging then from the 
results of this analysis it would appear that even a rather significant 
change in centerline concentration has comparatively minor effect on the 
accuracy of a short time analytic model curve fit. 
It is doubtful whether this analysis could be extended meaningfully 
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to larger diffusion times. The assumption that round-off error in the 
numerical solution produces a linear error with time in the curve-fit 
parameter D is at best a crude approximation. As the divergence of the 
curve in Figure D.6 from linearity becomes more significant a knowledge 
of the parameter D's functionality on round-off error with time becomes 
more crucial to the estimation of error in D due to data deviation from 
short time criteria. 
This same numerical model permits the exactness of the solvent 
volume approximation to be tested. The numerical solution was obtained 
for the porous frit diffusion process with and without sample withdrawal; 
the sampling scheme employed is specified in Table D.l. The numerically 
generated solute concentration versus time profiles are shown in Figure 
D.3. Ideally a curve fit of these numerically generated profiles should 
yield a value of D equal to that used in the numerical generation of the 
profile. This, however, is not observed even for the case of no sample 
withdrawal. A curve-fit D value of 0.986 x 10-5 cm2/sec is obtained 
from the numerical concentration-time profile for a frit diffusion 
simulation with a dimensionless time duration of 0.2 and employing no 
sample withdrawal; see Figure D.6. If the solvent volume approximation 
is correct, the value of D obtained from the curve fit of the numerical 
concentration profile for the case of sample withdrawal should agree 
with the value of D (0.986 x 10-5 cm2/sec) obtained for the case of no 
sample withdrawal. 
Various values of solvent volume were used in curve fitting Equation 
C.30 to the numerical profile (sample withdrawal) shown in Figure D.3. 
The results of the curve fit are listed in Table D.2. Based on these 
results it appears the time-averaged volume best accounts for sample 
Table D.2 
Solvent Volumes Used to Curve Fit 
Numerical Profile 
Solvent Volume Volume, Curve-Fit Parameter 
Approximation em3 D x 105 , cm2/sec 
Initial Volume 300.0 1.078 
Final Volume 281.4 0.948 
Mean Volume 290.7 1.012 
Time Average Volume 286.2 0.981 
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withdrawal. In other words, the value of D obtained by using the time-
-5 
averaged volume is in closer agreement with the value of 0.986 x 10 
2 cm /sec than are the values obtained using the other solvent volume 
representations. For the conditions considered in this analysis, the 
time-averaged solvent volume approximation appears to introduce no more 
than about a 0.5% error into the computed diffusivity. 
D.3. Computer Program: 
Numerical Solution of Porous Frit Diffusion 




C •.••• NUMERICAL (FINITE DIFFERENCE) SOLUTION TO DIFFUSION OUT OF A 
C POROUS FRIT 
C •••.• VOLUME CHANGE DUE TO SAMPLE WITHDRAWAL CONSIDERED 
C ••••• SHORT TIME ANALYTICAL MODEL USED FOR SECOND TIME LEVEL 
C GENERATION OF SOLVENT BATH SOLUTE CONCENTRATION 
C 1) CF(J) = CO-(CO-CFO)*EXP(B**2*T)*(l.0-ERF(B*SQRT(T») 
C B = 2.0*AT*SQRT(D)/VF 
C •••.• SHORT TIME ANALYTICAL MODEL USED FOR SECOND TIME LEVEL 
C GENERATION OF INTERNAL FRIT CONCENTRATION PROFILE DATA 
C 2) C(I,J) = CFO-(CFO-CO)*ERF(X/(2.0*SQRT(D*T») 
C *** TERMINOLOGY SECTION *** 
C .•••• CO = INITIAL SOLUTE CONCENTRATION IN FRIT 
C •.•.• CFO = INITIAL SOLUTE CONCENTRATION IN SOLVENT BATH 
C ••••• C(I,J) = SOLUTE CONCENTRATION AT POINT I IN FRIT AND TIME LEVEL J 
C •.••• CF(J) = SOLUTE CONCENTRATION IN THE SOLVENT BATH AT THE 
C J TIME LEVEL 
C ••••. CFE = EXPERIMENTAL CONCENTRATION POINTS 
C •.••• D = BINARY DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT 
C •.••• VF = VOLUME OF SOLVENT IN SOLVENT BATH 
C ••••. VS = SAMPLING VOLUME 
C •.•.• T = DIFFUSION TIME 
C ••••. TDT = TOTAL DIFFUSION TIME 
C ••••• TS = SAMPLING TIME 
C .•••• X = LINEAR DISTANCE INTO FRIT--MEASURED FROM SURFACE OF FRIT 
C ••••• AT = MASS TRANSFER AREA PER SIDE OF FRIT 
C ••••• DX = DISTANCE INCREMENT USED IN NUMERICAL SOLUTION 
C •.••• DT = TIME INCREMENT USED IN NUMERICAL SOLUTION 
C ••.•• XL = HALF THE EFFECTIVE WIDTH OF THE POROUS FRIT 
DOUBLE PRECISION CO,CFO,VF,VFO,VS,AT,XL,D,TT,TS,XN 
DOUBLE PRECISION R,DX,DT,XK,T,B,X,Tl,T2,PDC,PDV,CA 
DOUBLE PRECISION CF (3) ,C (150,3) ,CWF (75) ,TW(7 5) ,VFW(7 5) 
DOUBLE PRECISION DEXP,DERF,DSQRT,DABS 
DOUBLE PRECISION CW(B,135) 
DOUBLE PRECISION AA,BB,EE,DD,Dl 
DOUBLE PRECISION XX(20),GPN(20) 
DOUBLE PRECISION CFE(25) ,TE(25) ,CNS(25) 
DOUBLE PRECISION SUM1,PDEV,AAPD 
C *** READ-IN SECTION *** 
READ(1,100)CO,CFO 
READ(l,lOO)VF 




VFO = VF 
C ••••• THIS PROGRAM SPECIFICALLY TREATS THE DIFFUSION OF SODIUM CHLORIDE 
C FROM THE POROUS FRIT INTO A SOLVENT BATH OF WATER 
C ••••• ALL NACL STANDARDIZATION RUNS EMPLOYED AN INITIAL SODIUM CHLORIDE 
C CONCENTRATION OF 0.5N--BINARY CONCENTRATION IN SOAKED FRIT 
C ••••• OVER THE RANGE 0.0 TO O.SN THE DIFFUSIVITY OF NACL SHOWS A 
C CONCENTRATION DEPENDENCE 
C ••••• THE CONCENTRATION DEPENDENCE OF THE NACL DIFFUSIVITY CAN BE 
C EXPRESSED IN THE FORM: 
C D = A + B*SQRT(C) + E*C 
AA = 1.59782 
BB = -0.50052 
EE = 0.47323 
C ••.•. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS OF PROBLEM 
C A) C(X,O) = CO 
C B) C(O,T) = CF(T) 
C C) DC(L,T)/DX = 0.0 
C •.•.. DETERMINATION OF DISTANCE AND TIME INCREMENTS 
C .•••• R = DT/DX**2 
R = 0.2 
DX = XL/XN 
DT = R*DX*DX*1.0D+05 
XK = 2.0*AT*DT*1.0D-05/(VF*DX) 
191 
C .•••• NUMBER OF TIME INTERVALS INTO WHICH TOTAL DIFFUSION TIME IS BROKEN 
NTI = TDT/DT 
C .•••• NUMBER OF TIME LEVELS---1ST LEVEL AT T=O.O 
NTI = NTI+1 
C .•.•• ARRAYS ARE INITIALIZED 
N = XN 
N = N+2 
NN = N+1 
NE = TDT/15.0 
DO 400 1=1,3 
CF (I) = 0.0 
DO 405 J=1,NN 
C(J,I) II: 0.0 
405 CONTINUE 
400 CONTINUE 
DO 410 I=1,NE 
CWF(I) = 0.0 
TW(I) = 0.0 
VFW(I) = 0.0 
410 CONTINUE 
C .••.. GENERATION OF BASE(TlMEcO.O)DATA 
C .•••• BASE DATA GIVEN ENTIRELY BY INITIAL CONDITIONS 
C ••••. NOTE: TO ALLOW FOR INDEXING ALL DISTANCE GRID POINTS ARE UPPED 
C BY 2 AND ALL TIME LEVELS BY 1 
C ..••• INTERNAL CONCENTRATION PROFILE 
T = 0.0 
DO 5 I=3,N 
C(I,1) = CO 
5 CONTINUE 
C ••••. SOLVENT BATH CONCENTRATION 
CF(1) = CFO 
C ••••. BOUNDARY CONDITION B 
C(2,1) = CF(1) 
C ••••• FICTITIOUS POINTS GENERATED 
C .•••. POINT JUST OUTSIDE SURFACE OF FRIT(X--DX) 
C(l,l) - CO C ••••• POINT JUST ON OTHER SIDE OF FRIT CENTERLINE(X-L+DX) 
C(N+l,l) - C(N-l,l) 
C ••••• GENERATION OF 2ND TIME LEVEL DATA(T-T+DT) 
C ••••• DATA COMPUTED FROM APPROXIMATE ANALYTICAL MODELS 
C ••..• AN INTEGRAL DIFFUSIVITY VALUE IS USED TO GENERATE THE 2ND TIME 
C LEVEL DATA 
C .••.. INTERNAL CONCENTRATION PROFILE--EQUATION 2 
T = T+DT 
X = DX 
DO 10 I=3,N 
Tl = DERF(X/(2.0*DSQRT(DD*T») 
C(I,2) = CFO-(CFO-CO)*Tl 
X = X+DX 
10 CONTINUE 
C .•.•• SOLVENT BATH CONCENTRATION--EQUATION 1 
B = 2.0*AT*DD**0.5/VF 
Tl = DEXP(B**2*T) 
T2 = 1.0-DERF(B*DSQRT(T» 
CF(2) = CO-(CO-CFO)*Tl*T2 
C .•.•. BOUNDARY CONDITION B 
C (2,2) = CF (2) 
C ••.•. FICTITIOUS POINT AT -DX OUTSIDE SURFACE OF FRIT 
C ••••. F.D. APPROX: C(-I,J)=CF(J-l)/«R+XK)*D(O,J» 
C +(XK*D(O,J)-R*D(I,J»*C(I,J)/«R+XK)*D(O,J» 
+(R*(D(I,J)+D(0,J»-1.0)*C(O,J)/«R+XK)*D(O,J» 
D = AA+BB*DSQRT(C(2,2»+EE*C(2,2) 
Dl = AA+BB*DSQRT(C(3,2»+EE*C(3,2) 
Tl = CF(I)/«R+XK)*D) + (XK*D-R*Dl)*C(3,2)/«R+XK)*D) 
T2 = (R*(Dl+D)-1.0)*C(2,2)/«R+XK)*D) 
C(I,2) = Tl+T2 
C .•••• FICTITIOUS POINT AT L+DX 
C(N+l,2) = C(N-l,2) 
C ••.•. TWO TIME-LEVELS OF DATA HAVE BEEN GENERATED TO PROVIDE 
C STARTING VALUES FOR NUMERICAL SOLUTION 
C .•.•. FINITE-DIFFERENCE SCHEME BEGINS 
C •••.. PROGRAM IS LOOPED THROUGH NTI TIME LEVELS 
C ...•• NWRT IS AN INDEX TO CODE DATA PRINT-OUT 
NWRT = 1 
C ••••• NES IS THE EXPERIMENTAL SAMPLE INDEX 
NES = 1 
SUMI = 0.0 
READ(I,lOO) TS,CFE(NES),VS 
DO 15 115=3,NTI 
T = T+DT 
IF(T.LT.TS) GO TO 20 
C •.•.. TOTAL SOLVENT VOLUME IS REDUCED BY ONE SAMPLE VOLUME EVERY 
C SAMPLING TIME INTERVAL 
VF = VF-VS 
XK = 2.0*AT*DT*I.0D-05/(VF*DX) 
TE(NES) = TS 
CNS(NES) = CF(2) 
c ..... NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL CONCENTRATION VALUES ARE COMPARED 
PDEV = (CNS(NES)-CFE(NES»/CFE(NES)*100.0 
SUMI = SUMl + DABS(PDEV) 
NES - NES+l 
READ(l,100) TS,CFE(NES),VS 
20 CONTINUE 
C ••••• IIS TIME-LEVEL CONCENTRATION POINTS ARE COMPUTED 
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C ..... FRIT CONCENTRATION PROFILE 
C ..•.. F.D. APPROX: C(I,J+l)=C(I,J)+R*(D(r+l,J)*C(I+l,J) 
-(D(I+l,J)+D(I,J»*C(I,J)+D(I,J)*C(I-l,J» 
C WHERE: D = A+B*SQRT(C(I,J)+E*C(I,J) 
DO 30 I30=3,N 
D = AA+BB*DSQRT(C(I30,2»+EE*C(I30,2) 
Dl = AA + BB*DSQRT(C(I30+l,2»+EE*C(I30+1,2) 
Tl = Dl*C(I30+1,2)-(Dl+D)*C(I30,2)+D*C(I30-l,2) 
C(I30,3) = C(I30,2) + R*Tl 
30 CONTINUE 
C ..... SOLVENT BATH CONCENTRATION 
C ..... F.D. APPROX: CF(J+l) = CF(J-l)+XK*D*(C(l,J)-C(-I,J» 
C WHERE: D = A+B*SQRT(C(O,J»+E*C(O,J) 
D = AA + BB*DSQRT(C(2,2» + EE*C(2,2) 
CF(3) = CF(I) + XK*D*(C(3,2)-C(l,2» 
C ....• BOUNDARY CONDITION B 
C(2,3) = CF(3) 
C •.••. FICTITIOUS POINT AT -DX 
C ..... F.D. APPROX: C(-I,J)=CF(J-l)/«R+XK)*D(O,J» 
+(XK*D(O,J)-R*D(I,J»*C(l,J)/«R+XK)*D(O,J» 
+(R*(D(l,J)+D(O,J»-l.O)*C(O,J)/«R+XK)*D(O,J» 
D = AA + BB*DSQRT(C(2,3» + EE*C(2,3) 
Dl = AA+BB*DSQRT(C(3,3»+EE*C(3,3) 
Tl = CF(2)/«R+XK)*D) + (XK*D-R*Dl)*C(3,3)/«R+XK)*D) 
T2 = (R*(Dl+D)-1.0)*C(2,3)/«R+XK)*D) 
C(1,3) = Tl + T2 
193 
C .•.•. FICTITIOUS POINT AT L+DX IN FRIT 
C(N+l,3) = C(N-l,3) 
C ...•. DATA IS COLLECTED FOR PRINTOUT AT APPROXIMATELY EVERY 30 SECOND 
C TIME LEVEL 
NW = T/30.0 
IF(NWRT.GT.NW) GO TO 25 
CWF(NWRT) = CF(3) 
TW(NWRT) = T 
VFW(NWRT) = VF 
C .•••. OUTPUT CARDS ARE PUNCHED 
WRITE(2,100)TW(NWRT),CWF(NWRT) 
WRITE(3,100) TW(NWRT),CWF(NWRT) 
C ..... FRIT CONCENTRATION PROFILE DATA COLLECTED 
NCP = 2 
N45 = N/20-1 
DO 45 I45=I,N45 
CW(I45,NWRT) = C(NCP,3) 
NCP = NCP + 20 
45 CONTINUE 
N45 = N45 +1 
CW(N45,NWRT) = C(N,3) 
NWRT = NWRT+l 
25 CONTINUE 
DO 40 I40=3,N 
C(r40,I) = C(I40,2) 
C(I40,2) = C(I40,3) 
40 CONTINUE 
CF(I) = CF(2) 
C 
CF (2) = CF (3) 
C(N+1,2) = C(N+1,2) 
C(N+1,2) = C(N+1,3) 
C (1,1) = C (1,2) 
C (1,2) = C (1,3) 
C(2,1) = C(2,2) 




*** PRINT-OUT SECTION *** 
300 FORMAT(IHl,//SX, 'NUMERICAL SOLUTION FOR DIFFUSION OUT OF A POROUS 
A FRIT') 
WRITE (3,30S) 
30S FORMAT (//SX, 'EXPLICIT FINITE-DIFFERENCE TECHNIQUE USED') 
WRITE(3,310)DX,DT,R 
310 FORMAT (/SX, 'DISTANCE INCREMENT:',IX,FI0.6,IX,'CM. 'I, 
ASX, 'TIME INCREMENT:' ,IX,FI0.6,IX,'SEC. 'I, 
BSX, 'R(D*DT/DX**2):',IX,FI0.6) 
WRITE (3,315) 
31S FORMAT (//SX, 'PHYSICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF THE DIFFUSION PROCESS') 
WRITE(3,320)XL,AT 
320 FORMAT (/SX, 'DISTANCE FROM SURFACE TO CENTER OF FRIT:' ,IX,F6.3,IX,' 
ACM'/, 
BSX,'MASS TRANSFER AREA PER SIDE OF FRIT:',IX,F6.3,IX, 'CM**2') 
WRITE(3,32S) DD,CO,CFO 
325 FORMAT(/SX,'DIFFUSIVITY OF BINARY SYSTEM:',IX,D20.10,IX,'CM**2/SEC 
A' / , 
BSX, 'INITIAL CONCENTRATION OF SOLUTE IN FRIT:',IX,F6.3,IX,'G-MOLE/L 
C'/, 




ASX,'TlME',5X,'CF(G-MOLE/L)',SX,'CF(G-MOLE/L)' ,SX,'% DEVIATION',5X, 
B'SOLVENT VOLUME',5X,'FRACTION SOLVENT'/, 
C4X, '(SEC.)',6X, 'ANALYTIC',ax, 'NUMERICAL',ax, '1 FROM 2',29X, 'REMAIN 
DING' ) 
C ••••• SOLVENT VOLUME(ANALYTICAL MODEL) IS CONSIDERED AN AVERAGE 
C BETWEEN INITIAL AND FINAL SOLVENT VOLUMES 
NWRT = NWRT-l 
VF = (VFO+VFW(NWRT»/2.0 
DO 35 I3S=I,NWRT 
C ••••• ANALyTIC SOLUTION(SHORT TIME) TO DIFFUSION OUT OF A POROUS FRIT 
C ••••• SAMPLE WITHDRAWAL ACCOUNTED FOR IN ANALYTICAL MODEL 
B = 2.0*AT*DSQRT(DD)/VF 
Tl = DEXP(B**2*TW(I3S» 
T2 = 1.O-DERF(B*DSQRT(TW(I35») 
CA = CO-(CO-CFO)*Tl*T2 
PDC = (CA-CWF(I3S»/CWF(I3S)*100.0 






340 FORMAT(lHl,///5X, 'CONCENTRATION PROFILE OF SOLUTE(DIFFUSING SPECIE 
IS) WITHIN THE FRIT'//) 
C ••••. CONCENTRATION PROFILE FROM SURFACE TO CENTER OF FRIT IS GIVEN AT 
C EVERY 20TH. DISTANCE GRID POINT 
XX(I) = 0.0 
XX(N45) = XL 
N = N45-1 
DO 210 I=2,N 
XX(I) = XX(I-l)+20.0*DX 
210 CONTINUE 
WRITE (3 , 220) 
220 FORMAT (SX, 'GRID POSITION NUMBER',SX,'DISTANCE INTO FRIT') 
DO 230 I=I,N4S 





250 FORMAT (//3X, 'TIME',30X,'SOLUTE CONCENTRATION IN SOLVENT BATH'/, 
A4SX, 'GRID POSITION NUMBER'/, 
B2X,'(SEC.)',6X,F3.0,7X,F3.0,7X,F3.0,7X,F3.0,7X,F3.0,7X,F3.0,7X,F3. 
CO,7X,F3.0,7X,F3.0,7X,F3.0,7X,F3.0,7X,F3.0/) 
DO SO ISO=I,NWRT 
WRITE(3,350) TW(ISO), (CW(J ,ISO) ,J=I,N4S) 
50 CONTINUE 
350 FORMAT(2X,F6.2,2X,12FI0.8) 
C •.••• COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICALLY COMPUTED SOLUTE 
C CONCENTRATIONS 
WRITE (3 ,500) 
500 FORMAT (IHl,///SX, 'COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICALLY COMPU 
ATED SOLUTE CONCENTRATIONS'//) 
WRITE (3, 50S) 
S05 FORMAT (SX, 'TIME' , SX, 'CF-EXPERIMENTAL' , SX, 'CF-NUMERICAL' / , 
A4X, '(SEC.)',8X, 'G-MOLE/L',10X,'G-MOLE/L'/) 
XN = NES-l 
AAPD = SUMl/XN 
NES = NES-l 





S20 FORMAT (SX, 'AVERAGE ABSOLUTE PERCENT DEVIATION BETWEEN NUMERICAL AN 
AD EXPERIMENTAL SOLUTE CONCENTRATIONS: ',F6.3) 
STOP 
END 
NUMERICAL SOLUTION FOR DIFFUSION OUT OF A POROUS FRIT 
EXPLICIT FINITE-DIFFERENCE TECHNIQUE USED 
DISTANCE INCREMENT: 0.004833 CM. 
TIME INCREMENT: 0.467222 SEC. 
R(D*DT/DX**2): 0.200000 
PHYSICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF THE DIFFUSION PROCESS 
DISTANCE FROM SURFACE TO CENTER OF FRIT: 0.580 CM 
MASS TRANSFER AREA PER SIDE OF FRIT: 10.314 CM**2 
DIFFUSIVITY OF BINARY SYSTEM: 0.1480000000D-04 CM**2/SEC 
INITIAL CONCENTRATION OF SOLUTE IN FRIT: 0.500 G-MOLE/L 





















































































96.068 ~ \0 
()'\ 
390.13 0.00367746 0.00359372 
420.03 0.00381496 0.00373189 
450.40 0.00394962 0.00381650 
480.30 0.00407780 0.00394700 
510.21 0.00420199 0.00407411 
540.11 0.00432254 0.00419749 
570.01 0.00443976 0.00431817 
600.38 0.00455566 0.00448500 
630.28 0.00466691 0.00459952 
660.18 0.00477551 0.00471131 
690.09 0.00488164 0.00482129 
720.46 0.00498707 0.00488609 
750.36 0.00508869 0.00499276 
780.26 0.00518827 0.00509729 
810.16 0.00528593 0.00520025 




















































D.4. Computer Program: 
Numerical Solution of Porous Frit Diffusion 




C .•.•. NUMERICAL(FINITE DIFFERENCE)SOLUTION TO DIFFUSION 
C OUT OF A POROUS FRIT 
C •.••. VOLUME CHANGE DUE TO SAMPLE WITHDRAWAL CONSIDERED 
C .•.•. SHORT TIME ANALYTICAL MODEL USED FOR SECOND TIME-LEVEL 
C GENERATION OF SOLVENT BATH SOLUTE CONCENTRATION 
C 1) CF(J)=CO-(CO-CFO)*EXP(B**2*T)*(1.0-ERF(B*SQRT(T)) 
C B = 2.0*AT*SQRT(D)/VF 
C .•..• SHORT TIME ANALYTICAL MODEL USED FOR SECOND TIME-LEVEL 
C GENERATION OF INTERNAL FRIT CONCENTRATION PROFILE DATA 
C 2) C(I,J)=CFO-(CFO-CO)*ERF(X/(2.0*SQRT(D*T)) 
C *** TERMINOLOGY SECTION *** 
C .•••• CO = INITIAL SOLUTE CONCENTRATION IN FRIT 
C .•.•. CFO = INITIAL SOLUTE CONCENTRATION IN THE SOLVENT BATH 
C .•.•• C(I,J) = SOLUTE CONCENTRATION AT POINT I IN THE FRIT AND 
C TIME-LEVEL J 
C .•.•• CF(J) = SOLUTE CONCENTRATION IN THE SOLVENT AT THE J TIME-LEVEL 
C •..•. D = BINARY DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT(CM**2/SEC) 
C .•.•. VF = VOLUME OF SOLVENT IN THE SOLVENT BATH 
C .•.•. VFO = INITIAL SOLVENT VOLUME 
C .•.•. VS = VOLUME OF BINARY CONTAINED WITHIN FRIT(2.0*XL*AT) 
C •••.. V = SAMPLING VOLUME 
C ..••• ALFA = VOLUME RATIO: VF/VS 
C ...•. AT = MASS TRANSFER AREA PER SIDE OF FRIT 
C ....• XL = DISTANCE FROM THE SURFACE TO THE CENTER OF THE FRIT 
C .•.•. X = LINEAR DISTANCE INTO FRIT--MEASURED FROM SURFACE OF FRIT 
C •••.• T = DIFFUSION TIME 
C ••.•. TDT = TOTAL DIFFUSION TIME 
C .•... TS = TIME INTERVAL BETWEEN SAMPLE WITHDRAWALS 
C •.••• DX = DISTANCE INCREMENT USED IN NUMERICAL SOLUTION 
C .•.•• DT = TIME INCREMENT USED IN NUMERICAL SOLUTION 
C •...• GENERAL EQUATIONS 
C 1) WITHIN THE FRIT: D(C)/D(T) = D*D**2(C)/D(X)**2 
C 2) OVERALL MASS BALANCE: VF*D(CF)/D(T) = 2*AT*D*D(C(0,T))/D(X) 
C .•.•. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS OF PROBLEM 
C EQUATION 1 
C A) C(X,O) = CO 
C B) C(O,T) = CF(T) 
C C) D(C(L,T))/D(X) = 0.0 
C EQUATION 2 
C A) CF(O) = CFO 
C .•.•• THE ABOVE EQUATIONS ARE PUT ON A NON-DIMENSIONAL BASIS BY THE 
C FOLLOWING CHANGE OF VARIABLES: 
C .•... X = X/XL 
C .•... T = D*T/XL**2 
C ••..• C = (CO-C)/(CO-CFO) 
C ...•. CF = (CO-CF)/(CO-CFO) 
C •.•.• THE RESULTING NONDIMENSIONAL EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
C FOLLOW 
C 1) D(C)/D(T) = D**2(C)/D(X)**2 
C A) C(X,O) = 0.0 
C B) C(O,T) = CF(T) 
C C) D(C(l,T»/D(X) = 0.0 
C 2) D(CF)/D(T) - (l/ALFA)*D(C(O,T»/D(X) 
C A) CF(O) - 1 
C ...•. THIS PROGRAM CONSIDERS THE SOLUTION OF THE NON-DIMENSIONAL 
C EQUATIONS 
DOUBLE PRECISION VFO,V,VF,XL,X,XLS,XN,DX,AT,ALFA 
DOUBLE PRECISION D,TDT,T,DT,TS,R 
DOUBLE PRECISION CO,CFO,CFOO,C(200,2),CF(2),CA 
DOUBLE PRECISION Tl,T2,B,PDC,PDV 
DOUBLE PRECISION CWF(500), TW(500),VFW(500) 
DOUBLE PRECISION DSQRT,DEXP,DERF 
DOUBLE PRECISION VDUM 






XLS = XL 
VF = VFO 
ALFA = VF/(2.0*AT*XL) 
C ..•.. NON-DlMENSIONAL VALUES 
TDT = D*TDT/XL**2 
CO = 0.0 
CFO = 1.0 
XL = 1.0 
C .•..• DISTANCE AND TIME INCREMENTS 
R = 0.1 
C ..•.• XN = NUMBER OF INCREMENTS INTO WHICH XL IS BROKEN 
DX = XL/XN 
DT = R*DX**2 
200 
XK = DT/(ALFA*DX) 
C ..•.• NUMBER OF TIME INTERVALS INTO WHICH TOTAL DIFFUSION TIME IS BROKEN 
NTI ::z TDT/DT 
C ....• ARRAYS ARE INITIALIZED 
N = XN 
N = N+2 
NN = N+1 
DO 400 1=1,2 
CF(I) = 0.0 
DO 405 J=l,NN 
C (J, I) = 0.0 
405 CONTINUE 
400 CONTINUE 
C ...•. GENERATION OF BASE(STARTING)DATA 
C .•.•. THREE OPTIONS ARE OFFERED: 
C A) FLAG = -l.O--INITIAL CONDITIONS OF PROBLEM ARE USED TO 
C GENERATE BASE LEVEL DATA 
C B) FLAG = O.O--SHORT TIME MODEL IS USED TO GENERATE BASE LEVEL 
C DATA--TIME LEVEL OF BASE DATA DT 
C C) FLAG = 1.0--FOR SOLUTIONS STARTING AT OTHER THAN THE ZERO 
C TIME LEVEL AN INITIALLY GENERATED(NUMERICAL SOLUTION)BASE LINE 
, 
C OF DATA IS READ IN 
FLAG =- -1.0 
FLAG = 1.0 
FLAG • 0.0 
IF(FLAG.EQ.O.O) GO TO 500 
IF(FLAG.EQ.l.O) GO TO 505 
C ...•. GENERATION OF BASE(TIME=O.O)DATA 
C ..•.. BASE DATA GIVEN ENTIRELY BY INITIAL CONDITIONS 
C .•••• NOTE: TO ALLOW FOR INDEXING ALL DISTANCE GRID POINTS ARE UPPED 
C BY 2 AND ALL TIME LEVELS BY 1 
C ..••• INTERNAL CONCENTRATION PROFILE 
T = 0.0 
DO 5 I=3,N 
C(l,l) = CO 
5 CONTINUE 
C ....• SOLVENT BATH CONCENTRATION 
CFOO = CFO 
CF(l) = CFO 
C .•.•• TWO TIME LEVELS OF CF(SOLVENT BATH CONC.) DATA REQUIRED 
C .•.•. BOUNDARY CONDITION B 
C(2,l) = CF(l) 
C .••.• FICTITIOUS POINTS GENERATED 
C ..... POINT AT X=-DX 
C(l,l) = CO 
C ....• POINT AT X=L+DX 
C(N+l,l) = C(N-l,l) 
GO TO 510 
500 CONTINUE 
C .•... GENERATION OF BASE DATA(TIME=DT) 
C •...• DATA COMPUTED FROM APPROXIMATE ANALYTICAL MODELS 
C •.... INTERNAL CONCENTRATION PROFILE--EQUATION 2 
C •.•.• DIMENSIONLESS VARIABLES ARE CONVERTED BACK TO DIMENSIONAL FORM 
C FOR THIS SECTION 
DX = XLS/XN 
X = DX 
T = DT*XLS*XLS/D 
DT = T 
DO 10 I=3,N 
TI = DERF(X/(2.0*DSQRT(D*T») 
C(I,l) = 1.0-T1 
X = X+DX 
10 CONTINUE 
C ..••• SOLVENT BATH CONCENTRATION--EQUATION 1 
B = 2.0*AT*D**O.5/VFO 
Tl = DEXP(B**2*T) 
T2 = 1.O-DERF(B*DSQRT(T» 
CFOO = CFO 
CF(l) = T1*T2 
C ...•• BOUNDARY CONDITION B 
C (2 , 1) = CF (1 ) 
C ••••• FICTITIOUS POINT AT -DX * ) 
C(l,l) = CFO+(DT/(ALFA*DX)-R)*C(3,1)+(2.0*R-l.O) C(2,1 
C(l,l) = C(l,l)/(R+DT/(ALFA*DX» 
C ••••• FICTITIOUS POINT AT L+DX 
C(N+l,l) = C(N-l,l) 
DX a XL/XN 
DT = R*DX*DX 
T - DT 
GO TO 510 
201 
505 CONTINUE 
C •••.• BASE LEVEL DATA(FROM PREVIOUS SHORT TIME NUMERICAL SOLUTION) 
C READ IN 
READ(l,lOO) T 




C ••••• FINITE-DIFFERENCE SCHEME BEGINS 
C .•••• THE BASE LEVEL DATA PROVIDED BY THE PRECEEDING OPTIONS 
C SERVE AS STARTING VALUES FOR THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION 
C ••••• PROGRAM IS LOOPED THROUGH NTI TIME LEVELS 
C •••.• INITIAL SAMPLE TIME AND SAMPLE VOLUME READ IN 
READ(l,lOO)TS,V 
TS = TS*D/(XLS*XLS) 
NWRT = 100 
C ••••• NWRT IS AN INDEX TO CODE DATA FOR PRINT-OUT 
WRITE(3,600) 
600 FORMAT(lHl,//,8X,'TIME',8X,'CONC. AT FRIT CENTER'/) 
DO 15 I15=2,NTI 
T = T+DT 
IF(TS.GT.T)GO TO 20 
C ••••• SOLVENT VOLUME IS REDUCED BY ONE SAMPLE VOLUME 
VF = VF-V 
ALFA = VF/(2.0*AT*XLS) 
XK = DT/(ALFA*DX) 
READ(l,lOO)TS,V 
TS = TS*D/(XLS*XLS) 
20 CONTINUE 
C ••••• I15 TIME-LEVEL CONCENTRATION POINTS ARE COMPUTED 
C ••.•• FRIT CONCENTRATION PROFILE 
C ••••• F.D. APPROX: C(I,J+l)=C(I,J)+R*(C(I+l,J)-2.0*C(I,J)+C(I-l,J» 
DO 30 I30=3,N 
Tl = C(I30+1,1)-2.0*C(I30,1)+C(I30-1,1) 
IF(DABS(Tl).GT.l.OD-20) GO TO 32 
DO 34 134=I30,N 
C(I34,2) = C(I34,1) 
34 CONTINUE 
GO TO 36 
32 CONTINUE 
C(I30,2) = C(I30,1)+R*Tl 
30 CONTINUE 
36 CONTINUE 
C .•••• SOLVENT BATH CONCENTRATION 
C ••••• F.D. APPROX: CF(J+l)=CF(J-l)+DT/(ALFA*DX)*(C(l,J)-C(-l,J» 
CF(2) = CFOO + XK*(C(3,1)-C(1,1» 
C •••.• BOUNDARY CONDITION B 
C (2 , 2) -= CF (2 ) 
C .•••• FICTITIOUS POINT AT -DX * 
C ••••• F.D. APPROX: C(_l,J)=(CF(J-l)+C(l,J)*(DT/CALFA DX)-R) 
C +CCO J)*(2R-l.O»/(R+DT/CALFA*DX» 
C(l,2) = CFOO +C(3,2)*(DT/(ALFA*DX)-R)+C(2,2)*C2.0*R-l.O) 
C(1,2) - C(l,2)/(R+DT/(ALFA*DX» 
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C ..... FICTITIOUS POINT AT L+DX IN FRIT 
C(N+l,2) = C(N-l,2) 
C ..... DATA IS COLLECTED FOR PRINTOUT AT EVERY 500TH. TIME LEVEL 
IF(NWRT.GT.I15) GO TO 25 
NNN = NWRT/SOO 
CWF(NNN) = CF(2) 
TW(NNN) = T 
VFW(NNN) = VF 
WRITE(3,100)TW(NNN),C(N,2) 
VDUM = 1.0 
WRITE (2 ,666) TW(NNN) ,CWF(NNN), VDUM 
666 FORMAT(F15.5,2F20.lO) 
NWRT = NWRT+lOO 
25 CONTINUE 
DO 40 I40=3,N 
C(I40,1) = C(I40,2) 
40 CONTINUE 
CFOO = CF(l) 
CF(l) = CF(2) 
C(N+l,l) = C(N+l,2) 
C(l,l) = C(1,2) 
C(2,1) = C(2,2) 
15 CONTINUE 
C *** PRINT-OUT SECTION *** 
NNN = NNN-l 
C ..... THE NUMERICAL RESULTS ARE COMPARED TO ANALYTIC SOLUTIONS 
C EMPLOYING DIFFERENT SOLVENT VOLUMES 
NSPL = 1 
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DO 1000 JJJ=l,NSPL 
READ(l,lOO)VF 
WRITE(3,300) 
300 FORMAT(IHl,//,SX,'NUMERICAL SOLUTION FOR DIFFUSION OUT OF A POROUS 
A FRIT') 
WRITE(3,305) 
305 FORMAT(//5X,'EXPLICIT FINITE-DIFFERENCE TECHNIQUE USED') 
WRITE (3,310) 
310 FORMAT(5X,'NONDIMENSIONAL VARIABLES EMPLOYED') 
WRITE(3,315)DX,DT,R 
315 FORMAT (/5X, 'DISTANCE INCREMENT:' ,IX,F12.8/, 
A5X, 'TIME INCREMENT:',lX,F12.8/, 
B5X,'R(DT/DX**2):',lX,F6.3) 
ALFA = VFO/(2.0*AT*XLS) 
WRITE(3,320)ALFA 
320 FORMAT (5X, 'INITIAL ALFA(VFO/2.0*AT*XL):',F8.4) 
WRITE(3,350)CO,CFO 
350 FORMAT (5X, 'INITIAL CONCENTRATION OF SOLUTE IN FRIT:',lX,F6.3/, 
A5X,'INITIAL CONCENTRATION OF SOLUTE IN SOLVENT:' ,lX,F6.3) 
WRITE(3,325) 
325 FORMAT(//5X,'DIMENSIONAL PARAMETERS USED IN CHARACTERIZING THE DIF 
AFUSION PROCESS') 
WRITE(3,330)XLS,AT 
330 FORMAT (/5X, 'DISTANCE FROM SURFACE TO CENTER OF FRIT:' ,lX,F6.3,lX,' 
ACM' / , 
B5X, 'MASS TRANSFER AREA PER SIDE OF FRIT:',lX,F6.3,lX,'CM**2') 
WRITE(3,335)D 
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335 FORMAT(5X,'DIFFUSIVITY OF BINARY SYSTEM:',lX,D20.10,lX,'CM**2/SEC' 
A) 
WRITE(3,360)VF 
360 FORMAT (/5X, 'SOLVENT VOLUME USED IN ANALYTIC MODEL: ',F6.2) 
WRITE (3 , 340) 
340 FORMAT(//20X,'1',15X,'2'/, 
A5X, 'TIME' ,lOX, 'CF*' ,13X, 'CF*' ,lOX, '% DEVIATION' ,5X, 
B'SOLVENT VOLUME',5X, 'FRACTION SOLVENT'/, 
C16X, 'ANALYTIC' ,ax, 'NUMERICAL' ,ax, '1 FROM 2' ,29X, 'REMAINING') 
DO 45 I45=1,NNN 
C ••••• ANALyTIC SOLUTION(SHORT TIME) TO DIFFUSION OUT OF A POROUS FRIT 
TS = TW(I45)*XLS*X1S/D 
B = 2.0*AT*DSQRT(D)/VF 
T1 = DEXP(B*B*TS) 
T2 = 1.0-DERF(B*nSQRT(TS» 
CA = T1*T2 
PDC = (CA-CWF(I45»/CWF(I45)*100.0 






355 FORMAT (/5X, 'CF* = (CO-CF)/(CO-CFO)') 
STOP 
END 
NUMERICAL SOLUTION FOR DIFFUSION OUT OF A POROUS FRIT 
EXPLICIT FINITE-DIFFERENCE TECHNIQUE USED 
NONDIMENSIONAL VARIABLES EMPLOYED 
DISTANCE INCREMENT: 0.01000000 
TIME INCREMENT: 0.00001000 
R(DT/DX**2): 0.100 
INITIAL ALFA(VFO/2.0*AT*XL): 27.2727 
INITIAL CONCENTRATION OF SOLUTE IN FRIT: 0.0 
INITIAL CONCENTRATION OF SOLUTE IN SOLVENT: 1.000 
DIMENSIONAL PARAMETERS USED IN CHARACTERIZING THE DIFFUSION PROCESS 
DISTANCE FROM SURFACE TO CENTER OF FRIT: 0.550 CM 
MASS TRANSFER AREA PER SIDE OF FRIT: 10.000 CM**2 
DIFFUSIVITY OF BINARY SYSTEM: 0.1000000000D-04 CM**2/SEC 
SOLVENT VOLUME USED IN ANALYTIC MODEL: 300.00 
1 2 
TIME CF* CF* % DEVIATION 
ANALYTIC NUMERICAL 1 FROM 2 
0.0050 0.99708113 0.99731997 -0.024 
0.0100 0.99587602 0.99611712 -0.024 
0.0150 0.99495285 0.99519575 -0.024 
0.0200 0.99417563 0.99442021 -0.025 
0.0250 0.99349168 0.99373792 -0.025 
0.0300 0.99287397 0.99312188 -0.025 
0.0350 0.99230647 0.99255606 -0.025 
0.0400 0.99177870 0.99203000 -0.025 
0.0450 0.99128342 0.99153646 -0.026 










300.0 100.000 N 0 
VI 
0.0500 0.99081533 0.99107014 -0.026 300.0 100.000 
0.0550 0.99037043 0.99062706 -0.026 300.0 100.000 
0.0600 0.98994563 0.99020411 -0.026 300.0 100.000 
0.0650 0.98953846 0.98979883 -0.026 300.0 100.000 
0.0700 0.98914692 0.98940922 -0.027 300.0 100.000 
0.0750 0.98876937 0.98903363 -0.027 300.0 100.000 
0.0800 0.98840442 0.98867069 -0.027 300.0 100.000 
0.0850 0.98805091 0.98831924 -0.027 300.0 100.000 
0.0900 0.98770784 0.98797827 -0.027 300.0 100.000 
0.0950 0.98737435 0.98764694 -0.028 300.0 100.000 
0.1000 0.98704971 0.98732450 -0.028 300.0 100.000 
0.1050 0.98673324 0.98701030 -0.028 300.0 100.000 
0.1100 0.98642438 0.98670377 -0.028 300.0 100.000 
0.1150 0.98612261 0.98640441 -0.029 300.0 100.000 
0.1200 0.98582747 0.98611176 -0.029 300.0 100.000 
0.1250 0.98553855 0.98582543 -0.029 300.0 100.000 
0.1300 0.98525548 0.98554507 -0.029 300.0 100.000 
0.1350 0.98497794 0.98527034 -0.030 300.0 100.000 
0.1400 0.98470560 0.98500096 -0.030 300.0 100.000 
0.1450 0.98443821 0.98473668 -0.030 300.0 100.000 
0.1500 0.98417549 0.98447725 -0.031 300.0 100.000 
0.1550 0.98391723 0.98422247 -0.031 300.0 100.000 
0.1600 0.98366320 0.98397214 -0.031 300.0 100.000 
0.1650 0.98341322 0.98372608 -0.032 300.0 100.000 
0.1700 0.98316709 0.98348414 -0.032 300.0 100.000 
0.1750 0.98292465 0.98324616 -0.033 300.0 100.000 
0.1800 0.98268574 0.98301202 -0.033 300.0 100.000 
0.1850 0.98245022 0.98278158 -0.034 300.0 100.000 
0.1900 0.98221794 0.98255473 -0.034 300.0 100.000 
0.1950 0.98198879 0.98233138 -0.035 300.0 100.000 
0.2000 0.98176264 0.98211141 -0.036 300.0 100.000 
0.2050 0.98153938 0.98189475 -0.036 300.0 100.000 
0.2100 0.98131890 0.98168130 -0.037 300.0 100.000 
0.2150 0.98110111 0.98147100 -0.038 300.0 100.000 N 








































































DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The experimental results obtained in both the calibration and diffu-
sivity measurement portions of this investigation form the basis for the 
following discussion. 
E.I. Calibration Results 
Representative tables of the concentration versus time data for 
various calibration runs are listed in Appendix G. Tables E.I and E.2 
list the curve-fit parameters ~ and Cf
o obtained by the least-squares 
fit of Equation C.30. The average frit constants including the respec-
tive standard deviations are summarized in Table E.3. 
E.I.I. Initial Solute Concentration in Solvent. At first glance 
some of the values of Cf
o obtained for the calibration runs appear 
surprising. The negative values of the initial solute concentration 
would seem to be physically meaningless. The anticipated startup effects 
could at least in part explain the positive values of Cf
o ; however, they 
could in no way account for the negative values of Cf
o
• It is obvious, 
then, that some factor in addition to the startup effects has an influ-
ence on the ultimate value of Cf
o
• 
It will be recalled that the diffusion run is initiated when solvent 
is poured rapidly into the solvent bath over the porous frit. The solvent 
transfer was found to generally require about four seconds. During this 
time, the surface of the frit is exposed to a steadily increasing percent-
age of solvent contact. The effective zero diffusion time cannot be 
simply taken as the time the solvent pour is initiated because of the 




Equation C.30 Curve-fit Parameters 
for Frits 1, 2 and 3 
Frit Run Data Points ~, o 3 Cf x 10 , AAPD, 
Curve -Fit 2 g-mole/1 % cm 
1 6 14 10.127 0.008 2.13 
1 10 16 7.230* -0.093 0.92 
1 17 15 7.888* 0.024 1.05 
1 22 8 6.750* 0.031 1.71 
1 23 15 8.854* 0.029 0.69 
1 28 15 9.731 0.033 1.49 
1 35 15 9.738 -0.073 1.65 
2 33 15 10.305 -0.081 0.73 
2 37 15 10.814 -0.064 1.24 
2 132 10 6.026* -0.293 4.02 
3 4 15 9.630 -0.026 1.10 
3 7 15 10.290 0.099 0.65 
3 12 16 9.933 -0.254 4.46 
3 16 15 10.323 0.036 2.29 
3 19 15 10.178 -0.112 1.07 
3 26 15 9.660 0.114 2.39 
3 29 15 9.736 -0.040 1.37 
3 31 15 9.743 -0.079 0.65 




Equation C.30 Curve-fit Parameters 
for Frits 4, 5, 6 and 7 
Frit Run Data Points A , o 3 Cf x 10 , AAPD, T 
Curve Fit 2 g-mo1e/1 % cm 
4 3 15 10.896 -0.312 3.61 
4 8 15 10.368 -0.090 0.56 
4 11 15 10.184 -0.142 2.82 
4 20 15 10.711 -0.192 1.45 
4 25 15 9.637 0.005 3.44 
4 30 14 10.088 0.018 1.51 
5 72 9 10.046 0.246 1.62 
5 82 13 9.164 0.333 1.98 
5 131 12 4.414* -0.060 2.69 
5 137 12 7.098* -0.088 5.57 
6 5 14 10.042 0.073 2.67 
6 9 15 10.125 0.093 1.31 
6 14 15 10.876 -0.311 4.09 
6 18 16 10.715 -0.051 1.14 
6 21 15 10.365 0.077 1.12 
6 24 15 10.411 0.025 0.66 
6 27 15 9.940 0.104 1.10 
6 32 15 9.849 0.034 1.20 
6 34 15 10.236 0.064 2.18 
6 36 14 10.679 -0.114 1.26 
7 71 10 10.862 -0.049 1.70 
7 81 13 10.754 0.078 1.35 
*Not included in averaged frit area. 
Table E.3 
Calibrated Frit Mass Transfer Areas 
Frit ~, Transfer Area 








*The standard deviation (0') is defined 
by the following equation: 
where N is the number of calibration runs 
r 
performed on the specific frit. 
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zero diffusion time as the volumetric halfway point of the solvent pour 
process. Ideally this definition should be equivalent to the midpoint 
of the solvent pour with respect to time. 
Attempts were made to apply experimentally the zero diffusion time 
concept. Efforts were made to begin all solvent pours two seconds prior 
to the experimentally designated zero diffusion time so that this refer-
ence point would be symmetrically bracketed by the solvent pour. In 
other words, attempts were made to force the effective zero diffusion 
time to coincide with its experimentally designated counterpart. This 
was at best only an approximate procedure. Experimentally it was found 
to be difficult to pour 250 to 300 ml of solvent in a uniform fashion 
within an exact four second period. Due to the approximate nature of 
the solvent pour it is possible that the effective and experimental zero 
diffusion times differed by a second or more. It is a simple matter to 
determine whether such a difference in reference times can explain the 
experimental results. 
It is expected that the only transport mechanism operative during 
the experimental run, with the exception of the startup effects, is molec-
ular diffusion. Equation C.17 predicts the solute concentration buildup 
in the solvent bath due to diffusion for times early in the run. This 
expression predicts a solute concentration (with: D = 1.480 x 10-5cm2/ 
sec, ~ = 10 cm2, CO = 0.5 g-mo1e/l, Cf o = 0.0, Vf = 300 cm3 ) of 0.145 x 
10- 3 i g-mole/l after one second of diffus on. This concentration shows 
good general agreement with the absolute values of Cf
o 
obtained from the 
data curve fits. 
o 
It would then appear likely that the value of Cf is 
due at least in part to the actual diffusion process starting at times 
other than the experimentally designated zero diffusion time. 
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In Figure E.l the experimentally observed solute concentration is 
plotted against the square root of time for runs 3 and 82; these runs 
were chosen because they exhibited the positive and negative extremes 
of Cfo. Negative values of Cf
o
, such as were observed for run 3, can 
be seen to result from effective diffusion times starting after the 
experimental zero time. For these cases the entire curve is shifted to 
the right. Although the value of Cf
o is expected to be somewhat greater 
than zero because of startup effects, a portion of the positive value 
(Run 82) undoubtly originates from the defined effective zero diffusion 
time coming slightly before the actual experimental zero time. Thus, 
variations of the computed cfofs can be attributed, in part, to the 
difficulty of exactly reproducing the solvent pour procedure. 
Fortunately, the effect which these small deviations of startup time 
have on the computed frit constant (At) used in the diffusivity calcu~ 
lations is minimal. This is best explained by reference to Figure E.l. 
The curves plotted on this graph can be shifted to the right or left by 
adding or subtracting units of time to the experimental diffusion times 
so that zero diffusion time coincides with a Cf
o 
of zero. In practice, 
the curve shift is performed by the zero-diffusion-time corrector option 
incorporated into the least-squares computer program; see section C.7. 
Frit constants (~) of 10.903 cm2 and 9.487 cm2 were obtained for the 
shifted curves of runs 3 and 82; effective frit areas of 10.896 cm2 and 
9.164 cm2 were obtained for the unshifted curves of these respective 
runs. The average calibrated areas for all the frits employing similar 
shifts of the experimental concentration-time curve are listed in Table 
E.4. The average deviation of the frit constants computed directly from 
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time corrected data (Table E.4) is about 0.7%. 
E.l.2. Calibrated Frit Areas. The mass transfer areas of the frits 
as shown in Table E.3 were determined with an experimental precision of 
about ±3.4% expressed by the percentage standard deviations. This 
precision compares with the ±10.2% obtained by Mitchell (lID). The 
average absolute percent deviation of the experimental data from the 
curve-fit model (Equation C.30) was found to be about 1.5% for this work 
compared to the 7.9% variation experienced in the work previously cited. 
The results of several calibration runs, however, contrast with the 
good overall precision obtained for the calibration work. Calibration 
runs 10, 17, 22 and 23 for frit 1; run 132 for frit 2 and runs 131 and 
137 for frit 7 yielded frit constants significantly lower than those 
anticipated. 
It is felt that these erratic results were caused by hydrocarbon 
soakings of the frit prior to the calibration run. Prior to run 10, frit 
1 was soaked in n-hexane in a test to determine whether the aqueous 
sodium chloride calibration experiments could be employed after hydro-
carbon soaking. After the n-hexane soak the frit was dried under vacuum, 
it was soaked briefly in acetone, and then soaked for extended periods 
of time in deionized water. This same cleaning procedure was repeated 
for the next three calibrations of frit 1 with no apparent effect. On 
run 28, however, the effect that interfered with the aqueous NaCl diffu-
sion was apparently removed, and calibration values in line with the 
original value were obtained. Calibration runs 131, 132 and 137 were 
performed after the respective frits had been used for numerous hydro-
carbon diffusion measurements. The effect of the hydrocarbon environment 
in lowering the effective area of these two frits is the same as that for 
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frit 1. 
Qualitatively, it appears likely the hydrocarbon leaves a persistent 
film on the surface of the frit which effectively excludes the aqueous 
NaCl solution from at least a portion of the inner void volume of the 
frit. Void volume measurements using water as a standard were performed 
on all the frits after the diffusion measurements had been completed. 
The calculated void volumes were erratic in comparison to the values 
cited in Table B.l which were obtained from an n-decane calibration. 
Water calibrated void volumes as low as 1/5th the values shown in Table 
B.l were obtained. This observation supports the conjecture that water 
or aqueous solutions are excluded from a portion of the frit's void 
volume after the frit is exposed to a water insoluble hydrocarbon 
Cn-alkane). This or similar phenomena must be taken into consideration 
whenever the frit calibration technique is used. 
Using the calibrated frit areas and the void volumes of Table B.l, 
a rough estimate can be made of the effective diffusion path length of 
a frit. Assuming that all the void volume, Veff , within the frit has 
equal access to the effective surface transfer area, the effective half-





The values of Leff are listed in Table E.5. Comparison of these values 
with the physical thickness measurements shown in Table B.l reveal the 
effective path lengths in the frit to be about twice the apparent physical 
size. The average effective path length is 0.585 cm for the frits studied 
in this work. Wu (17D) has reported an Leff value of 0.556 cm for similar 
frits. Wu obtained this value by treating Leff as a variable parameter in 
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Table E.5 
Effective Diffusion Path Length 










a least-squares data curve fit of a long-time analytical model. 
The calibrated frit mass transfer areas obtained in this current 
investigation were employed in a significantly different manner than 
those obtained in previous work (lID). The average mass transfer area 
was determined for each frit by two or more calibration runs. This 
average frit mass transfer area was in turn used specifically for the 
respective frit for diffusivity determination. In the previous unsteady-
state diffusivity measurements using this technique, an overall average 
frit constant computed from the calibrati.on results of all frits was 
used for every frit. The fact that the use of this overall average frit 
constant reduced the deviation among multiple diffusivity measurements 
was considered justification for its use. This author contends there 
can be no valid justification for the use of an overall frit constant. 
The Sizing and mounting of the frit inside its frame is not a precise 
enough operation to guarantee frits of identical surface area. Even if 
this were the case some variation in structural make-up and hence in 
effective transfer area can be expected among the various frits. Refer-
ring to Table E.3, it can be seen that the frit transfer areas differed 
by up to more than 10%. Accurate diffusivity measurement demands the 
use of individual frit constants. 
E.2. Experimental Diffusivities 
Diffusivities of the solutes n-heptane-l-C14 and n-decane-l-C14 in 
the solvents n-heptane, n-octane, n-nonane, n-decane, n-hexanol and 
n-heptanol were measured in this work. Additionally, the diffusivity of 
n-decane in n-hexane was measured. In most cases the diffusion coeffi-
i f 200 250, 300 and 400 C. cents were measured at temperatures 0 , Experi-
mental concentration-time data are presented in Tables G.8 through G.6l, 
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Appendix G. for all the binary systems at the 2SoC diffusion runs. 
Tables E.6 through E.20 contain pertinent experimental values including 
the curve-fit parameters D and C o. f 
E.2.l. Experimental Notes. All diffusion coefficients were measured 
at solute concentrations approaching infinite dilution. As can be seen 
from Tables E.6 to E.20 the solute concentrations ranged between .74 x 
10-6 and 1.98 x 10-4 molar. The concentration is based upon the amount 
of tagged and untagged solute material added to the solvent. 
As was explained in the discussion of experimental procedure, the 
solvent used for a number of diffusion runs was recycled material from 
previous runs which had been purified by distillation. Often where the 
boiling points of the solute and solvent were very close it was imprac-
tical or impossible to eliminate all the tagged material from the solvent 
system. The buildup of tagged species in the recycled solvent is reflec-
ted in the value of the curve-fit parameter, Cf
o
• The buildup of n-decane-
l-C14 in n-heptanol as indicated by the Cf
o 
values listed in Table E.20 
is especially striking. Except for the 2SoC runs, all the n-heptanol 
runs employed at least some recycled material. The close boiling points 
of the n-decane and n-heptanol (174°C versus 176oC) prevented complete 
separation of the solute and solvent; no such trouble was experienced for 
h d b th c o values t e n-heptane-l-Cl4-n-heptanol system as atteste to y e f 
listed in Table E.13. 
The experimental data show a scatter of about 1 to 2% about the 
curve-fit analytical model; see the AAPD in Tables E.6 to E.20. This 
is an improvement by a factor of 2 to S over that of previous work (lID). 
A major factor in minimizing data scatter is the excercise of consistency 
in sample collection and analysis within a diffusion run. The steps 
Table E.6 
Se1f-Diffusivity of n-Heptane (Initial Runs) 
Frit Run Temp, Data Points CO x 106 ,* Vf' 
Curve Fit 
°c g-mole/1 em3 
3 42 25 13 4.69 296.85 
4 43 25 13 4.69 296.95 
6 44 25 14 4.69 294.19 
6 45 25 12 1.41 290.80 
3 46 25 12 1.41 291.44 
6 47 25 4 1.10 297.07 
3 48 25 16 1.10 284.62 
4 49 25 13 1.10 288.89 
3 50 25 16 0.98 283.91 
6 51 25 16 0.98 285.19 
4 52 25 17 0.74 284.55 
3 53 25 16 0.74 285.07 
*Initia1 Concentration of n-Heptane-l-C14. 














































Self-Diffusivity of n-Heptane (Middle Experiment Runs) 
Frit Run Temp, Data Points 
Curve Fit 
CO x 106 ,* Vf' D x 105, 
°c g-mo1e/1 3 2 em em /see 
3 89 20 16 10.3 288.91 3.10 
5 90 20 17 10.3 287.56 3.10 
4 83 25 16 12.5 288.73 3.19 
3 84 25 16 12.5 288.73 3.24 
5 85 25 17 12.8 288.09 3.40 
7 86 25 13 12.8 288.40 3.11 
6 87 25 17 12.7 289.02 3.04 
2 88 25 16 12.7 288.86 2.95 
7 91 30 16 10.3 288.57 3.24 
6 92 30 16 10.3 288.41 3.20 





























Se1f-Diffusivity of n-Heptane (Final Diffusion Runs) 
Frit Run Temp, Data Points CO x 106 ,* Vf' D x 105, 
0 AAPD Cf ' 
Curve Fit 
°c g-mo1e/1 3 2 epm/ml em em /see 
1 170 25 18 6.73 287.03 2.13 1385 1.06 
2 171 25 18 6.73 287.08 2.89 944 1.53 
3 172 25 18 6.66 287.18 3.43 1671 1.14 
6 173 25 18 6.66 287.18 2.54 1719 1.37 
5 174 25 19 4.04 287.14 3.72 1380 1.24 
7 175 25 18 4.04 287.16 3.45 2013 1.22 
4 176 25 18 4.04 287.17 2.20 1859 .88 




Frit Run Temp, 
°c 
6 75 20 
2 76 20 
4 73 25 
3 74 25 
4 77 30 
4 133 30 
2 134 30 
6 79 40 
2 80 40 
Table E.9 
Binary Diffusion of n-Heptane in n-Oetane 
Data Points CO x 106 , Vf' 
Curve Fit 
g-mole/l em3 
21 22.6 285.45 
20 22.6 286.84 
21 22.6 285.50 
21 22.6 285.99 
11 21.9 294.61 
19 13.4 287.20 
18 13.4 288.62 
21 21.7 286.52 
20 21.7 287.32 





































Binary Diffusivity of n-Heptane in n-Nonane 
Frit Run Temp, Data Points CO x 106 , Vf' 
5 0 AAPD D x 10 , Cf ' Curve Fit 
°c g-mo1e/1 3 2 epm/ml em em /see 
4 63 20 22 8.94 284.89 1.70 -41 1.66 
3 64 20 23 8.94 284.98 1.97 -71 2.66 
6 65 25 24 8.15 283.59 2.11 -58 2.18 
2 66 25 12 8.15 293.58 1.92 -35 1.40 
4 135 25 20 5.43 287.04 1.63* 1174 0.51 
3 136 25 21 5.43 286.85 1.64* 1175 0.58 
3 67 30 21 8.74 285.63 2.04 -69 2.31 
4 68 30 21 8.95 286.65 1.90 -60 2.45 
6 69 40 18 8.69 288.23 1.87 457 1.72 





Frit Run Temp, 
°c 
3 57 20 
4 58 20 
3 54 25 
4 55 25 
6 56 25 
6 59 30 
3 60 30 
4 61 40 
6 62 40 
Table E.11 
Binary Diffusivity of n-Heptane inn-Deeane 




23 4.20 289.37 
23 4.20 289.41 
23 4.25 293.82 
8 4.25 296.60 
23 4.25 290.02 
23 4.21 289.64 
23 4.15 289.32 
23 4.00 288.95 
23 1.82 289.32 





































Binary Diffusivity of n-Heptane in n-Hexano1 
Frit Run Temp, Data Points CO x 106, Vf' D x 10
5
, 
0 AAPD Cf ' Curve Fit 
°c g-mo1e/1 cm3 cm2/sec cpm/ml 
4 148 20 23 115 286.65 0.471 -363 1.13 
7 149 20 23 115 286.75 0.456 -438 1.60 
3 146 25 23 115 286.79 0.535 -372 1.18 
6 147 25 23 115 287.05 0.440 -472 1.21 
4 178 25 23 5.66 287.06 0.461 463 1.61 
3 150 30 23 24.0 287.16 0.547 -87 0.88 
6 151 30 23 24.0 286.85 0.479 -32 0.88 
6 179 30 23 5.67 287.12 0.357* 522 0.72 
4 152 40 23 14.4 287.01 0.610 -52 1.17 
7 153 40 23 14.4 286.92 0.685 -56 1.17 





Frit Run Temp, 
°c 
6 162 20 
3 163 20 
4 160 25 
7 161 25 
7 164 30 
4 165 30 
4 168 40 
7 169 40 
4 182 40 
Table E.13 
Binary Diffusivity of n-Heptane in n-Heptanol 
Data Points CO x 106 , Vf' 
Curve Fit 
g-mole/l 3 em 
23 186 287.24 
23 186 287.07 
23 198 287.11 
23 198 287.05 
23 178 287.20 
23 178 287.08 
23 78.8 287.12 
23 78.8 287.10 
23 45.4 287.15 





































Frit Run Temp, 
°c 
4 103 20 
1 104 20 
7 101 25 
3 102 25 
5 105 30 
7 106 30 
Table E.l4 
Binary Diffusivity of n-Deeane in n-Hexane 
CO x 106 , Data Points Vf' 
Curve Fit 
g-mo1e/1 3 em 
15 133 290.38 
15 133 290.32 
14 131 291.47 
14 131 291.40 
15 133 290.52 
15 133 292.13 



























Frit Run Temp, 
°c 
5 95 20 
6 96 20 
3 93 25 
4 94 25 
3 97 30 
7 98 30 
4 99 40 
1 100 40 
Table E.15 
Binary Diffusivity of n-Deeane in n-Heptane 
Data Points CO x 106 , Vf , Curve Fit 
g-mo1e/l em3 
17 130 287.84 
17 130 289.32 
16 129 288.62 
16 129 288.98 
16 130 288.61 
16 129 289.95 
16 131 289.04 
16 131 288.97 


































Frit Run Temp, 
DC 
6 109 20 
7 110 20 
3 107 25 
6 108 25 
1 111 30 
5 112 30 
4 113 40 
3 114 40 
Table E.16 
Binary Diffusivity of n-Decane in n-Octane 
Data Points CO x 106 , Vf' 
Curve Fit 
g-mo1e/1 3 em 
19 131 287.02 
19 131 288.00 
19 131 286.82 
19 131 287.74 
19 131 287.38 
20 131 287.16 
19 132 287.55 
19 133 287.55 


































Frit Run Temp, 
°c 
7 117 20 
4 118 20 
1 115 25 
5 116 25 
6 119 30 
3 120 30 
5 121 40 
1 122 40 
Table E.17 
Binary Diffusivity of n-Deeane in n-Nonane 
Data Points CO x 106 , Vf' 
Curve Fit 
g-mo1e/l em3 
20 131 287.17 
20 131 287.14 
20 131 286.59 
20 131 286.38 
20 131 287.48 
21 131 286.61 
21 133 287.21 
21 133 287.51 



































Se1f-Diffusivity of n-Decane 
Frit Run Temp, Data Points CO x 106 ,* 
Curve Fit 
Vf' D x 105, 
0 
Cf ' AAPD 
°c g-mole/1 3 2 cpm/m1 cm cm /sec 
7 125 20 21 131 287.30 1.44 52 0.95 
1 126 20 21 131 287.11 1.44 -5 0.84 
3 123 25 21 131 286.91 1.60 -205 0.80 
4 124 25 21 131 287.02 1.50 -276 3.65 
7 183 25 23 130 287.11 1.43** 30108 1.16 
3 127 30 21 129 287.46 1.68 15487 0.65 
5 128 30 21 129 287.36 1.92 15804 0.50 
4 129 40 22 129 287.97 1.85 10597 0.45 
7 130 40 21 129 287.70 1.86 19859 0.47 
* Initial Concentration of n-Decane-1-C14. 





Binary Diffusivity of n-Decane in n-Hexano1 
Frit Run Temp, Data Points CO x 106 , 5 0 AAPD Vf' D x 10 , Cf ' Curve Fit 
°c g-mole/l 3 cm2/sec cpm/ml cm 
7 140 20 23 129 286.30 0.429 212 0.74 
4 141 20 21 129 286.64 0.416 114 0.90 
3 138 25 22 127 286.28 0.478 110 0.89 
6 139 25 22 127 286.10 0.489 97 0.64 
3 142 30 23 99.8 286.59 0.495 -34 0.66 
6 143 30 22 99.8 287.15 0.454 155 0.49 
3 180 30 23 65.8 287.17 0.558 5817 0.50 
7 144 40 23 99.6 286.69 0.589 67 0.58 
4 145 40 22 99.6 286.89 0.557 -18 0.45 





Frit Run Temp, 
°c 
4 156 20 
7 157 20 
6 154 25 
3 155 25 
6 158 30 
3 159 30 
6 166 40 
3 167 40 
Table E.20 
Binary Diffusivity of n-Deeane in n-Heptano1 
Data Points CO x 106 , Vf' 
Curve Fit 
g-mo1e/1 3 em 
23 163 287.14 
23 163 286.79 
23 165 286.85 
23 165 286.76 
23 160 286.97 
23 160 287.33 
23 111 287.13 
23 III 287.12 


































taken to insure this consistency have b di d een scusse in both the experi-
mental and data treatment sections. 
E.2.2. Normal Heptane Self-Diffusion. Although the unsteady-state 
frit technique had previously been used for diffusivity measurement, the 
validity of the method had not been checked by measuring the diffusion 
coefficient of a system with a known diffusivity. One goal of this 
investigation was to perform such a check. The self-diffusivity of 
o 
n-heptane at 25 C was chosen as the reference standard; a self-diffusivity 
value measured by a capillary cell technique of 3.04 x 10-5 cm2/sec (7F) 
and a value of 3.12 x 10-5 cm2/sec as measured by a spin-echo technique 
(6F) have been reported. This standard was particularly suited for this 
purpose because it was nearly identical to the systems to be studied. 
In addition to serving as a reference standard, the self-diffusion of 
n-heptane was employed to check whether the value of the calibrated frit 
area at about the halfway point and at the end of the diffusion measure-
ments differed from that determined at the beginning of the study. 
The unsteady-state porous frit technique used in this work is based 
on certain assumptions and approximations, among which are: the validity 
and implementation of an electrolyte calibration technique, the assump-
ti.on of mass transfer solely by molecular diffusion within the frit, the 
time-averaged solvent volume approximation and the application of an 
approximate (short time) analytical model. The accuracy of these assump-
tions and approximations have been verified on an individual basis by 
experimental and numerical techniques. The overall accuracy of the frit 
method is confirmed by the excellent agreement of the measured self-
diffusion coefficient of n-heptane with the literature values. The 
average n-heptane self-diffusivity (250 C) as computed from all such runs 
through run 88 (excluding runs 47 and 85) is 3.11 x 10-5 cm2/sec; the 
overall precision of this measurement is about ±4%. 
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Measurement of the self-diffusivity of n-heptane served as a crit-
ical test to determine if the calibrated frit areas changed during the 
course of the diffusion work. This was especially important due to the 
fact that, as noted previously, the cells could not be recalibrated via 
the 0.5 N NaCl method after having been once exposed to a hydrocarbon 
environment. Heptane self-diffusion coefficients (250 C) were measured 
at the beginning of the diffusion study (runs 42 through 53), at the 
approximate midway point of the diffusion study (runs 83 through 88) and 
at the end, excluding repeat runs, of the study (runs 170 through 176). 
Respective average se1f-diffusivities and standard deviations of 3.11±0.13, 
-5 2 3.11±0.12 and 2.91±0.64 x 10 cm /sec were obtained for the three series 
of measurements. The generally good agreement of the first and second 
series' average diffusivity values offers confirmation that the frit 
characteristics had undergone no significant change at least through the 
time of the second series of measurements. 
While the average self-diffusivity value of the third series doesn't 
differ greatly from the two previous averages, an inspection of the 
individual se1f-diffusivities listed in Table E.8 shows a rather wide 
deviation of values; two explanations are offered to account for these 
deviations. Runs 170 through 176 used recycled n-heptane. As indicated 
by the curve-fit parameter, C f 0 , the initi.al activity of the solvent was 
appreci.ab1e. Unlike other runs which utilized recycled material, runs 
127 through 130 for example, the values of CO and Cf
o 
were of similar 
magnitude for runs 170 through 176. The resultant relative buildup of 
tagged material in the solvent bath was at times obscured by the statistics 
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of the sample count. This factor in all likelihood contributed to the 
deviation of the self-diffusivities for this series of measurements. 
The third series of n-heptane self-diffusion measurements (runs 170 
through 176) were made after the frits had been employed for n-decane-
n-alkane and n-alkane-n-alcohol diffusivity measurements. The possibil-
ity exists that trace amounts of solvents from these runs remained in the 
frits after cleaning and subsequently interfered with the third series of 
n-heptane self-diffusivity determinations. The n-alkane solvents used 
with the solute n-decane were from the same stocks as those n-alkane 
solvents used with the solute n-heptane. The consistency of the n-heptane 
self-diffusivities measured in runs 83 through 88 indicate no evidence 
that solvent contamination of the frits occurred during the n-heptane-
n-alkane diffusivity measurements. None, therefore, was suspected for 
the n-decane-n-alkane diffusivity determinations. Significant contami-
nation of the frit by the n-decane-1-Cl4 and/or impurities in the 
n-decane-l-C14 is considered highly unlikely because of the extremely 
small quantities of this material employed. 
If indeed solvent contamination of the frits is responsible for the 
deviation of diffusivities measured in runs 170 through 176, on the 
basis of the preceeding discussion, the viscous n-a1cohols would appear 
to be the remaining potential offenders. Alcohol contamination would 
be expected to lower the apparent self-diffusivity of the n-heptane. In 
runs 170 173 and 176 the measured se1f-diffusivities are significantly , 




diffusivities of n-heptane measured in runs 172, 174 and 175 are, on the 
other hand, considerably higher than expected. Thus while solvent 
(alcohol) contamination offers an explanation for some of the scatter 
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observed in the third series of n-heptane diffusivity measurements, no 
explanation is apparent to account for the anomalously high values. 
While arguments concerning the effect of possible frit contamination on 
the measured n-alkane-n-alcohol diffusivities can only be speculative, 
it is suggested that effects of such a trace contamination are probably 
minimal owing to the similar physical properties of the alcohol solvents. 
A probable error in the calibrated frit constant of frit 5 was 
detected by means of the heptane self-diffusivity measurements. A 
n-heptane self-diffusion coefficient (25 0 C) of 3.40 x 10-5 cm2/sec was 
obtained in run 85 with frit 5. This value is about 9% higher than the 
-5 2 
overall average value of 3.11 x 10 cm /sec. With the exception of run 
90, Table E.7, all diffusion coefficients measured with frit 5 are 
higher by at least 9% than the companion measurement made with a differ-
ent frit. It is tempting to correct the frit 5 constant by employing 
run 85 as a calibration run with D = 3.11 x 10-5 cm2/sec. Doing this, 
a mass transfer area of 10.490 cm2 is obtained. Rather than using this 
modified frit constant for the diffusivity calculations, the error in 
the diffusivities measured with frit 5 is simply acknowledged. The 
diffusivity values from frit 5 are, therefore, not used to determine 
average system diffusivities. 
It is pointed out that the overall average n-heptane self-diffusivity 
(25 0 C) of 3.11 x 10-5 cm2/sec differs slightly from the value of 3.12 x 
10-5 cm2/sec obtained by averaging the values obtained from cells 3, 4 
and 6. Because the latter value was employed for discussion purposes in 
Chapter III, it will so be used in the remainder of this section. 
E.2.3. Solution Evaporation. It will be noted in Tables E.9 through 
E.Il that the average diffusivity of the solute n-heptane in the solvents 
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n-nonane and n-decane declines in value from 300 e to 40oe; a similar 
decline between 2SoC and 300 C is noted for n-octane. Further, the 
decrease in diffusivity becomes sharper the higher the carbon number of 
the solvent. There is reason to believe that this anomalous temperature 
effect is due to surface evaporation of the relatively volatile solute 
during the frit transfer from the soak tank to the solvent bath. 
A simple experimental material balance confirmed the existence of 
a limited solute evaporation during the transfer process. A frit was 
soaked in a n-heptane-l-CI4-n-decane solution at 400 C for 12 hours. It 
was then transferred in the usual manner to a bath containing a known 
amount of untagged n-heptane and maintained at room temperature; transfer 
time was about one minute. The bath was tightly sealed and allowed to 
set undisturbed for several days. After careful mixing of the bath, the 
concentration of n-heptane-l-C14 in the bath was determined with the Mark 
II scintillation counter. Using the calibrated void volume of the frit 
and the known n-heptane-I-C14 concentration of the soak solution, the 
total tagged heptane content of the initially soaked frit was readily 
determined. Assuming no evaporative loss from the sealed bath, the 
difference in total n-heptane-l-C14 content of the initially soaked frit 
and of the n-heptane bath, including the frit, should be roughly equiv-
alent to the n-heptane-I-CI4 lost during the one-minute transfer process. 
The loss of n-heptane-I-C14 solute from the n-heptane-l-C14-n-decane 
system during the frit transfer was found to be about 2%. This compares 
to the roughly 44% n-heptane transferred from the frit during the diffusion 
run. 
As can be seen, then, the exposure of the rather large surface areas 
of the frit to the atmosphere during the transfer operation results in an 
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evaporative loss problem. This evaporation can be expected to alter the 
near-surface composition of the binary solution contained within the frit. 
For solutions containing very small concentrations of relatively volatile 
solutes, such as n-heptane-l-C14, this evaporative loss can be expected 
to alter significantly the solution concentration near the frit's surface. 
As noted from the experimental results, a consequence of this loss would 
be to reduce the apparent value of the diffusivities. Evaporative loss 
from binary solutions in which the solvent is the volatile component 
would not be expected to produce as significant a change in near surface 
composition as the corresponding loss of solute. In this respect, the 
diffusivities of n-decane-l-C14 in the solvents n-heptane through n-decane 
show no anomalous temperature trends. The binary solution n-decane-l-C14-
n-hexane does, however, appear to be influenced by evaporative effects. 
o The large negative values of the computed parameter Cf ' listed in Table 
E.14, are considered a manifestation of a high n-hexane evaporative loss 
from the frit prior to the initiation of the diffusion run. As will 
become apparent from future discussions, the measured diffusion coeffi-
cients for this system are high in relation to the other n-decane-
n-alkane systems. This, too, is considered indicative of a substantial 
solvent loss prior to the diffusion process. 
Perhaps due largely to the lower volatility of n-alkanes in n-a1coho1 
solvents no comparable effects either from the standpoint of solute or 
solvent evaporative loss are noted for the n-alcohol systems. 
E.2.4. Effect of Moisture. Contamination of a binary solution by 
additional components in a degree sufficient to change the molecular 
makeup of the solution can be expected to alter the binary diffusion 
coefficient of that solution. In such a case, the measured diffusivities 
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of the solution are a reflection of the multicomponent nature of the 
solution (binary plus contaminant). An effort was made in this investi-
gation to examine the effect of moisture contamination on a measured 
n-alkane diffusion coefficient. 
The self-diffusion coefficient of n-decane (25 0 C) at near moisture 
saturation was measured. Prior to the diffusion run, both the solvent 
and binary (n-decane-1-C14-n-decane) solution were contacted with dis-
tilled water. The diffusion run was performed in the conventional 
manner. A diffusion coefficient of 1.43 x 10-5 cm2/sec, as shown in 
Table E.18, was obtained. This compares to measured values of 1.60 x 
-5 -5 2 10 and 1.55 x 10 cm /sec obtained with 'dry' n-decane. Water content 
of the 'dry' n-decane was found by Karl Fisher analysis to be about 39 
ppm; see Table B.3 for a complete listing of solvent moisture contents. 
The reported moisture content of n-decane at saturation (250 C) is 72 ppm 
(71). It can be seen, then, that water even at saturation concentration 
levels does not appear to have a statistically meaningful effect on 
hydrocarbon diffusivities. 
E.3. Diffusion Mechanism 
Accurate descriptions of the mechanisms of the viscous and diffusive 
transport processes are currently not available from liquid state theory. 
In lieu of such information, the following section utilizes the diffu-
sivity data collected in this work to investigate possible diffusion 
mechanisms. Diffusion coefficient dependencies are noted and, where 
possible, are expanded upon. The Stokes-Einstein and Eyring diffusivity 
and viscosity equations are employed to extract mechanistic inferences 
from the data. 
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E.3.1. Temperature Dependence. The logarithm of diffusivity has 
been plotted versus the reciprocal of absolute temperature in Figures 
E.2 through E.S. The viscosity-temperature data have been plotted in a 
similar manner in Figure E.6. The solid lines represent least-squares 
fits of the data. Due to the previously discussed temperature anomalies, 
the n-heptane-n-nonane and n-heptane-n-decane diffusivities at 40 0 c have 
not been considered. 
The Arrehenius-type temperature dependency of the diffusion coeffi-
cients is suggested by the absolute reaction rate theory model of Eyring. 
This temperature functionality of molecular diffusion coefficients has 
been observed in many previous experimental measurements (2A). The 
general linearity of the semi-logarithmic plots of the diffusivities 
measured in this work versus the inverse of absolute temperature is in 
line with the anticipated exponential dependency of diffusivity on 
reciprocal temperature. 
E.3.2. Activation Energies. The general relationship of diffu-
sivity (and viscosity) to temperature discussed above permits the 
activation energies of diffusion and of viscosity to be readily computed. 
These energy terms are conventionally defined by the following relations: 
E = R dln(~)/d(1/T) (E.2) 
~ g 
E = -R dln(D)/d(l/T) D g 
(E.3) 
where the derivative term is equal to the slope of the respective semi-
logarithmic Arrehenius plot. 
The activation energies of viscosity and diffusion have been calcu-
lated for the systems studied in this investigation; these quantities 
are listed in Tables E.21 and E.22. 
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3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 
Figure E.6. Arrehenius Viscosity Plot for the Solvents. 
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Table E.2l 
Activation Energies of Viscosity 












Activation Energies of Diffusion 
Solute Solvent ED' 
kcal/g-mole 
n-Heptane n-Heptane 0.7±0.3 
n-Heptane n-Octane 1.3±0.6 
n-Heptane n-Nonane 1.2±1.2 
n-Heptane n-Decane 0.7±0.B 
n-Decane n-Hexane 3.l±0.2 
n-Decane n-Heptane 2.4±0.3 
n-Decane n-Octane 2.9±0.3 
n-Decane n-Nonane 2.B±0.7 
n-Decane n-Decane 2.3±0.2 
n-Heptane n-Hexanol 3.1±0.6 
n-Heptane n-Heptanol 2.0±0.5 
n-Decane n-Hexanol 2.6±O.4 
n-Decane n-Heptanol 4.1±O.6 
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regular order when plotted against carbon number; see Figure E.7. The 
reasonably linear nature of this relationship suggests that at least 
through n-decane viscous molecular movement takes place via the movement 
of the entire molecular chain. Eyring (22B) has noted similar results 
and has additionally observed that as the normal hydrocarbon chain 
length increases the tendency towards a segmental movement of the 
molecule also increases. 
Several observations can be made with regard to the activation 
energies of viscosity of the normal alcohols. The difference in act i-
vation energies of viscosity between the normal alcohols, n-hexano1 and 
n-heptanol, and their hydrocarbon homologues, n-heptane and n-octane, 
should closely reflect the strength of the hydrogen bonding of the 
alcohols. From Table E.2l this difference can be seen to be 3.51 and 
3.80 kcal/g-mole, respectively. If as Eyring and others have commonly 
assumed the activation energy of viscosity is proportional to the energy 
or enthalpy of vaporization, the percentage contribution of hydrogen 
bonding to each total energy term should be equivalent. Gainer and 
Metzner (20B) have formalized this concept in the following relation: 
(E.4) 
where E and ~H_H are the hydrogen bonding components of the activation 
lJ-H 
energy of viscosity and heat of vaporization. Following Bondi and 
Simkin's (2H) notation these terms can be expressed as: 
~H = ~H + ~H_H (E.5) 
homologue hydrogen bonding 
where the heats of vaporization of the hydrogen bonded liquid and its 
homologue are at the normal boiling point. Division of the activation 





















o 2 4 6 8 
Carbon Number 
Figure E.7. Activation Energy of Viscosity versus Chain 
Length for n-Alkanes. 
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E = E 11 11 
homologue 
+ E 11-H 
hydrogen bonding 
(E.6) 
The energy ratios of Equation E.4 are presented in Table E.23 for 
the two normal alcohols. Equations E.5 and E.6 were used to evaluate 
these ratios employing the data listed in Tables E.2l and E.24. Also 
included in Table E.23 are ratios of activation energies of viscosity 




Energy Ratios: Hydrogen Bonding Component 
,.. 
Liquid E 11-H E ~H_H Experimental 11-H Equation E.7 
-E-· -, -,..--' ~H E 11 11 
n-Hexanol 0.65 0.51 0.34 
n-Heptanol 0.65 0.45 0.32 
It can be seen from these results, that the simple relation of Equation 
E.4 is not valid, at least for linear molecules. 
The calculated activation energies of diffusion for the systems 
considered in this work possessed large standard deviations; see Table 
E.22. The large deviations of these activation energies can be attrib-
uted to the fact that each energy term was calculated by a curve fit 
of at most four data points. Deviation of anyone point can have 
drastic effects on the computed results. 
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Table E.24 
Pure Liquid Properties 
Liquid Mol. Wt. 1 Tbp 
1 T 2 - 2 Vc 6H(Temp.) Ref. c 
gIg-mole oK oK 3 cm Ig-mo1e ca1/g oK 
n-Hexane 86.17 341.9 507.3 368 87.50(298) 91 
n-Heptane 100.20 371.6 540.3 426 87.18(298) 91 
n-Octane 114.22 398.9 568.6 486 86.80(298) 91 
n-Nonane 128.25 424.0 594.6 543 86.55(298)* 
n-Decane 142.28 447.3 617.6 602 60.20(433) 51 
n-Hexano1 102.17 430.2 613.0* 112.10(430)* 
n-Heptano1 116.20 449.0 638.5 443 104.88(449) 61 
*Extrapo1ated from data in homologous series. 
1 Reference 51 
2 Reference 5A 
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Within the limits of the experimental accuracy of this work, no 
apparent trends are evident in the diffusional activation energies. The 
anticipated increase in the activation energy of diffusion of a solute 
in solvents of increasing molecular size is not detectable. In fact, 
reference to Figures E.2 through E.5 suggests that for a particular 
solute in a given class of solvents the data on the Arrehenus plots 
could be fit reasonably well with straight lines of equal slope. 
The activation energies given in Table E.22 appear in some cases to 
be low. Douglass and McCall (6F) measured self-diffusion activation 
energies of 2.19 and 3.56 kcal/g-mole for n-heptane and n-decane, 
respectively. Assuming these reported activation energies to be reason-
ably correct, it would be expected that the activation energies of 
diffusion for the n-alkane systems studied in this work would lie in 
this general energy range i.e., between about 2.0 and 3.5 kcal/g-mole. 
Both the n-heptane and n-decane activation energies of self-diffusion 
measured in this work are low in relation to the values reported by 
Douglass and McCall. Additionally, the activation energies of diffusion 
for all the n-heptane-n-alkane binary mixtures appear to be unreasonably 
low. The major cause of the lowering of the activation energies for 
these binary systems is felt to be the evaporation effects discussed 
earlier. Evaporative loss would tend to reduce the slope of the semi-
logarithmic diffusivity versus inverse temperature plot, thus reducing 
the apparent activation energy. It is pointed out that, while the 
activation energies calculated in this work are based on at most four 
o data points covering a temperature span of 20 C, the values cited by 
Douglass and McCall are based on eight or more data points covering 
o a temperature span of about 100 C or more. 
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E.3.3. Molecular Dimensions. Moore, Gibbs and Eyring (12F) have 
examined possible liqui.d structure models for normal alkanes. While 
these authors contend molecular orientation is a function of temper-
ature, they do propose simplified models of n-alkane molecular packing. 
Perhaps th.e most appealing of these models assumes the n-alkane mole-
cule to have a regular zig-zag carbon chain configuration. In addition, 
by assuming the molecule is free to rotate on its long axis, it can be 
approximated as a cylinder. The cylindrical dimensions as given by 
Moore et al., are listed in Table E.25. These dimensions will now be 
compared to molecular distances computed from diffusivity relations. 
The Stokes-Einstein equation predicts molecular diffusivity to 
vary inversely with the molecular radius of the diffusing species. The 
relation, which has the form 
(E.8) 
is strictly valid only for systems in which species A is much larger 
than species B. Recognizing its approximate nature, the Stokes-Einstein 
equation has been used to estimate the radius of the diffusing solute 
species for the liquid systems considered in this study. It is apparent 
from the computed radii listed in Table E.25 that this equation predicts 
values of RA which are somewhat small. All computed molecular radii are 
smaller than the 2.45 R radius proposed by Moore et ale for n-alkanes. 
Except for the n-decane-n-hexane system, the Stokes-Einstein radii 
increase (towards more realistic values) as the size of the solute 
molecule increases in relation to that of the solvent. This behavior 
is to be expected considering the solute to solvent size relation upon 
which Equation E.8 was developed. 
Table E.25 
Molecular Dimensions (2S oC) 
Solute Solvent Solute Solvent VA 1/3 
N A B Dimensions (12F) Dimensions (12F) A 
R R ~ 
n-Heptane n-Heptane 4.9 x 11.5 4.9 x 11.5 6.26 
n-Heptane n-Octane 4.9 x 11.5 4.9 x 12.8 6.26 
n-Heptane n-Nonane 4.9 x 11.5 4.9 x 14.1 6.26 
n-Heptane n-Decane 4.9 x 11.5 4.9 x 15.3 6.26 
n-Heptane n-Hexano1 4.9 x 11.5 6.26 
n-Heptane n-Heptano1 4.9 x 11.5 6.26 
n-Decane n-Hexane 4.9 x 15.3 4.9 x 10.3 6.88 
n-Decane n-Heptane 4.9 x 15.3 4.9 x 11.5 6.88 
n-Decane n-Octane 4.9 x 15.3 4.9 x 12.8 6.88 
n-Decane n-Nonane 4.9 x 15.3 4.9 x 14.1 6.88 
n-Decane n-Decane 4.9 x 15.3 4.9 x 15.3 6.88 
n-Decane n-Hexanol 4.9 x 15.3 6.88 
n-Decane n-Heptano1 4.9 x 15.3 6.88 























































by a combination of the absolute rate theory equations for viscosity 
and diffusivity; the A'S are defined pictorially in Figure E.8. Specif-
ically the development of Equation E.9 assumes the equality of the 
activation free energies of viscosity and diffusion and the equality of 
the distance between equilibrium positions for viscous and diffusional 
flow. Although these stipulations apply strictly only to self-diffusion, 
Equation E.9 does represent an approximate means by which the intermo-
lecular distances can be studied (22B). 
As has been done by previous workers (5E, 6F, 7F) the utility of 
Equation E.9 is enhanced by simple mathematical manipulation. The 
right side of this equation is multiplied by (AI/AI) to yield: 
A2 
Dll = __ 1_ 
kT AlA2A3 
(E.lO) 
The term AlA2A3 is equal to the volume occupied by a solvent molecule, 
V • Equation E.9 can be rewritten as: 
NA A2 
Dll = _1_ 
kT V/NA 
(E.ll) 
The molecular distance Al can be computed directly from Equation E.ll. 
This value of Al then can be substituted back into Equation E.9 to 
permit the calculation of A2A3. ' A rough estimate of the individual 
distances A2 and A3 can be made by taking the square root of A2 A3· 
These values are also listed in Table E.25. 
The intermolecular distance values of the n-alkane systems com-
puted from this version of the Eyring diffusion equation (i.e., Equation 
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Figure E.8. Molecular Distance Parameters. 
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E.9) agree rather closely with the solvent molecular dimensions predicted 
by Moore et ale (12F). The small value of Al indicates that, at least 
in the neighborhood of the moving molecule, the long axis of the straight 
chain molecules are oriented in the A2A3 plane. Fisher (7F) and 
Douglass and McCall (6F) have observed similar results for the self-
diffusion of n-alkanes. These authors suggest that shear forces tend 
to align the molecules with the major molecular axis parallel to the 
direction of movement. If this is the case, the smaller values of 
(A 2A3)1/2 observed for the n-alcohols could be explained by the resist-
ance of the hydrogen bonded alcohol molecules to undergo a shear-induced 
alignment. 
A further explanation needs to be made concerning the application 
of Equation E.9 to the calculation of intermolecular distances. Typi-
cally the A's in Equation E.9 have been assumed equal and calculated 
from the relation 
(E.12) 
Substitution of the above relation into Equation E.9 yields: 
[
N ~I/3 DlJ = --.!. 
kT V 
(E .13) 
Experimental evidence has shown the right-hand side of Equation E.13 to 
differ from the left-hand side by a factor of 1/~, where ~ is commonly 
referred to as a geometric parameter and has a value of about 6. Li 
and Chang (32B) attributed this discrepancy to a failing of the 
original Eyring absolute rate model. These authors contended that the 
original Eyring model did not properly account for the viscous flow of 
a molecule relative to its neighboring molecules; Eyring and his co-
workers (49B) in a later study generally supported the arguments of Li 
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and Chang. In spite of the fact that incorporation of the parameter, 
l/~, on the right-hand side of Equation E.13 does improve the equation's 
compatibility with experimental data, this author agrees with the 
general contention of Douglass and McCall (6F) that a prime weakness 
of Equation E.9 lies in the approximation of Equation E.12. At least 
with regard to the diffusion or viscous flow of chain-like molecules, 
the agreement of the predicted and experimental liquid distances shown 
in Table E.25 strongly suggests molecular orientation effects that 
negate the validity of Equation E.12. 
E.3.4. Correlation Group. The diffusivity-viscosity-temperature 
group, D~/T, is related to the solute molar volume by means of the 
Stokes-Einstein expression, Equation E.8, and to the solvent molar 
volume via the Eyring expression, Equation E.9. Most of the empirical 
relations for diffusivity prediction use the group, D~/T, and molar 
volume for data correlation. The behavior of this "correlation" group 
with respect to the n-alkane and n-alcohol systems studied in this work 
forms the basis for the following discussion. 
Values of D~ and D~/T are listed in Tables E.26 through E.28. As 
is predicted by the Stokes-Einstein equation, the values of D~/T for 
many of the solute-solvent normal alkane systems are constant, within 
the experimental precision of this work. The values of D~/T for the 
n-alcohols do vary significantly with temperature. According to the 
Stokes-Einstein equation, the only factor that could produce such a 
change in D~/T is the variation of the effective solute diameter. The 
effective diameter of the n-alkane solute molecule is determined by 
the configuration of the carbon chain. The chain configuration of the 
alkane molecule can in turn be expected to be shaped by the structured 
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Table E.26 
D~/Tforn~Heptane in 'n-Alkanes 
Solvent Temp, DlJ x 107, 10 DlJ/T x 10 , 
oK dynes dynes/oK 
n-Heptane 293 1.27 4.33 
298 1.21 4.06 
303 1.18 3.89 
n-Octane 293 1.25 4.27 
298 1.27 4.26 
303 1.12 3.70 
313 1.17 3.74 
n-Nonane 293 1.29 4.40 
298 1.33 4.46 
303 1.21 3.99 
n-Decane 293 1.38 4.71 
298 1.36 4.56 
303 1.24 4.09 
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Table E.27 
D~/T for n-Decane in n-A1kanes 
Solvent Temp, 
. 7 
D~ x 10 , D~/T x 1010 , 
oK dynes dynes/oK 
n-Hexane 293 1.30 4.44 
298 1.37 4.60 
303 1.41 4.65 
n-Heptane 293 1.21 4.13 
298 1.19 3.99 
303 1.28 4.22 
313 1.27 4.06 
n-Octane 293 1.14 3.89 
298 1.21 4.06 
303 1.20 3.96 
313 1.27 4.06 
n-Nonane 293 1.12 3.82 
298 1.25 4.19 
303 1.26 4.16 
313 1.21 3.87 
n-Decane 293 1.31 4.47 
298 1.31 4.40 
303 1.32 4.36 
313 1.28 4.09 
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Table E.28 
D~/T for n-A1kanes inn-Alcohols 
Solute Solvent Temp, D)J x 107, D)J/T x 1010 , 
oK dynes dynes/oK 
n-Heptane n-Hexano1 293 2.35 8.02 
298 2.08 6.98 
303 1.92 6.34 
313 1.82 5.81 
n-Heptane n-Heptano1 293 2.83 9.66 
298 2.54 8.52 
303 2.41 7.95 
313 1.84 5.88 
n-Decane n-Hexano1 293 2.14 7.30 
298 2.10 7.05 
303 1.87 6.17 
313 1.61 5.14 
n-Decane n-Heptano1 293 2.23 7.61 
298 2.17 7.28 
303 2.19 7.23 
313 1.84 5.88 
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nature of the surrounding hydrogen-bonded n-alcohol molecules. The 
apparent variation of the diameter of the n-alkane molecule is quite 
probably a reflection of the variation of the hydrogen-bonded n-alcohol 
structure with temperature. 
The Eyring equation relates the group, D~/T, to the liquid struc-
ture of the solvent. As has been shown in the previous section, the 
Eyring viscosity and diffusivity relations permit the liquid distance 
parameters, the A's, associated with the transport mechanism to be 
estimated. A perhaps somewhat more qualitative observation can be made 
by simply noting that D~/T is proportional to the solvent molar volume. 
Both Eyring (22B) and Reid and Sherwood (5A) have acknowledged that 
solvent molar volume dependency of the diffusion coefficient. 
The diffusivity-viscosity group, D~, has been plotted against 
o 
solvent molar volume in Figure E.9; experimental measurements at 25 C 
are used. It can be seen that, with the exception of the n-decane-
n-hexane system, D~ is linearly dependent on solvent molar volume for 
both the n-heptane-n-alkane and n-decane-n-alkane systems. The two 
data points for the respective n-alcohol systems do not permit a con-
clusive solvent volume dependency to be established. 
Reid and Sh.erwood (5A) have used a graphical presentation similar 
to Figure E.9 to interpret the diffusion of carbon tetrachloride in 
various solvents. These authors found that for a given class of solvents 
such as linear hydrocarbons, cyclic hydrocarbons, or alcohols, the 
group, D~, was linear with respect to solvent molar volume, just as has 
been observed for the n-a1kane systems of this work. They also found 
that for diffusion of the solute carbon tetrachloride all the curves 
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zero solvent molar volume. In addition, these workers observed that 
the intercept value of D~ represented the diffusional behavior of carbon 
tetrachloride in a solvent medium composed of infinitely small particles. 
The intercept value of D~ was noted to be nearly identical to the value 
calculated from the Stokes-Einstein equation, Equation E.8, using a 
carbon tetrachloride radius determined from X-ray scattering. 
In a similar fashion the curves of Figure E.9 have been extrap-
olated (dashed lines) back to zero solvent molar volume. The n-heptane 
and n-decane curves appear to have similar intercept values. Owing to 
the lack of data points, no reliable extrapolation to zero solvent 
molar volume is possible for the n-alcohol solvents. The intercept 
value of D~ for the normal alkanes is about 0.7 x 10-7 dynes. An 
effective n-alkane radius of 3.12 R is obtained by substituting this 
intercept value of D~ into the Stokes-Einstein equation. The n-alkane 
radius of 3.12 R is larger than the 2.45 R radius of the cylindrical 
n-alkane models suggested by Moore et al. (12F). The tendency of 
chain-like molecules to coil (thus presenting a larger effective radius 
to the solvent medium) could, in part, explain this size difference. 
Assuming the general configuration of the n-alkane molecule to be 
cylindrical, the calculated limiting value of the Stokes-Einstein 
radius further supports this author's contention that orientation of 
chain-like molecules takes place during the diffusion process. Based 
on molar volume data and the effective diffusion radius of 3.12 R, the 
n-heptane and n-decane solute species would appear to, on the average, 
align themselves with respective dimensions of about 8.0 Rand 10.6 R 
oriented parallel to the direction of movement. 
The close agreement of the extrapolated Stokes-Einstein solute 
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radius with the, Al values of the Eyring equation is noted. Based on the 
definitions of these two liquid state size parameters, no physical 
interpretation of this agreement is apparent at this time. 
E.3.5. Further Comments on the Diffusion Mechanism. The ratio of 
n-heptane to n-decane diffusivities for the various solvent systems 
employed in this work is presented in Table E.29. Diffusivity ratios 
at 300 and 400 C are not considered because of the evaporative effects 
observed for the n-heptane solute at these temperatures. With the 
exception of several n-alcohol solvent systems (the n-hexanol diffusivity 
ratio at 250 appears to be inconsistently low), the diffusivity ratios 
for the various solvents appear to be generally equivalent within each 
temperature grouping. The average n-heptane to n-decane diffusivity 
ratios for the n-alkanes are about 1.09 at 200 C and 1.04 at 250 C. 
Moore et al. (12F) has studied the liquid structure transition regions 
for the n-alkanes. Based on the work of these authors, the n-alkanes 
appear to undergo no structural change in this temperature range that 
would explain the different ratios. From an experimental point of 
view, it could be argued that evaporative loss of the n-heptane solute 
is Significant even at the temperature of 200 and 250 C. Such an evap-
orative loss would tend to have a more significant effect in lowering 
o 00 the measured n-heptane-n-alkane diffusivities at 25 C than at 2 C. 
This, in turn, could explain the lower diffusivity ratio observed at 
Based upon a study of the diffusional behavior of the n-octane-
n-dodecane-octadecane system over a range of compositions, Van Geet 
and Adamson (17F) concluded that the activation energy of diffusion 




Solvent, B DAB/DCB * 
20°C 25°C 
n-Heptane 1.04 1.01 
n-Octane 1.10 1.04 
n-Nonane 1.15 1.06 
n-Decane 1.06 1.04 
n-Hexanol 1.10 .99 
n-Heptanol 1.27 1.17 
* A = n-Heptane 
C = n-Decane 
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solvent. A confirmation or refutation of this hypothesis is not possi-
ble based upon the measured activation energies of this work. These 
workers explained the observed diffusivity ratio of different n-a1kanes 
in a n-alkane solvent solely in terms of molecular size differences. 
Specifically, Van Geet and Adamson concluded that the diffusion coeffi-
cient of a n-alkane should vary inversely with its chain length (carbon 
number) in a given n-alkane solvent. That this predicted behavior does 
not conform to the experimental observations of this work is discussed 
qualitatively in Chapter III. 
The Eyring rate theory equation for diffusion can be conveniently 
used to study the possible mechanism which accounts for the observed 
diffusivity ratio. The Eyring equation can be written in the following 
form: 
n = ~ kT exp [-ilFnJ (E.14) 
E; h RgT 
where A and E; are characteristic parameters of the solvent. Eyring 
(22B) has suggested the activation free energy of diffusion can be con-
sidered the sum of a hole formation and a jump step term, 
H J 
= ilFn + ilFn 
(E .15) 
Olander (4IB) has further proposed that for the binary diffusion of a 
solute, A, in a solvent, B, the hole formation term in Equation E.lS 
can be considered strictly a property of the solvent. For binary 
diffusion at infinite dilution Equation E.IS can then be written 
(E .16) 
For the diffusion of species A and C in the solvent B the binary diffu-
sivity ratio CD ID ) can be written from Equations E.14 and E.16 as 
AB CB 
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exp (E .17) 
It would then appear that the observed ratio of n-heptane to n-decane 
diffusivity is explainable on the basis of the free energy barriers 
faced by the two molecules. The logical conclusion to be drawn from 
Equation E.17 is that the activated jump of the larger decane molecule 
is opposed by a higher free energy barrier than confronts the n-heptane 
molecule. Lack of a direct meanS of calculating the jump step acti-
vation free energies precludes the use of Equation E.17 for comparative 
purposes. 
A mechanism for the diffusional movement of a chain molecule is 
suggested by the above development. If the pre-exponential parameter 
2 A /~ depends solely on the solvent properties, as assumed in the above 
derivation, the distance between equilibrium positions, A, presented 
by a solvent to differing but structurally similar solute molecules 
should on the average be the same. Previous arguments have indicated 
that the carbon chain of the diffusing n-alkane molecule is probably 
oriented with its major axis parallel to the direction of flow. It is 
apparent, then, that if the jump step distance, A, is smaller than chain 
length dimension of the solute molecule only a segmental portion of the 
solute molecule will be free to move out of its formerly occupied 
position. Diffusion of n-a1kanes in n-alkane and n-a1cohol solvents 
of shorter chain length would then appear to be segmental in nature 
with the solvent medium determining the size of the segmental diffusion 
units. Several other authors (6F, 7F, l6F) have proposed the segmental 
diffusion concept for linear hydrocarbon systems using slightly different 
approaches. 
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E.3.6. Hildebrand. Hildebrand (24B) has proposed that the fluidity 








where Vo is the molar volume at zero fluidity and BH is a constant char-
acteristic of the pure liquid. Using similar concepts Hildebrand went 
on to make several interesting observations concerning diffusivity. 
Looking first at the temperature dependence, Hildebrand noted that 
the phenomena of viscous flow and diffusion appear to begin at the same 
temperature--at the temperature corresponding to V. Hildebrand observed 
o 
that fluidity, reciprocal viscosity, was linearly dependent on molar 
volume over a wide temperature range. Further, he found diffusivity to 
be a linear function of temperature for several binary systems. The 
diffusion coefficients measured in this work are plotted against temper-
ature in Figures E.IO and E.II. The diffusivity data appear to show as 
successful a linear representation in these. plots as was observed for 
the Arrehenius-type plots. 
Hildebrand also observed that for a given solvent the diffusion 
coefficients are inversely proportional to the cross section of the 
diffusing species. The molecular cross sections were considered to be 
-2/3 
proportional to the critical volume to the two thirds power, Vc • Thus 
at a given temperature, the relation 
(E .19) 
3 
is obtained. The critical volume of n-heptane is 426 cm /g-mo1e and that 
3 
of n-deeane is 602 em /g-mole (SA). The critical volume ratio for these 
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Compared to the n-heptane to n-decane diffusivity ratios observed for 
the solvents considered in this investigation, this ratio appears to be 
high; see Table E.29. It is well to remember that Hildebrand applied 
Equation E.19 only to essentially spherical systems. The validity of 
the molecular cross section representation used in the derivation of 
Equation E.19 is questionable for chain-like molecules. 
Bertrand (II) has combined the concepts proposed by Hildebrand to 
form the following diffusivity relation: 
- -
KH VB - Vo,B 
= ~----~-(V )2/3 V-c A 0 B , , 
(E.20) 
where ~ is a general constant. Equations E.IS and E.20 can be combined 
to obtain the following relation: 
(E.2l) 
Equation E.21 relates the diffusivity of a solute species 'A' in a 
solvent 'B' to the self-diffusivity of the solute. In a qualitative 
sense, the viscosity terms in Equation E.21 can be considered related 
to the solvent medium's resistance to diffusion. The ratio of ~A/~B 
modifies the solute se1f-diffusivity to account for the different 
diffusion resistances of the solvents. The ratio of Hildebrand 
constants, BH A/BH B' can be considered a size correction factor; the 
, , 
Stokes-Einstein relation predicts a value of unity for this ratio. As 
can be seen from Table E.30 t the data obtained in this study are in 
general agreement with Equation E.21. 
It is apparent that the proposals of Hildebrand differ radically 
in many respects from some of the previously considered diffusion 
theories. At the same time, however, at least one extension of 
Table E.30 
Relationships of the Hildebrand Diffusion Model (2SoC) 
Solute Solvent 9 9 * B* DABllB/DAAllA BH A/BH B DAAllA x 10 , DABllB x 10 , BH A , H,B , , 
dynes dynes 
n-Heptane n-Heptane 121 121 18.8 18.8 1.00 1.00 
n-Heptane n-Octane 121 127 18.8 17.1 1.05 1.10 
n-Heptane n-Nonane 121 133 18.8 16.S 1.10 1.14 
n-Heptane n-Decane 121 136 18.8 lS.2 1.12 1.24 
n-Decane n-Hexane 131 137 lS.2 18.0 1.0S 0.84 
n-Decane n-Heptane 131 119 lS.2 18.8 0.91 0.81 
n-Decane n-Octane 131 121 1S.2 17.1 0.92 0.89 
n-Decane n-Nonane 131 12S 15.2 16.S 0.95 0.92 






Hildebrand's concepts (Equation E.21) bears strong resemblance to rela-
tionships derivable from the Eyring theory (Equation E.9). Hildebrand 
does not propose a specific diffusion model in his development. He 
dismisses theories that would describe diffusion in terms of a struc-
tured liquid state model as unrealistic. Furthermore, his conclusion 
that diffusion is a linear function of temperature runs counter to the 
exponential dependency predicted by the rate theory. While the experi-
mental findings of this investigation cannot be used in conclusive 
support of Hildebrand's proposals (because of the small temperature 
range studied), they in no way directly refute them. 
E.4. Correlation Predictions 
The predictions of a number of diffusion correlations are compared 
to the experimental diffusivities obtained in this work. The more theo-
retical relations of Olander (4IB), Gainer-Metzner (20B) and Mitchell 
(lID) are considered first. The equations which are chiefly empirical 
in nature, such as the Wilke-Chang equation (60B), are also considered. 
In most cases an attempt was made to analyze the reasons why each 
equation does or does not agree with the experimental data. 
E.4.l. Olander. Olander (4lB) modified the basic Eyring absolute 
rate theory equation of diffusion. Specifically he proposed methods of 
evaluating the activation free energy difference term in the equation: 
DlJ = k [NAl l/3 exp [6FlJ - 6Fn] 
T ~ V J RgT (E.22) 
where ~ is a geometric parameter, which Olander sets equal to 5.6. In 
performing this evaluation, Olander assumed that the activation energies 
of viscosity and diffusion were composed of a hole formation and jump 
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step term. In addition, he assumed the hole formation component of the 
total activation free energy was a function only of the solvent. Equa-
tions E.15 and E.16 are statements of these concepts. Based on the 
evidence of nine liquid systems, Olander assumed the ratio of the jump 
step portion of the activation free energy to the total activation free 
energy to be a constant with a value of 0.5. His final modified form 
of the Eyring equation for binary diffusion is: 
D - kT -A 
[
N Jl/3 
AB - ~~ VB (E.23) 
where the activation free energies for the solute A and solvent Bare 
obtained from pure liquid property data used in the following equation: 
~ = h exp [~:T~ (E.24) 
As can be seen from Tables E.3l, E.32 and E.33, the Olander equation 
predicts n-alkane-n-alkane diffusivities accurate to within about 20%; 
the prediction accuracy falls off sharply to about 60% for the n-alkane-
n-alcohol systems. These discrepancies between the diffusivity predic-
tions of the Olander equation and experimental values may in part be 
explained by the overly simplified technique employed by Olander to 
combine activation free energies. In his development, Olander considers 
the jump step activation free energy of binary diffusion equal to the 
geometric average of the pure component jump step activation free 
energies, i.e. 
(E.25) 
The general trend of increasing deviation between predicted and measured 
diffusivities as the differences in solute-solvent size and bonding 
Table E.31 
Prediction of n-Heptane-n-A1kane Diffusivities 
Solute' Temp, D x 105, em2/sec. 
Solvent 
E.27w °c Exp E.40 %A E.41 %A 1.42 %A E.23 %A E.37 %A E.27 %A %A E.47 %A E.44 %A E.4S U. 
n-Heptane' 20 3.10 2.50 -19 3.31 7 2.68 -13 2.83 -9 2.52 -19 2.99 -4 2.99 -4 1.60 -48 2.57 -17 3.15 2 
n-lleptane 25 3.12 2.68 -14 3.56 14 2.88 -7 3.03 -3 2.70 -13 3.20 3 3.20 3 1.79 -43 2.74 -12 3.38 9 
30 3.22 2.87 -11 3.81 18 3.08 -4 3.24 1 2.89 -10 3.42 6 3.42 6 1.98 -39 2.93 -9 3.62 13 
n-Heptane' 20 2.33 2.03 -13 2.68 IS 2.12 -9 1.90 -19 2.10 -10 2.78 19 2.62 12 1.22 -48 2.18 -7 2.56 10 
n-Octane 25 2.50 2.19 -12 2.89 15 2.29 -9 2.05 -18 2.25 -10 2.98 19 2.81 13 1.38 -45 2.34 -6 2.76 11 
30 2.35 2.36 1 3.11 32 2.46 5 2.20 -6 2.42 3 3.19 36 3.02 28 1.55 -34 2.51 7 2.98 27 
40 2.74 2.72 -1 3.59 31 2.84 4 2.54 -7 2.77 1 3.63 32 3.45 26 1.90 -31 2.86 4 3.43 25 
D-Heptane' 20 1.84 1.65 -10 2.16 17 1.68 -9 1.29 -30 1.75 -5 1.91 4 1.48 -19 0.93 -49 1.84 0 2.08 13 
n -ttonane 25 2.02 1.79 -11 2.35 16 1.82 -10 1.40 -30 1.89 -6 2.07 3 1.62 -20 1.07 -47 1.98 -2 2.26 12 
30 1.97 1.94 -1 2.54 29 1.98 0 1.53 -23 2.04 3 2.25 14 1. 76 -10 1.22 -38 2.14 9 2.45 24 
n-lJeptane' 20 1.52 1.34 -12 1.75 IS 1.34 -12 0.89 -41 1.47 -3 1.45 -4 0.85 -44 0.72 -53 1.48 -3" 1.S7 3 
a-Deca. 25 1.61 1.47 -9 1.92 19 1.47 -9 0.98 -39 1.60 -1 1.59 -1 0.94 -41 0.82 -49 1.61 0 1.72 7 
30 1.58 1.61 2 2.10 33 1.60 1 1.08 -32 1.73 -10 1.73 10 1.04 -34 0.93 -41 1.75 11 1.S8 19 
AAPD: 9 20 7 20 7 12 20 43 7 13 
~Kod1fied GaiDer-Metzner equatioD; Equation R.32 employed. N 
...... 
\.0 
Table F.. 32 
Prediction of n-Decane-n-Alkane Diffusivities 
Solutel 'temp. D x 105. cm2/sec Solvent -
°c Exp E.40 %A E.4l %A E.42 %l. E.23 %l. E.37 %A E.27 %l. E.27· %l. E.47 %l. E.44 %l. E.45 Xl. 
'A-Deeme/ 20 4.20 2.48 -41 3.17 -24 2.79 -34 5.75 37 2.16 -49 3.82 -9 1.68 -60 1.72 -59 2.50 -40 3.49 -17 
'A-Hezane 25 4.63 2.65 -43 3.38 -27 2.98 -36 6.07 31 2.32 -50 4.06 -12 1.83 -60 1.89 -59 2.66 -43 3.72 -20 
30 5.00 2.83 -43 3.60 -28 3.17 -37 6.41 28 2.49 -50 4.32 -14 1.99 -60 2.06 -59 2.82 -44 3.97 -21 
'D.-Decme' 20 2.97 2.03 -31 2.55 -14 2.19 -26 3.76 27 1.78 -40 2.99 1 1.95 -34 1.31 -56 2.14 -28 2.85 -4 
Il-Hept.e 2S 3.08 2.18 -29 2.73 -11 • 2.35 -24 4.00 30 1.92 -38 3.20 4 2.11 -31 1.45 -5'3 2.28 -26 3.06 -1 
30 3.48 2.34 -33 2.92 -16 2.52 -28 4.25 22 2.07 -41 3.42 -2 2.28 -34 1.61 -54 2.43 -30 3.28 -6 
40 3.82 2.67 -30 3.34 -12 2.87 -25 4.79 25 2.33 -38 3.88 2 2.65 -31 1.92 -50 2.75 -28 3.74 -2 
a-Dec me , 20 2.12 1.65 -22 2.05 -3 1.72 -19 2.50 18 1.48 -30 2.72 2.8 2.32 9 0.99 -53 1.81 -14 2.32 9 
D-Octane 2S 2.40 1.79 -26 2.21 -8 1.86 -23 2.68 12 1.60 -33 2.92 22 2.50 4 1.12 -53 1.95 -19 2.50 4 
30 2.52 1.92 -24 2.38 -6 2.00 -21 2.87 14 1.73 -31 3.12 24 2.68 7 1.26 -SO 2.08 -17 2.69 ' 7 
40 2.96 2.22 -25 2.74 -7 2.31 -22 3.27 11 2.00 -32 3.55 20 3.08 4 1.54 -47 2.38 -20 3.10 5 
a-Deeme/ 20 1.60 1.34 -16 1.65 3 1.36 -15 1.68 5 1.23 -23 1.82 14 1.75 9 0.76 -52 1.53 -4 1.88 17 
Il-Nonane 25 1.90 1.82 -4 1.79 -6 1.47 -22 1.82 -4 1.34 -30 1.98 4 1.90 0 0.87 -54 1.65 -13 2.04 7 
30 2.05 1.58 -23 1.94 -5 1.60 -22 1.97 -4 1.45 -29 2.14 4 2.06 1 0.99 -52 1.78 -13 2.21 8 
40 2.22 1.85 -17 2.26 2 1.87 -16 2.28 3 1.70 -24 2.49 12 2.1.0 8 1.25 -44 2.06 -7 2.59 16 
a-Decme/ 20 1.44 1.09 -24 1.33 -8 1.08 -25 1.16 -20 1.03 -28 1.35 -6 1.35 -6 0.59 -59 1.23 -15 1.42 -1 
D-D4acan. 2S 1.SS 1.20 -23 1.46 -6 1.18 -24 1.27 -18 1.13 -27 1.48 -5 1.48 -5 0.67 -57 1.34 -13 1.56 0 
30 1.68 1.38 -18 1.59 -s 1.29 -23 1.38 -18 1.2l -27 1.61 -4 1.61 -4 0.76 -55 1.46 -13 1.70 1 
40 1.86 1.55 -17 1.68 1 1.53 -18 1.63 -12 1.45 -22 1.90 2 1.90 2 0.94 -49 1.70 -9 2.01 8 





'Prediction of n-Alkane-n-Alcohol Diffusivities 
Solute' 'leap, D x lOS, cm~/8ec 
Solvent 
°c Exp E.40 %4 E.4l %4 E.42 %4 E.23 %4 E.37 %6 E.27 %A E.2i" %6 E.47 %6 E.44 %4 E.4S %4 
'A-Heptane' 20 0.464 0.204 -56 0.256 -45 0.211 -55 0.141 -70 0.540 16 1.11 140 0.676 46 0.129 -72 0.283 -39 0.307 -34 
n-Hexanol 2S 0.479 0.242 -SO 0.304 -3& 0.251 -48 0.172 -64 0.615 28 1.26 163 0.744 62 0.154 -68 0.333 -:31 0.365 -24 
30 0.513 0.286 -44 0.360 -30 0.296 -42 0.207 -60 0.698 36 1.42 176 0.884 72 0.181 -65 0.388 -24 0.431 -16 
40 0.648 0.393 -39 0.494 -24 0.407 -31 0.295 -54 0.887 37 1. 78 175 1.13 75 0.242 -63 0.522 -19 0.592 -9 
n-Heptane' 20 0.405 0.157 -61 0.198 -51 0.159 -61 0.090 -78 0.416 3 0.89 1:0 0.549 36 0.093 -76 0.227 -44 0.235 -42 
n-Reptanol 2S 0.430 0.190 -60 0.238 -44 0.192 -55 0.111 -74 0.479 11 1.02 137 0.637 48 0.11l -74 0.271 -37 0.283 -34 
30 0.482 0.227 -53 0.286 -41 0.230 -52 0.136 -72 0.549 14 1.16 141 0.736 53 0.134 -72 0.320 -34 0.340 -30 
40 0.501 0.320 -36 0.402 -20 0.323 -36 0.199 -60 0.711 42 1.48 196 0.966 93 0.184 -63 0.440 -12 0.478 -5 
A-Decanel 20 0.422 0.166 -61 0.198 -53 0.173 -59 0.178 -58 0.431 2 1.11 163 0.380 -10 0.105 -75 0.236 -44 0.278 -34 
n-Hexanol 2S 0.484 0.197 -59 0.235 -52 0.205 -58 0.215 -56 0.493 2 1.26 159 0.440 -9 0.125 -74 0.277 -43 0.330 -32 
30 0.502 0.233 -54 0.277 -45 0.242 -52 0.258 -48 0.560 12 1.41 181 0.507 1 0.147 -70 0.323 -36 0.390 -22 
40 0.573 0.320 -44 0.381 -33 0.333 -42 0.367 -36 0.715 25 1.77 209 0.664 16 0.197 -66 0.434 -24 0.536 -7 
a-DecaDel 20 0.318 0.128 -60 0.152 -52 0.129 -59 0.112 -65 0.324 2 0.87 174 0.427 34 0.076 -76 0.189 -41 0.212 -33 
n-Heptanol 25 0.368 0.155 -58 0.183 -SO 0.156 -58 0.138 -63 0.374 2 0.99 171 0.497 35 0.092 -75 0.225 -39 0.256 -30 
30 0.437 0.185 -58 0.219 -50 0.187 -57 0.168 -62 0.430 -2 1.13 159 0.574 31 0.109 -75 0.266 -39 0.307 -30 
40 0.500 0.260 -48 0.309 -38 0.263 -47 0.24S -51 0.560 12 1.44 188 0.753 SO 0.150 -70 0.366 -27 0.432 -14 





characteristics increase is considered to be chiefly a reflection of 
the approximate nature of Equation E.25 for all but very similar systems. 
E.4.2. Gainer-Metzner. Following closely along the lines of the 
Olander development, Gainer and Metzner (20B) proposed a modification 
to the Eyring diffusion equation. Assuming the product of the ratio of 
the partition functions for the activated and regular states of viscous 
flow and diffusion to be unity, Gainer and Metzner were able to rewrite 
Equation E.22 in terms of activation energies. These authors then 
assumed that the activation energy of either diffusion or viscosity 
could be expressed as the sum of a hole formation and jump step compo-
nent; the jump step portion was considered to be 50% of the total 
activation energy. Going a step beyond the development of Olander, 
Gainer and Metzner assumed further that the jump step portion of the 
activation energy could be written in terms of the system's molecular 
bonding forces. Considering the dispersion forces and hydrogen bonds 
to be the significant bonding forces in the liquid state, the jump 
step activation energy was written as: 
J J 
= EAB- D + EAB- H 
(E.26) 
Gainer and Metzner then assumed that the component terms of the acti-
vat ion energy for a binary system were equal to the geometric mean of 
the respective pure liquid terms. Molecular size effects were accounted 
for by adjusting the pure liquid activation energy terms by a suitable 
ratio of pure component to binary system (arithmetic mean) molecule 
radii. Finally these authors modified the jump step activation energy 
by the ratio of geometric parameters of solute to solvent (~A/~B)· 
This step was considered necessary to account for possible differences 
in the number of bond breakages between the binary diffusion process 
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and the pure solvent viscous process. 
The final form of the Gainer-Metzner equation is: 
kT ~v~ABt/3 
DAB = ~~B ~ J exp (E.27) 
where: 
E - E 
llB DAB 
= E /2 _ (F,; /F,; ) [[r~ Ell ,A-H rB~ Ell ,B-H 
llB A B lrABJ 2 ~ABJ 2 
+ (E.28) 
where F,;A and F,;B are geometric parameters of the solute and solvent. 
Values of the parameter F,;, as calculated by Gainer and Metzner from 
self-diffusivity data, are listed in Table E.34 for the liquids con-
sidered in this work. The total activation energy of viscosity for the 
pure solute and solvent is given by Equation E.7. The dispersion force 
and hydrogen bonding components of the total activation energies are 
calculated by a combination of Equations E.4, E.5, E.6 and E.26; note 
that for both Species A and B 
(E.29) 
(E.30) 
Because of its rather complex nature, the use of Gainer-Metzner Equation 
is illustrated by sample calculations in Appendix G. 
Reference to Tables E.3l and E.32 shows the predictive accuracy of 
the Gainer-Metzner equation to be comparatively good for the n-alkane 
systems. The average 10% predictive accuracy of the Gainer-Metzner 
equation for these systems approaches the degree of scatter observed 
Table E.34 









*Approximate values suggested by Gainer and 
Metzner. 
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between the dual experimental measurements of each diffusivity value. 
It is noted that for n-alkane systems or for any binary system exhib-











( / ) frAAJ12 Ell,A-D [rBBJ12 Ell,B-D - ~A ~B 2 2 r AB r AB (E.3l) 
Except for the geometric parameter ratio and the molecular radii ratios, 
the form of this equation is the same as the exponential term of the 
Olander equation. Assuming each method's technique of evaluating the 
pure component activation (free) energy of viscosity is equally correct, 
the superiority of the Gainer-Metzner equation over the Olander equation 
is apparently due to the fact that the Gainer-Metzner equation does give 
consideration to geometric effects which arise because of size differ-
ences in the solute and solvent molecules. 
The comparison of the predictions of the Gainer-Metzner equation to 
the n-alkane-n-alcohol diffusivity data in Table E.33 reveals a hereto-
fore undiscussed weakness of this equation. Although the equation's 
development was aimed specifically at hydrogen bonded systems, the 
equation fails rather dramatically when the system is composed of a 
hydrogen bonded solvent and a non-hydrogen bonding solute. The weakness 
of this equation stems from the geometrically averaged energy terms of 
Equation E.28. For binary systems in which only one component is 
hydrogen bonded, the entire hydrogen bonding term of Equation E.28 goes 
to zero in the following manner. The ratio of the hydrogen-bonding 
component of the activation energy of viscosity (self-diffusion) to the 
total activation energy of viscosity (self-diffusion) is given by the 
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following relation for both solute and solvent: 





~H = ~H + ~H_H 
homologue hydrogen bonding 
E = E 
11 11 
homologue 
+ E 11-H 
hydrogen bonding 
For solutes or solvents, such as the n-alkanes, which do not form 
(E.5) 
(E.6) 
hydrogen bonds, the heat of vaporization of the liquid is by definition 
equal to the heat of vaporization of the non-bonded homologue. Thus 
the term ~H_H is zero, and by Equation E.4 the hydrogen-bonding com-
ponent of the activation energy (E H) is also zero. When this zero 11-
term is substituted into Equation E.28 all hydrogen bonding effects of 
the binary partner are eliminated; see Appendix H for example calculation. 
For binary systems composed of a hydrogen bonded solvent and a 
non-bonding solute, the diffusion process is intimately related to 
hydrogen bonding effects. In this case the hole formation portion of 
the diffusion process is characterized by the breakage of hydrogen 
bonds. The elimination of the hydrogen bonding energy term of Equation 
E.28, such as is done in the computational execution of the Gainer-
Metzner procedure, explains the 166% prediction error of this method 
for the n-alkane-n-alcohol systems. 
For binary systems infinitely dilute in a hydrogen bonding solute, 
the effect of this term elimination is not great. In fact Gainer and 
Metzner used this very type of system (n-hexyl and n-octyl alcohols in 
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hendecane) to prove the effectiveness of their equation. The reason 
why Equation E.28 is effective for this type of binary system is due to 
the simple fact that hydrogen bonding does not play a role in the 
diffusion mechanism. The solute molecule in this case is surrounded 
completely by non-hydrogen bonded molecules and no such bonds need be 
broken in the diffusion process. 
Equation E.28 can be modified so that a complete term elimination 
does not occur for binary systems in which only one component is hydro-
gen bonded. In this case, the geometric means of Equation E.28 can be 







= E /2 _ (~ /~ ) [1 [rAA E~,A_H + rBB E~'B_~ 
11 A B 2 r 2 r 2 




An important feature of this equation is that the hydrogen bonding 
(E.32) 
energy term does not go to zero when either the solute's or solvent's 
contribution is zero. The predictive results of Equation E.27 employing 
Equation E.32 are compared to the experimental values in Tables E.31, 
E.32 and E.33. It can be seen from Tables E.31 and E.32 that this 
modification is somewhat inferior to the original equation in predictive 
accuracy for the n-alkane systems. However, the fourfold improvement 
in predictive accuracy gained by the use of Equation E.32 for the 
n-alkane-n-alcohol systems as shown in Table E.33 is significant. In 
this case the AAPD was reduced from 166% to 42%. 
E.4.3. Mitchell. In a development which in many respects parallels 
that of Olander and Gainer and Metzner, Mitchell (lID) proposed yet 
another modification of the Eyring diffusion equation. The basic 
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equation upon which this work was built is: 
D - kT __ B D ~';2V~2/3 [/)'F~ - ~h N exp - R T (E.33) A g 
Mitchell assumed that: (1) the activation free energy of diffusion 
could be considered the sum of a hole formation and jump step contribu-
tion (Equation E.15), and (2) the hole formation portion of the 
activation free energy of diffusion for an infinitely dilute binary 
was equivalent to that of the pure solvent (Equation E.l6). Having 
made these assumptions, it was then necessary to develop a method of 
evaluating the jump step contribution of the activation free energy of 
diffusion. 
Using arguments similar to those of Glasstone et al. (22B), 
Mitchell proposed that the jump step portion of the diffusion process 
can be likened to the vaporization of a molecule from the bulk liquid. 
The jump step portion of the activation free energy of diffusion was 
then considered proportional to the liquid's energy of vaporization. i.e. 
(E.34) 
, 
where ~ and ~ are constants of proportionality. Mitchell then applied 
the regular solution model of infinitely dilute solutions to the 
evaluation of the activation free energy of binary diffusion. By sub-
stituting the activation free energy of the jump step into the regular 
solution expression, in place of the respective energies of vaporiza-
tion, the following expression was obtained: 
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6F~AB = 6F~AA _ VA [[6;:AAJ 1/2 [6::BBJ1/2] 2 (E.36) 
Mitchell further assumed the jump step portion of the total acti-
vation free energy of diffusion to be some fraction, f, of the total*. 
Equations E.16 and E.36 were then combined to yield an expression for 
the total activation free energy of binary diffusion: 
~F = (l-f)~F 
- f [6FD VA DAB D VB BB BB 
~F ~F 1/2J 
_ 2V [ DAA ~BB] 
A VA VB (E.37) 
where the pure component activation free energies of self-diffusion are 
considered equal to the respective activation free energy of viscosity 
as given by 
~ = h ~V exp [::~J (E.38) 
Equations E.37 and E.38 can be used in conjunction with Equation E.33 
to predict binary diffusivities for systems approaching infinite 
dilution. 
Diffusion coefficients predicted by the method of Mitchell are 
compared to the experimental diffusivities in Tables E.3!, E.32 and 
E.33. For this comparison, a ~ of 5.6 and an f of 0.325 were used as 
suggested by Mitchell. As can be seen from these tables the comparative 
predictive accuracy of this method was quite good for the n-heptane-
*1n his original development Mitchell defined f as the ratio of 
the hole formation activation free energy to the total activation free 
energy of diffusion, or (I-f) using the definition of f given above. 
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n-alkane systems while rather poor accuracy was obtained for the n-decane-
n-alkane systems. The Mitchell diffusion equation is seen to be the 
superior predictive technique for the n-alkane-n-alcohol systems. 
It is felt that the difference noted in the predictive accuracies 
of this method for the two n-alkane systems is in part a function of the 
value of f. Mitchell obtained values of this parameter for different 
classes of binary systems by an optimization technique. While the value 
of f as suggested by Mitchell is an optimum for the overall class of 
systems, the value of f for individual binary pairs was found to vary 
greatly within the associating, nonassociating and high viscosity 
categories. Optimum values of f were obtained for each binary system 
studied in this work by a search technique which treated f, Equation 
E.37, as a variable parameter in order to minimize the difference 
between the predictions of Equation E.33 and the experimental values. 
Optimum values of f are listed in Table E.35. Although the variance in 
f with temperature for a given binary system is probably not signif-
icant, the difference in f values for the solutes n-heptane and n-decane 
in the same n-alkane solvent is. Before considering the significance 
of this difference it is instructive to consider the dependency of the 
Mitchell technique on f. 
It can be expected that by the very nature of the activation free 
energy equation, Equation E.37, the sensivity of the predicted diffu-
sivity on f decreases as the difference in activation free energies of 
self-diffusion (viscosity) between the binary components decreases. 
The extreme example of this functionality is observed for self-diffusion 
in which case Equation E.37 reduces to a form independent of f. The 
















Optimized f Values 
Optimum f 
20 25 30 
0.50 0.50 0.50 
0.50 0.50 0.26 
0.40 0.58 0.29 
0.36 0.34 0.27 
0.28 0.24 0.22 
0.32 0.29 0.28 
-0.14 -0.17 -0.19 
-0.19 -0.16 -0.23 
-0.20 -0.29 -0.25 
-0.45 -0.74 -0.74 
0.50 0.50 0.50 
0.32 0.32 0.27 













obvious from Table E.35, it also ended at an f value of 0.5 for self-
diffusion. Table E.36 is included to illustrate the sensitivity of the 
method's predictive accuracy over the range of f from zero to unity. 
From Table E.36 it is easy to see why the Mitchell technique proved 
more accurate for the n-heptane-n-alkane systems than for the n-decane-
n-alkane systems. The optimum value of f for the solute n-heptane in 
the n-alkane solvents was in most cases very close to the recommended 
value of 0.325. The negative values of the optimized f obtained for 
the solute n-decane in the n-alkanes deviate significantly from the 
recommended f values--hence, the prediction deviation for these systems. 
It should be emphasized that, to maintain physical meaning, the optimiza-
tion search should be conducted only within the limits 0 ~ f ~ 1.0. 
Therefore, no physical interpretation of the negative f values listed 
in Table E.36 is justified. As they stand, the negative f values can 
only be considered as optimized data fit parameters. Also to be empha-
sized is the fact that when one minimizes the deviation between a 
single data point and the prediction of a mathematical model no statis-
tical means are available to take into account even random error. 
Hence, the parameters in any correlation procedure can be changed so 
as to obtain a 0% deviation between the predicted value and an experi-
mental data point. 
The optimized f values for the n-alkane-n-alcohol systems are 
generally very close to the value suggested by Mitchell. In a quali-
tative sense the f values of about 0.3 obtained for these systems 
seem physically plausible. As argued previously, the hole formation 
step would be expected to be the energetically dominant term in the 
















Predictive Accuracy of the Mitchell Equation 
for 
Various f Values (250 C) 
Solvent % Deviation 
f 
1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 
n-Heptane -13.2 -13.2 -13.2 -13.2 -13.2 
n-Octane 15.9 7.5 -0.2 -7.3 -14.0 
n-Nonane 53.4 32.5 14.5 -1.1 -14.6 
n-Decane 105.3 65.6 33.6 7.8 -13.1 
n-Hexano1 702.3 366.2 170.9 57.4 -8.5 
n-Heptano1 754.0 367.0 155.4 39.7 -23.6 
n-Hexane -80.7 -74.3 -66.0 -54.9 -40.2 
n-Heptane -69.1 -62.0 -53.2 -42.3 -28.9 
n-Octane -58.0 -51.9 -44.8 -36.7 -27.4 
n-Nonane -43.8 -39.9 -35.8 -31.4 -26.6 
n-Decane -27.2 -27.2 -27.2 -27.2 -27.2 
n-Hexano1 300.5 166.9 77.8 18.5 -21.0 

















On the basis of the optimized f term, the hole formation process would 
appear to account for about 70% of the total activation energy of 
diffusion. 
Mitchel~ (lID) has suggested that the theoretical validity of his 
development may be tested by the following expression for a given 
solvent: 
(E.39) 
where ~F and ~F are computed from Equation E.33 and E.38, respec-
DAB DBB 
tively. ~Evap is the energy of vaporization at the diffusion temper-
ature; ~H~~x is the partial molal heat of mixing of A in B; and ~ 
is a constant for a specific solvent. The derivation of Equation E.39 
is based on the assumptions made in deriving Equation E.37. Specifi-
cally these assumptions are: Equations E.l5 and E.l6 are valid and 
, 
~ = ~ in Equations E.34 and E.35. The development of Equation E.39 
follows directly from the combination of these assumptions with the 
definition of the heat of vaporization of an infinitely dilute solution 
of A in B. 
For Equation E.37 to be valid, a plot of ~FD versus 6Evap _ 
AB A 
~Evap _ ~Hmix should be linear with slope K __ for a given solvent. It B AB -~ 
is not possible to rigorously test Equation E.39 with only the two 
data points collected for each solvent studied in this work. On the 
chance that some trends might be evident, a tabular analysis of 
Equation E.39 is made. Data for Equation E.39 is listed in Table 
E.37. No heat of mixing data was found specifically for the binary 
solutions considered here. However, data for similar alkane systems 
would suggest the partial molar alkane heat of mixing to be negligible 
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Table E.37 
Activation Free Energies of Diffusion 
and 
Energies of Vaporization (2SoC) 
Solute Solvent I1F (1) D' l1Evap (2) Solute, l1Evap (2) Solvent, 
kca1/g-mo1e kca1/g-mole kcal/g-mo1e 
n-Heptane n-Heptane 3.14 8.14 8.14 
n-Heptane n-Octane 3.23 8.14 9.32 
n-Heptane n-Nonane 3.39 8.14 10.08 
n-Heptane n-Decane 3.56 8.14 10.55 
n-Heptane n-Hexanol 4.10 8.14 13.49 
n-Heptane n-Heptanol 4.22 8.14 14.63 
n-Decane n-Hexane 2.78 10.55 6.95 
n-Decane m-Heptane 3.07 10.55 8.14 
n-Decane n-Octane 3.25 10.55 9.32 
n-Decane n-Nonane 3.43 10.55 10.08 
n-Decane n-Decane 3.77 10.55 10.55 
n-Decane n-Hexanol 4.10 10.55 13.49 
n-Decane n-Heptanol 4.31 10.55 14.63 
lCa1culated by Equation E.32. 
2 From Table E.24 enthalpy data. Temperature correction by the 
method of Watson (SA) • 
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(3H, 6H, 10H). By similar analogy to literature data (18H) , the partial 
molar heat of mixing of the n-alkanes in the n-alcohols is approximated 
as 0.3 kcal/g-mole. Values of the constant ~ based on the assumption 
of the linearity of Equation E.39 are presented in Table E.38. All 
that can be said concerning these values is that they appear to increase 
with solvent carbon number. 
E.4.4. Final Comments on the Eyring Model. Before this discussion 
moves on to consider the semi-empirical diffusivity correlations an 
additional comment or two can be made concerning the Eyring diffusion 
equation. The three previously discussed modifications of this equation 
were concerned solely with the evaluation of the exponential energy 
term. It is acknowledged that the activation energy or free energy of 
binary diffusion cannot justifiably be set equal to the respective 
activation energy of solvent viscosity as was often done prior to these 
modifications. In this respect, the Olander, Gainer-Metzner and Mitchell 
developments have attempted to account for the specific solute-solvent 
interactions characteristic of the diffusion process. It is the belief 
of this author, however, that all three methods suffer a common weakness 
exclusive of the respective energy term approximations. 
The Olander, Gainer and Metzner and Mitchell developments give only 
passing consideration to the pre-exponential distance terms of the 
Eyring equation. Olander and Gainer and Metzner assumed all intermol-
ecular distances to be equal by Equation E.12. Mitchell assumed the 
same and simply added a 1:2 packing factor to Equation E.33. While 
this approach seems reasonable for spherical or nearly spherical 
molecules, it should be considered at best only an approximation for 












diffusion chain molecules of both the solute and neighboring solvent 
appear to undergo orientation effects which strongly influence the 
values of the A's. It is felt that a totally satisfactory implementa-
tion of the Eyring diffusion model cannot be made without a method of 
evaluating the pre-exponential distance terms. 
E.4.5. Wilke-Chang. One of the most familiar of the semi-empirical 
diffusivity correlations is that of 'Wilke and Chang (60B). Correlation 
was based on the group D~/T. Recognizing the relation of this group 
to the solute and solvent size parameters as suggested by the Stokes-
Einstein and Eyring equations, these workers developed the following 
expression: 







V- 0 . 6 ~B A 
(E.40) 
where VA is the solute molar volume at the normal boiling point, MB is 
solvent molecular weight and x is a solvent association parameter. 
a 
The parameters of Equation E.40 were determined by correlation to the 
diffusivity data of 123 binary systems. 
It is apparent that Equation E.40 in many ways represents the 
opposite extreme compared to the theoretically based Eyring equation 
modifications. In this case, Wilke and Chang made no attempt to 
account for the activation energy of binary diffusion; they considered 
it equal to the solvent's activation energy of viscosity. By indirectly 
recognizing the dependency of the group D~/T on certain solute-solvent 
size parameters, these workers have in effect treated only the pre-
exponential portion of the Eyring equation. 
Equation E.40 has been compared to the experimental diffusivities 
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of this work in Tables E.3l, E.32 and E.33. Molar volumes were calcu-
lated by the method of Le Bas as outlined in Reid and Sherwood (SA) 
and are listed in Table E.39. This correlation is seen to be generally 
good for the n-heptane-n-alkane systems while significantly poorer for 
the n-decane-n-alkane systems. The equation's poor agreement with 
experimental values for the n-alkane-n-alcohol systems is to be expected 
and points out a basic weakness of the method. Equation E.40 was 
developed for binary systems of generally lower viscosity than the 
n-hexanol and n-heptanol solvents. Additionally, for hydrogen bonded 
solvents an association parameter (greater than unity) must be used. 
No method of evaluating this parameter is available. The fact that an 
association parameter of unity was used for the n-alcohol solvent 
systems considered in Table E.33 could help to explain some of the 
observed prediction error. As noted in Chapter III, however, use of 
an association parameter of 1.5 improves the Wilke-Chang's predictive 
accuracy for the n-alkane-n-alcoho1 systems by only about 10%. 
E.4.6. Scheibel. Shortly before the Wilke-Chang equation was 
formally proposed, Scheibel (S3B) developed an empirical approximation 
for the group D~/T based upon some early work of Wilke (29E). The 
equation has the form: 




where VA and VB are given by the method of Le Bas. 
As can be seen from Tables E.3l, E.32 and E.33 the Scheibel 
equation's prediction accuracy is on the average comparable to that 




Le Bas Molar Volumes 









correlation for the alcohol systems and no association parameter need 
be estimated. 
E.4.7. Lusis-Ratcliff. Lusis and Ratcliff (35B) have proposed 
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a diffusivity correlation very similar in form to the Scheibel equation. 
This equation has the form: 
[ ~v ~1/3 - ~ D = 8.52 x 10-10 ~ (V )-1/3 1.40 _B + ~B AB }JB B V V A A (E.42) 
where again the molar volume terms are calculated by the method of Le 
Bas and the solvent viscosity }JB is in terms of poise instead of the 
usual centipoise. A simple rearrangement of the terms of Equation E.42 
emphasizes its similarity to the Scheibel equation; 
= 8.52 x 10-8 I-
}JB 
r~B12/3 




where solvent viscosity is in terms of centipoise. The coefficients 
(8.52 x 10-8 and 1.40) of this equation were determined on the basis 
of 95 binary diffusivities. The bulk of these binary systems (81%) 
were composed of the solvents benzene and carbon tetrachloride. 
On the basis of the spherical nature of the solvents of the binary 
systems upon which Equation E.42 was developed, the applicability of 
this correlation to chain-type solvents would seem questionable. Using 
the rather limited n-alkane data then available, Lusis and Ratcliff 
concluded that their correlation was satisfactory for systems where 
VA ~ VB· Comparison of this equation's predictions to the experimental 
n-alkane diffusivities obtained in this work (Tables E.3l and E.32) 
indicates that this relation is probably no more inaccurate than the 
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two previously considered empirical correlations for the n-alkane systems. 
Despite the fact that its developers claimed Equation E.42 to success-
fully predict diffusivities for methanol solvent systems, this method's 
diffusivity predictions for the n-alkane-n-alcohol binary pairs were 
as poor as those of the Wilke-Chang or Scheibel relations. 
E.4.B. Sitaraman-Ibrahim-Kuloor. Sitaraman et al. (54B) have 
attempted to modify the Wilke-Chang equation in an effort to eliminate 
the need for a solvent correction factor. These investigators reasoned 
that a ratio of solvent to solute latent heats of vaporization character-
ized the degree of association of the binary mixture. The equation 
which they developed and subsequently compared to 120 binary systems 
has the form: 
(E.44) 
where ~HA and ~HB are the solute and solvent latent heats of vaporiza-
tion at the normal boiling point. 
The predictions of Equation E.44 are compared to the experimental 
values in Tables E.31, E.32 and E.33. This equation possesses little 
advantage over the simpler Wilke-Chang equation for n-alkane systems. 
The Sitaraman-Ibrahim-Kuloor relation is a definite improvement over 
the Wilke-Chang relation for the n-alkane-n-alcohol systems. In this 
respect, the use of the heat of vaporization ratio appears to be a 
step in the right direction with regard to the prediction of a solvent 
association parameter. 
E.4.9. King-Hsueh-Mao. Using an approach similar in some respects 
to that of Sitaraman et a1., King, Hsueh and Mao (3IB) have proposed 
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a correlation for binary diffusivities at high dilution based upon the 
group D~/T. These investigators noted the relative constancy of this 
group for the self-diffusion of numerous liquids. They then attempted 
to modify this group for binary diffusion. A ratio of solute to solvent 
Le Bas molar volumes was used as a size correction factor. A ratio of 
solute to solvent latent heats of vaporization was employed to charac-
terize solute-solvent interaction. The final form of the correlation 
DAB (E.45) 
was obtained by a fit of 213 experimental binary diffusivities. The 
coeffici.ent, 4.4 x 10-8, was obtained from self-diffusivity data; viz: 
D~ = 4.4 x 10-8 
T (E.46) 
The general predictive accuracy of Equation E.45 appears to be 
comparatively good; again, see Tables E.31, E.32 and E.33. The n-a1kane 
diffusivity predictions are on a par with the best predictions of the 
other correlations. King et ale acknowledged that Equation E.45 yields 
consistently low diffusivities for high viscosity polar solvent systems; 
the n-alkane-n-alcoho1 systems considered in this work support this 
observation. The n-heptane and n-decane self-diffusivity data are in 
good general agreement with Equation E.46. An average D~/T of 4.10 x 
10-8 was obtained for n-heptane and a value of 4.32 x 10-8 was obtained 
for n-decane. 
Equation E.45, as do several of the previously discussed corre-
lations, predicts the group D~/T to be temperature independent for a 
given binary system. As has been pointed out, this is observed to be 
the case for the n-alkane systems. For the n-a1kane-n-alcoho1 binaries, 
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the group D~/T has a definite temperature dependency; see Tables E.26, 
E.27 and E.28. For these types of systems, Equation E.4S or any equation 
in which the group D~/T is temperature insensitive should be used only 
with caution for diffusion coefficient prediction. 
E.4.l0. Othmer-Thakar. Othmer and Thakar (42B) have developed a 
diffusivity correlation based on a reference substance, water. For 
nonaqueous solvent binaries these authors propose the correlation: 
(E.47) 
where ~w is the viscosity of water at the diffusion temperature, ~~ is 
o -the solvent viscosity at 20 C and VA is the Le Bas solute molar volume. 
Examination of Tables E.3l, E.32 and E.33 reveal Equation E.47 
to have consistently the poorest prediction accuracy of any diffusivity 
correlation studied. 
E.4.ll. Nagarajan-Ryan-Schemilt. Nagaraj an, et ale (SA) have 
developed a simple correlation for self-diffusion based on the experi-
mentally observed constancy of the group D~. Their correlation is: 
D = 1.39 x lO-5/~ (E.48) 
The predictions of Equation E.48 are seen to be in agreement with the 
n-heptane and n-decane diffusivities measured in this work; see 
Table E.40. 
E.4.l2. Hayduk-Cheng. The diffusivity-viscosity relation pro-
posed by Hayduk and Cheng (23B) , 
K2 
D = K ~ (E.49) 
1 B 
has been discussed in some detail in Chapter III. Values of Kl and K2 
are presented in that chapter for the various solute-solvent binaries 
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Table E.40 
Comparison of Predicted to Experimental 
Se1f-Diffusivities 
Liquid Temp, ll, D D E.48 ' %~ exp Eq 
°c cp cm2/sec X 105 cm2/sec X 105 
n-Heptane 20 0.4090 3.10 3.40 10 
25 0.3876 3.12 3.59 15 
30 0.3679 3.22 3.78 17 
n-Decane 20 0.9087 1.44 1.53 6 
25 0.8429 1.55 1.65 6 
30 0.7845 1.68 1.74 4 
40 0.6855 1.86 2.03 8 
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considered in this investigation. This equation is not an entirely 
general diffusivity correlation. Each set of Kl and K2 values applies 
only to the diffusion of a specific solute. The generally good data 
correlation observed for this equation justifies its further investi-
gation at this time. 
The general form of this equation is quite similar to the previously 
considered correlations; it is simply a variation of the Stokes-Einstein 
and Eyring relations. Comparison of Equation E.49 and the constants 
of Table 3.3 to the Nagarajar-Ryan-Schemi1t self-diffusion relation, 
Equation E.48, reveals a high degree of similarity for the n-alkane 
systems. The inverse dependency of diffusivity on the solvent viscos-
ity, as suggested by the Stokes-Einstein equation, is confirmed to a 
fair degree by the n-alkane K2 values. A similar, simple viscosity 
dependence of the n-alkane-n-alcohol diffusivities is not expected 
nor, is it seen. 
The reasons for the Hayduk-Cheng equation's success are obvious. 
As has been pointed out previously the basic form of Equation E.49 has 
some theoretical foundation. More important, however, is the fact that 
the K values are evaluated with respect to a specific solute and general 
class of solvent. Each pair of K-values thus characterizes a particular 
type of solute to solvent interaction. The more general diffusivity 
correlations (Equations (E.40), (E.4l), (E.42), (E.44), (E.45), (E.47» 
were developed from a variety of data representing many types of solute-





The use in this investigation of the porous frit method to measure 
binary molecular diffusivities at infinite dilution and the subsequent 
analysis of these diffusivities permit the following conclusions to 
be made: 
Unsteady-state Method 
1. Use of a 0.5 N NaCl calibration standard permits a calibration 
precision of at least ±4% to be obtained with the unsteady-state frit 
method. 
2. The overall effective sodium chloride diffusivity is 1.480 x 
10-5 cm2/sec for the specific calibration conditions employed in 
this work. 
3. The overall effective value of the concentration dependent 
NaCl diffusion coefficient cannot be taken simply as the differential 
value at the surface concentration of the frit. Rather, it must be 
computed by means of Equation C.48. 
4. The difficulty of pinpointing the true effective zero diffusion 
time produces both positive and negative values of the curve-fit 
parameter Cf
o
• Such an effect has only minor influence on the cali-
brated frit constants. 
5. Calibration using extremely low electrolyte concentrations is 
to be avoided because of possible surface conductance effects. 
6. The time averaged solvent volume should be used in conjunction 
with Equation C.30 to curve fit the experimental data. 
7. The good agreement of the n-heptane self-diffusivity measured 
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in this work with reported values confirms the overall soundness of the 
unsteady-state frit technique. Implicit in this conclusion is the 
validity of the electrolyte calibration for non-aqueous diffusion 
measurements. 
8. Frits should not be exposed to water insoluble environments 
such as n-alkanes prior to sodium chloride calibration. Thorough 
cleaning of the frits is difficult. Probable trace contamination of 
the frit by hydrocarbons was found to greatly alter the frits calibrated 
transfer area. 
9. Partial evaporative loss of either solute or solvent during 
the transfer of the frit from the soak tank to the diffusion cell can 
alter the apparent value of the measured diffusivity. 
Diffusion Coefficients 
1. The temperature dependency of the n-alkane-n-alkane and 
n-alkane-n-alcohol diffusion coefficients appears to be equally well 
represented by both linear and exponential forms over the 200 C to 40°C 
temperature range considered in this study. 
2. The Arrehenius activation energies appear to be very nearly 
equal for the n-alkanes. 
3. The ratio of diffusion coefficients for two n-alkane solutes 
in a n-alkane solvent is not as suggested by Van Geet et ale inversely 
related to the solute carbon number. Rather, the ratio of such 
diffusivities is more nearly equal to the inverse ratio of molar volume 
to the 1/3rd power. 
4. During the diffusion process, the n-alkane molecules probably 
tend to align themselves with their long axis parallel to the direction 
of flow. 
5. The diffusivity-viscosity group, D~, of both n-heptane and 
n-decane show a linear dependence on solvent molar volume for the 
solvents n-heptane through n-decane. 
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6. The group D~/T is, within the experimental limits of this 
study, constant for specific n-alkane systems over the range of temper-
ature considered in this investigation. This same group shows a rather 
strong temperature functionality for the n-alkane-n-alcohol mixtures. 
It is the contention of this author that this functionality is related 
to the structural temperature dependence of the alcohol solvent. 
Diffusivity Prediction 
1. The diffusion coefficients of n-alkanes in n-alkanes and 
n-alcohols can be accurately correlated with the Hayduk-Cheng relation 
(Equation E.48). Unlike the findings of Hayduk and Cheng, the coeffi-
cients of Equation E.48 were found to be solvent dependent. 
2. Both the Gainer-Metzner and King-Hsueh-Mao diffusivity 
equations predict diffusion coefficients for n-alkane mixtures with 
comparable accuracy. Because of its relative simplicity, the King-
Hsueh-Mao equation is recommended for n-alkane diffusivity prediction. 
3. The modified Eyring equation developed by Mitchell best 
predicts the diffusion coefficients of n-alkane-n-alcohol binaries. 
All other prediction correlations are in error by at least 25% for 
these systems. 
4. The Gainer-Metzner equation, because of its geometrically 
averaged energy terms, fails for systems such as the n-alkane-n-alcohol 
mixtures in which the solvent is hydrogen bonded and the solute is not. 
In this case, replacement of the geometrically averaged energy terms 





Experimental Run Number 6 
0.5 N NaCl Frit Calibration 
Porous Frit I.D. Number: 1 
Meter Calibration: 
Standard Solution 
Cone. x 103 , g-mole/1 0.10 
Meter Reading, mv 222.3 
1.00 10.0 
164.3 107.5 
Time, Sample Volume, Meter Reading, 
min ml mv 
0.5 1.30 185.8 
1.0 1.20 178.3 
2.0 1.40 168.0 
3.0 1.40 163.9 
4.0 1.50 159.6 
5.0 1.50 156.7 
6.0 1.50 155.0 
7.0 1.50 152.9 
8.0 1.50 151.8 
9.0 1.50 149.0 
10.0 1.50 147.7 
11.0 1.40 147.4 
12.0 1.40 146.4 
13.0 1.50 144.4 
*Correeted for 2.0 ml H20 dilution. 
Total Volume Sampled: 22.38 ml 
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Coneentration* 
















Experimental Run Number 33 
0.5 N NaCl Frit Calibration 
Porous Frit I.D. Number: 2 
Meter Calibration: 
Standard Solution 
Conc. x 103 , g-mole/l 
Meter Reading~ mv 
0.10 
219.5 




































*Corrected for 2.0 ml H20 dilution. 























Experimental Run Number 4 
0.5 N NaCl Frit Calibration 
Porous Frit I.D. Number: 3 
Meter Calibration: 
Standard Solution 
Cone. x 103 , g-mole/l 
Meter Reading, mv 
0.10 
220.2 




































*Correeted for 2.0 ml H20 dilution. 
Total Volume Sampled: 24.25 m1 
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Coneentration* 

















Experimental Run Number 3 
0.5 N NaCl Frit Calibration 
Porous Frit I.D. Number: 4 
Meter Calibration: 
Standard Solution 
Cone. x 103, g-mole/1 






































*Corrected for 2.0 m1 H20 dilution. 





















Experimental Run Number 72 
0.5 N NaCl Frit Calibration 
Porous Frit I.D. Number: 5 
Meter Calibration: 
Standard Solution 
Cone. x 103 , g-mole/1 0.10 
Meter Reading, mv 221.7 
0.50 1.00 
182.7 165.3 





















*Correeted for 4.953 ml H20 dilution. 
















Experimental Run Number 5 
0.5 N NaCl Frit Calibration 
Porous Frit I.D. Number: 6 
Meter Calibration: 
Standard Solution 
Cone. x 103, g-mole/l 





Time, Sample Volume, Meter Reading, 
min ml mv 
0.5 1.50 178.8 
1.0 1.50 176.7 
2.0 1.50 168.2 
3.0 1.40 164.0 
4.0 1.50 159.5 
5.0 1.50 156.5 
6.0 1.10 158.7 
7.0 1.50 152.4 
8.0 1.50 150.8 
9.0 1.40 149.8 
10.0 1.50 147.8 
11.0 1.30 148.6 
12.0 1.30 147.7 
13.0 1.40 145.5 
*Correeted for 2.0 ml H20 dilution. 
Total Volume Sampled: 21.33 ml 
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Coneentration* 
















Experimental Run Number 71 
0.5 N NaCl Frit Calibration 
Porous Frit I.D. Number: 7 
Meter Calibration: 
Standard Solution 
Cone. x 103 , g-mole/l 




























*Correeted for 4.953 ml H20 dilution. 





















Initial Solute Activity, Cf o: 21841 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, Vf o: 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec ml cpm 
240 0.49 51 
300 0.49 62 
360 0.50 72 
420 0.40 57 
480 0.50 79 
540 0.40 71 
600 0.50 93 
660 0.50 101 
720 0.48 102 
780 0.48 107 
840 0.46 104 
900 0.39 89 























Initial Solute Activity, 0 Cf : 21841 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, 0 Vf : 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25 0 C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, Sample Activity, 
sec ml cpm cpm/ml 
180 0.50 35 70 
240 0.43 36 85 
300 0.47 50 106 
360 0.49 55 113 
420 0.37 46 125 
480 0.50 68 137 
540 0.45 66 147 
600 0.40 66 165 
660 0.45 81 182 
720 0.36 67 187 
780 0.34 67 197 
840 0.50 104 209 
900 0.33 73 223 
Table G.10 




Initial Solute Activity, cf o: 21841 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, vf o: 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec ml cpm 
180 0.48 42 
250 0.34 35 
300 0.50 58 
360 0.48 60 
420 0.42 61 
480 0.25 38 
540 0.44 73 
600 0.47 85 
660 0.39 76 
720 0.49 98 
780 0.41 85 
840 0.36 79 
900 0.31 73 























Initial Solute Activity, cf o: 6547 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, vf o: 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec ml cpm 
180 1.02 31 
240 1.02 36 
300 1.02 41 
370 1.02 45 
420 0.82 44 
480 1.02 55 
540 0.92 52 
600 0.92 56 
660 1.02 67 
720 1.02 69 
780 0.92 69 





















Initial Solute Activity, Cf
o : 6547 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, vf o: 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec ml cpm 
180 1.02 31 
240 1.02 36 
300 1.02 40 
360 1.02 47 
420 1.02 51 
480 1.02 53 
540 1.02 57 
600 1.02 60 
680 1.02 69 
730 0.92 63 
780 1.02 70 





















° Initial Solute Activity, Cf : 5112 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, vf o: 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec ml cpm 
180 1.02 27 
240 1.02 33 
300 1.02 38 













Initial Solute Activity, Cf
o
: 5112 cpm/ml 
o Initial Solvent Volume, Vf : 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec m1 cpm 
180 0.92 24 
240 1.02 29 
300 1.02 34 
360 1.02 39 
420 1.02 42 
480 0.92 40 
540 1.02 45 
600 1.02 49 
660 1.02 53 
720 1.02 56 
780 1.02 58 
840 1.02 62 
1200 1.02 75 
1800 1.02 92 
2400 0.82 86 

























o Initial Solute Activity, Cf : 5112 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, vf o: 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec m1 cpm 
180 1.02 25 
240 1.02 30 
300 1.02 35 
360 1.02 38 
420 0.82 33 
480 1.02 44 
540 1.02 46 
600 1.02 48 
660 1.02 53 
720 1.02 56 
780 1.02 57 
840 1.02 64 






















Initial Solute Activity, cf o: 4768 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, vf o: 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec ml cpm 
180 1.02 18 
240 1.02 21 
300 1.02 25 
360 1.02 29 
420 1.02 32 
480 1.02 37 
540 1.02 38 
600 1.02 40 
670 1.02 43 
730 1.02 45 
780 1.02 47 
840 1.02 48 
1200 1.02 61 
1800 1.02 78 
2400 1.02 89 


























Initial Solute Activity, 4768 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, Sample Activity, 
sec ml cpm cpm/ml 
180 0.72 15 20 
240 1.02 25 24 
300 1.02 31 30 
360 1.02 34 33 
420 1.02 36 35 
480 0.92 35 38 
540 1.02 42 41 
600 1.02 44 44 
660 1.02 48 47 
720 1.02 50 50 
780 1.02 54 54 
840 1.02 55 54 
1200 0.40 26 65 
1800 0.41 34 84 
2400 0.43 41 97 
3010 0.44 47 106 
Table G.18 




Initial Solute Activity, Cf
o: 3607 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, Vf
o: 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 250 C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec ml cpm 
190 1.02 14 
240 1.02 17 
300 1.02 19 
360 1.02 21 
420 1.02 24 
480 1.02 25 
540 1.02 27 
600 1.02 31 
660 1.02 33 
740 1.02 34 
780 1.02 36 
840 1.02 37 
900 1.02 38 
1200 1.02 46 
1800 0.30 17 
2420 0.42 28 


























Initial Solute Activity, Cf
o : 3607 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, Vf o: 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec ml cpm 
180 1.02 15 
240 1.02 18 
300 1.02 21 
360 1.02 22 
420 1.02 25 
480 1.02 27 
540 0.82 24 
600 1.02 31 
660 1.02 34 
720 0.92 31 
780 1.02 37 
840 1.02 38 
1200 1.02 47 
1800 0.46 27 
2400 0.39 25 


























Initial Solute Activity, 0 Cf : 20671 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, 0 Vf : 300 m1 
Diffusion Temperature: 250 C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, Sample Activity, 
sec ml cpm cpm/ml 
260 0.35 27 79 
370 0.38 36 96 
480 0.32 36 112 
600 0.32 40 126 
740 0.46 67 145 
840 0.38 58 154 
970 0.36 61 169 
1080 0.35 61 175 
1200 0.34 64 189 
1330 0.49 98 200 
1440 0.45 96 213 
1580 0.45 101 224 
1680 0.45 102 227 
1800 0.33 79 242 
2400 0.41 115 282 
3060 0.38 125 330 
3620 0.40 141 354 
4200 0.40 154 386 
4860 0.40 167 418 
5400 0.41 181 442 
6000 0.42 194 462 
6600 0.44 214 487 
7200 0.43 216 503 
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Table G.21 




Initial Solute Activity, C 0. f • 20671 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, V 0. f · 300 m1 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, Sample Activity, 
sec ml cpm cpm/ml 
250 0.92 77 83 
360 0.82 83 101 
480 0.82 95 115 
600 0.82 109 132 
720 0.43 61 143 
840 0.43 68 159 
960 0.45 76 169 
1080 0.40 72 182 
Table G.22 




Initial Solute Activity, cf o: 20671 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, vf o: 300 m1 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec ml cpm 
240 0.92 71 
360 0.92 82 
480 0.92 87 
600 0.40 51 
720 0.28 40 
840 0.40 63 
990 0.40 70 
1080 0.43 79 
1230 0.41 80 
1330 0.31 64 
1450 0.36 78 
1570 0.42 94 
1680 0.40 94 
1800 0.35 86 
2400 0.39 III 
3030 0.44 145 
3600 0.43 153 
4260 0.43 169 
4800 0.40 164 
5400 0.40 177 
6000 0.38 177 
6620 0.41 200 

































Initial Solute Activity, C o. f · 39832 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, V o. f · 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 250 C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, Sample Activity, 
sec ml cpm cpm/ml 
180 0.87 156 156 
240 0.93 186 180 
300 0.87 204 211 
360 0.82 210 230 
420 0.93 258 257 
480 0.87 253 267 
600 0.87 286 305 
670 0.93 331 336 
730 0.93 338 343 
780 0.87 326 351 
840 0.93 355 363 
960 0.82 356 408 
1080 0.72 329 428 
1210 0.98 467 457 
1320 0.77 386 476 
1440 0.82 434 502 
1560 0.82 453 525 
1800 0.87 508 559 
2400 0.82 558 653 
3030 0.72 562 750 
3600 0.72 599 802 
4500 0.72 701 944 
4800 0.82 848 1004 
5400 0.82 868 1029 
Table G.24 




Initial Solute Activity, cf o: 39832 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, Vf
o : 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec ml cpm 
1BO 0.93 166 
240 0.77 163 
300 0.82 191 
360 0.77 198 
420 0.98 271 
4BO 0.B2 242 
540 0.98 301 
600 0.82 270 
720 0.72 266 
840 0.67 274 
960 0.82 345 





















Initial Solute Activity, cf o: 107876 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, vf o: 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec ml cpm 
180 0.77 373 
240 0.87 498 
300 0.82 518 
360 0.87 601 
420 0.82 611 
480 0.93 733 
600 0.82 769 
720 0.82 823 
850 0.87 984 
960 0.93 1069 
1080 0.82 1047 
1200 0.77 1045 
1320 0.77 1113 
1560 0.82 1250 
1800 0.82 1397 
2100 0.82 1478 
2400 0.77 1524 
3000 0.67 1474 
3600 0.82 1993 
4200 0.82 2186 































Initial Solute Activity, C o. f · 107876 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, ° Vf : 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Coun t , Sample Activity, 
sec m1 cpm cpm/ml 
180 0.77 364 447 
240 0.77 413 510 
300 0.87 532 587 
360 0.93 636 666 
420 0.93 669 702 
480 0.82 669 788 
600 0.87 776 866 
720 0.77 770 975 
840 0.77 846 1074 
960 0.93 1093 1159 
1080 0.87 1089 1225 
1200 0.82 1100 1310 
1320 0.67 946 1382 
1560 0.87 1351 1526 
1800 0.82 1469 1758 
2100 0.82 1497 1791 
2400 0.82 1615 1935 
3000 0.67 1469 2164 
3600 0.77 1859 2389 
4200 0.82 2132 2562 
4800 0.82 2302 2768 
Table G.27 




Initial Solute Activity, cf o: 59776 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, Vf
o : 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec ml cpm 
180 0.82 235 
240 0.82 276 
300 0.82 316 
360 0.92 390 
420 0.82 385 
480 0.82 405 
600 0.82 477 
720 0.87 556 
840 0.77 533 
960 0.92 688 
1080 0.77 603 
1200 0.87 736 
1500 0.77 736 
1800 0.87 900 
2400 0.92 1150 


























Initial Solute Activity, C o. f · 59776 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, 0 Vf : 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 250 C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, Sample Activity, 
sec ml cpm cpm/ml 
1BO 0.77 215 254 
240 0.87 289 309 
300 0.82 313 357 
360 0.87 367 398 
420 0.B7 400 436 
480 0.97 483 476 
600 0.92 522 545 
720 0.87 542 598 
B40 0.87 579 641 
960 0.92 669 705 
lOBO 0.87 697 776 
1200 0.87 717 800 
1500 0.82 782 928 
1800 0.77 797 1013 
2400 0.82 991 1183 
3000 0.87 1160 1308 
339 
Table G.29 




Initial Solute Activity, 0 Cf : 61166 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, V o. f • 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25 0 C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, Sample Activity, 
sec ml cpm cpm/ml 
190 0.77 266 320 
240 0.82 317 362 
300 0.87 371 402 
360 0.87 426 466 
420 0.87 458 502 
480 0.87 499 549 
600 0.87 542 599 
720 0.72 508 679 
840 0.92 697 735 
960 0.87 709 791 
lOBO 0.92 808 856 
1200 0.87 809 906 
1500 0.82 851 1012 
1BOO 0.82 940 1121 
2400 0.87 1166 1315 
3000 0.B2 1214 1455 
3600 0.82 12B2 1537 
340 
Table G.30 




Initial Solute Activity, 0 Cf : 61166 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, V o. f . 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 250 C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, Sample Activity, 
sec m1 cpm cpm/ml 
360 0.82 394 455 
420 0.92 480 499 
480 0.97 552 547 
600 0.87 557 616 
720 0.92 658 693 
840 0.82 628 740 
960 0.87 719 802 
1090 0.97 826 829 
1210 0.92 868 922 
1590 0.82 887 1056 
1800 0.87 1005 1129 
2400 0.72 956 1302 
3000 0.97 1440 1460 
34] 
Table G.31 




Initial Solute Activity, C o. f · 60863 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, 0 Vf : 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25 0 C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, Sample Activity, 
sec ml cpm cpm/ml 
180 0.77 235 280 
240 0.87 318 342 
300 0.82 333 381 
360 0.87 389 423 
430 0.97 474 466 
480 0.82 433 503 
540 0.87 496 546 
600 0.82 486 568 
720 0.87 567 628 
840 0.92 653 687 
960 0.82 630 744 
1080 0.92 754 797 
1200 0.87 750 838 
1500 0.92 906 962 
1800 0.92 998 1062 
2400 0.82 1025 1225 
3000 0.97 1341 1358 
Table G.32 




Initial Solute Activity, cf o: 60863 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, Vf
o : 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec ml cpm 
180 0.97 293 
240 0.87 312 
300 0.77 314 
360 0.87 394 
420 0.97 473 
480 0.77 411 
600 0.92 544 
720 0.82 529 
840 0.82 590 
960 0.87 667 
1080 0.77 628 
1200 0.92 797 
1500 0.77 752 
1800 0.97 1055 
2400 0.82 1030 

























Initial Solute Activity, cf o: 597663 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, vf o: 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec ml cpm 
180 0.82 2300 
240 0.87 2927 
300 0.87 3316 
360 0.82 3449 
420 0.92 4211 
480 0.87 4359 
600 0.82 4631 
720 0.97 6045 
840 0.97 6620 
960 0.87 6424 
1080 0.82 6304 
1200 0.87 7191 
1500 0.82 7676 
1800 0.92 9412 
2400 0.92 10961 

























Initial Solute Activity, Cfo: 597663 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, Vfo: 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 250 C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec ml cpm 
180 0.92 2732 
240 0.82 2890 
300 0.82 3318 
360 0.82 3591 
420 0.92 4437 
480 0.82 4243 
600 0.82 4844 
720 0.87 5614 
840 0.77 5326 
960 0.92 6952 
1080 0.82 6579 
1200 0.82 6875 
1500 0.87 8153 
1800 0.87 9001 
2400 0.87 10647 

























Initial Solute Activity, Cf o: 612603 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, vf o: 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec ml cpm 
180 0.87 2057 
240 0.77 2403 
300 0.82 3054 
360 0.87 3708 
420 0.77 3715 
480 0.82 4257 
600 0.72 4392 
730 0.82 5732 
840 0.77 5782 
960 0.87 7129 
1080 0.77 6839 
1230 0.77 7421 
1510 0.92 10110 























Initial Solute Activity, Cfo: 612603 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, Vf
o : 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Coun t, 
sec ml cpm 
180 0.87 2035 
240 0.82 2429 
300 0.87 3115 
360 0.82 3396 
420 0.82 3731 
480 0.82 4088 
600 0.82 4874 
720 0.82 5458 
840 0.82 5979 
960 0.82 6452 
1090 0.77 6594 
1200 0.87 7962 
1500 0.92 9639 























Initial Solute Activity, Cf o: 605042 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, Vf o: 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec ml cpm 
180 0.92 2555 
240 0.97 3175 
300 0.82 2977 
360 0.92 3684 
420 0.82 3622 
480 0.87 4079 
600 0.82 4336 
720 0.77 4422 
840 0.87 5528 
960 0.77 5150 
1080 0.82 5932 
1210 0.87 6617 
1500 0.87 7342 
1800 0.82 7645 
2400 0.82 9275 
3000 0.87 10676 
3600 0.77 10265 
4200 0.82 11946 





























Initial Solute Activity, ° Cf : 605042 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, V 0. f . 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, Sample Activity, 
sec ml cpm cpm/ml 
180 0.72 2316 3197 
240 0.72 2639 3646 
310 0.82 3369 4079 
370 0.72 3252 4499 
420 0.72 3454 4780 
480 0.77 4009 5195 
600 0.72 4122 5711 
720 0.82 5142 6239 
840 0.82 5435 6595 
990 0.82 6104 7411 
1080 0.92 7066 7652 
1200 0.77 6205 8055 
1510 0.87 7850 8982 
1800 0.77 7643 9928 
2400 0.82 9438 11472 
3000 0.87 11185 12807 
3610 0.82 11464 13939 
4200 0.82 12333 14998 
4800 0.87 13928 15953 
Table G.39 




Initial Solute Activity, cf o: 605042 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, vf o: 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec m1 cpm 
180 0.87 2442 
240 0.77 2469 
300 0.77 2750 
360 0.82 3219 
420 0.82 3491 
480 0.77 3467 
600 0.72 3569 
720 0.82 4434 
840 0.77 4502 
970 0.82 5205 
1080 0.77 5111 
1200 0.82 5741 
1500 0.77 6032 
1800 0.77 6588 
2400 0.87 8596 
3000 0.77 8490 
3600 0.77 9331 
4200 0.77 10029 
4800 0.77 10760 
5400 0.82 12117 































Initial Solute Activity, 0 Cf : 605042 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, 0 Vf : 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25 0 C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, Sample Activity, 
sec ml cpm cpm/ml 
180 0.82 2642 3193 
260 0.77 2887 3735 
300 0.82 3305 4002 
360 0.77 3334 4317 
420 0.87 4071 4647 
490 0.72 3602 4986 
600 0.82 4528 5491 
720 0.92 5533 5987 
840 0.77 4967 6443 
960 0.77 5360 6955 
1090 0.87 6399 7317 
1200 0.67 5035 7539 
1500 0.82 7012 8516 
1800 0.82 7745 9409 
2400 0.82 8901 10817 
3000 0.82 9928 12068 
3600 0.87 11448 13109 
4200 0.77 10972 14264 
4810 0.82 12469 15163 
6000 0.87 14680 16816 
Table G.41 




Initial Solute Activity, Cf o: 605061 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, vf o: 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec ml cpm 
180 0.77 1888 
240 0.82 2308 
300 0.72 2224 
360 0.82 2796 
420 0.77 2821 
480 0.92 3610 
600 0.77 3395 
720 0.77 3726 
850 0.77 4011 
960 0.72 4000 
1080 0.72 4301 
1200 0.82 5094 
1500 0.77 5395 
1800 0.77 5926 
2400 0.72 6415 
3000 0.77 7684 
3630 0.77 8479 
4200 0.77 9222 
4860 0.77 9832 
5430 0.72 9728 






























Initial Solute Activity, cf o: 605061 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, vf o: 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec ml cpm 
180 0.72 1810 
240 0.77 2211 
300 0.77 2452 
360 0.72 2504 
420 0.77 2882 
480 0.82 3267 
600 0.77 3426 
720 0.72 2521 
840 0.82 4346 
960 0.72 4024 
1080 0.72 4282 
1200 0.77 4837 
1500 0.72 5031 
1800 0.67 5144 
2400 0.77 6870 
3000 0.77 7682 
3600 0.77 8481 
4230 0.77 9292 
4860 0.77 9775 
5400 0.77 10448 






























Initial Solute Activity, cf o: 25897 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, vf o: 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec ml cpm 
180 0.82 1078 
240 0.92 1205 
~OO 0.77 1028 
360 0.87 1167 
420 0.77 1053 
480 0.77 1044 
600 0.77 1076 
720 0.77 1086 
840 0.82 1173 
960 0.77 1118 
1080 0.72 1068 
1200 0.77 1141 
1500 0.77 1144 
1800 0.72 1113 
2430 0.77 1225 
3000 0.77 1258 
3600 0.87 1458 
4200 0.82 1411 
4800 0.72 1258 





























Initial Solute Activity, Cf o: 25897 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, Vf o: 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec ml cpm 
180 0.72 937 
240 0.72 953 
300 0.72 945 
360 0.72 974 
420 0.67 908 
480 0.82 1112 
600 0.77 1064 
720 0.72 1024 
840 0.77 1096 
960 0.77 1116 
1080 0.77 1116 
1380 0.82 1226 
1560 0.92 1371 
1800 0.87 1332 
2400 0.67 1065 
3000 0.92 1505 
3600 0.87 1444 
4210 0.77 1304 
4800 0.72 1252 
5410 0.82 1440 































Initial Solute Activity, 0 Cf : 585589 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, V o. f . 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25 0 C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, Sample Activity, 
sec ml cpm cpm/ml 
180 0.77 1173 1502 
250 0.82 1448 1740 
300 0.82 1558 1873 
360 0.82 1680 2022 
420 0.82 1803 2172 
480 0.82 1923 2318 
600 0.82 2118 2556 
720 0.82 2267 2737 
840 0.82 2465 2978 
990 0.77 2503 3234 
1080 0.82 2772 3352 
1200 0.82 2937 3553 
1500 0.82 3267 3955 
1800 0.82 3562 4314 
2100 0.82 3869 4688 
2400 0.82 4097 4966 
3000 0.82 4556 5525 
3600 0.82 5021 6091 
4200 0.82 5395 6547 
4800 0.82 5799 7039 
5400 0.82 6083 7385 
6000 0.82 6483 7872 
Table G.46 




Initial Solute Activity, Cf o: 585589 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, Vf o: 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec ml cpm 
180 0.82 1288 
240 0.82 1447 
300 0.82 1608 
360 0.82 1743 
420 0.82 1893 
480 0.82 1986 
600 0.82 2238 
720 0.82 2408 
840 0.82 2604 
990 0.82 2795 
1080 0.82 2904 
1210 0.82 3097 
1500 0.82 3439 
1800 0.82 3694 
2100 0.82 4032 
2400 0.82 4267 
3000 0.82 4775 
3600 0.82 5255 
4200 0.82 5653 
4800 0.82 6060 
5400 0.82 6413 































Initial Solute Activity, Cf o: 548660 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, vf o: 300 m1 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec m1 cpm 
180 0.82 851 
240 0.82 1010 
300 0.82 1141 
360 0.82 1259 
420 0.82 1366 
480 0.82 1482 
600 0.82 1679 
720 0.82 1881 
840 0.82 2053 
960 0.82 2200 
1080 0.82 2371 
1200 0.82 2498 
1380 0.77 2504 
1570 0.82 2935 
1800 0.77 2973 
2100 0.82 3414 
2400 0.82 3716 
3060 0.82 4164 
3600 0.82 4631 
4200 0.82 4941 
4800 0.82 5370 
5400 0.82 5647 
































Initial Solute Activity, cf o: 548660 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, vf o: 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec ml cpm 
210 0.82 795 
300 0.82 978 
360 0.82 1109 
420 0.82 1207 
480 0.82 1323 
600 0.82 1495 
720 0.82 1664 
840 0.82 1821 
960 0.82 1952 
1080 0.82 2080 
1200 0.82 2270 
1380 0.82 2473 
1560 0.82 2632 
1800 0.82 2865 
2130 0.82 3134 
2400 0.82 3378 
2700 0.82 3615 
3000 0.82 3803 
3660 0.82 4257 
4200 0.82 4634 
4800 0.82 4912 
5400 0.82 5197 
































° Initial Solute Activity, Cf : 763660 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, vf o: 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec m1 cpm 
180 0.82 1523 
240 0.82 1710 
300 0.82 1879 
360 0.82 2040 
420 0.82 2175 
480 0.82 2318 
600 0.77 2416 
720 0.82 2774 
840 0.82 2989 
960 0.82 3191 
1080 0.82 3336 
1200 0.82 3538 
1380 0.82 3781 
1560 0.82 3997 
1800 0.82 4250 
2100 0.82 4584 
2400 0.82 4890 
3000 0.82 5443 
3600 0.82 5913 
4200 0.82 6365 
4800 0.82 6843 
5400 0.82 7130 

































Initial Solute Activity, 0 Cf : 763660 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, 0 Vf : 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25 0 C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, Sample Activity, 
sec ml cpm cpm/ml 
1BO 0.B2 1344 1612 
240 0.B2 1521 1829 
300 0.82 1702 2048 
360 0.B2 IB59 2240 
420 0.B2 2007 2420 
480 0.B2 2125 2565 
610 0.B2 2365 2856 
720 0.B2 2564 3099 
B50 0.B2 2767 3347 
960 0.B2 2931 3546 
lOBO 0.82 3121 3777 
1200 0.82 3265 3952 
1390 0.B2 3581 4338 
1560 0.B2 3764 4560 
1BOO 0.82 4036 4892 
2100 0.B2 4373 5303 
2400 0.82 4691 5689 
3000 0.B2 5191 6298 
3600 0.82 571B 6940 
4200 0.82 6221 7553 
4BOO 0.B2 6672 8102 
5400 0.B2 7051 8564 
6000 0.B2 7453 9054 
361 
Table G.51 




Initial Solute Activity, 944206 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, Sample Activity, 
sec ml cpm cpm/ml 
180 0.82 1380 1656 
240 0.82 1623 1952 
300 0.82 1812 2183 
360 0.82 2013 2428 
420 0.82 2201 2657 
480 0.82 2380 2875 
600 0.82 2695 3259 
720 0.82 2970 3594 
840 0.82 3265 3953 
960 0.82 3504 4243 
1080 0.82 3755 4549 
1200 0.82 3988 4833 
1380 0.82 4295 5208 
1560 0.82 4639 5627 
1800 0.82 4943 5997 
2100 0.82 5445 6608 
2400 0.82 5833 7080 
3000 0.82 6530 7929 
3600 0.82 7226 8777 
4200 0.82 7845 9532 
4810 0.82 8371 10172 
5410 0.82 8933 10857 
6000 0.82 9290 11292 
Table G.52 




Initial Solute Activity, cf o: 944206 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, Vf o: 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec ml cpm 
180 0.82 1490 
240 0.82 1735 
300 0.82 1950 
360 0.82 2173 
420 0.82 2399 
480 0.82 2549 
600 0.82 2904 
720 0.82 3223 
840 0.82 3494 
960 0.82 3772 
1080 0.82 4038 
1200 0.82 4251 
1380 0.82 4628 
1560 0.82 4910 
1800 0.82 5338 
2100 0.82 5849 
2400 0.82 6252 
3000 0.82 7151 
3600 0.82 7844 
4200 0.82 8469 
4800 0.82 9131 
5400 0.77 9139 
































° Initial Solute Activity, Cf : 32100 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, vf o: 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec ml cpm 
180 0.87 1350 
240 0.82 1253 
300 0.82 1311 
360 0.82 1334 
420 0.82 1348 
490 0.82 1361 
600 0.77 1295 
720 0.87 1482 
840 0.82 1435 
960 0.82 1399 
1080 0.82 1466 
1200 0.82 1500 
1380 0.82 1502 
1560 0.82 1534 
1800 0.82 1527 
2100 0.82 1547 
2400 0.82 1581 



























Initial Solute Activity, cf o: 32100 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, Vf o: 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec m1 cpm 
180 0.82 1232 
240 0.82 1302 
300 0.82 1329 
360 0.82 1291 
420 0.82 1335 
480 0.82 1387 
600 0.82 1351 
720 0.82 1400 
840 0.82 1406 
960 0.82 1423 
1080 0.82 1464 
1200 0.82 1515 
1390 0.82 1499 
1560 0.82 1563 
1800 0.82 1602 
2100 0.82 1598 
2410 0.82 1682 




























Initial Solute Activity, C o. f . 31778 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, 0 Vf : 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 250 C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, Sample Activity, 
sec ml cpm cpm/ml 
180 0.82 1508 1812 
240 0.82 1587 1908 
300 0.82 1602 1927 
360 0.82 1630 1961 
420 0.77 1532 1969 
480 0.82 1640 1973 
600 0.82 1685 2028 
720 0.82 1646 1981 
850 0.82 1702 2049 
960 0.82 1751 2108 
1080 0.82 1746 2103 
1200 0.82 1795 2162 
1390 0.82 1755 2114 
1560 0.82 1820 2193 
1800 0.82 1884 2270 
2100 0.82 1904 2294 
2410 0.82 1942 2341 
3000 0.82 2013 2428 
Table G.56 




Initial Solute Activity, cf o: 31778 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, Vf o: 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec ml cpm 
190 0.82 1592 
240 0.82 1600 
300 0.82 1596 
360 0.82 1640 
420 0.82 1629 
480 0.82 1626 
600 0.82 1658 
720 0.82 1690 
840 0.82 1739 
960 0.82 1718 
1080 0.82 1721 
1200 0.82 1810 
1380 0.82 1761 
1560 0.82 1858 
1800 0.82 1883 
2100 0.82 1933 
2400 0.82 1883 



























Initial Solute Activity, 
Initial Solvent Volume, 
Diffusion Temperature: 
C o. f . 
V o. f . 
25 0 C 







































































Initial Solute Activity, Cf o: 19289 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, vf o: 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec ml cpm 
180 0.82 1769 
240 0.82 1774 
300 0.82 1790 
360 0.82 1856 
420 0.82 1796 
480 0.82 1888 
600 0.82 1818 
720 0.82 1833 
840 0.82 1862 
960 0.82 1863 
1080 0.82 1887 
1200 0.82 1893 
1380 0.82 1938 
1560 0.82 1989 
1800 0.82 1924 
2100 0.82 2014 
2400 0.82 2024 



























° Initial Solute Activity, Cf : 19289 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, Vf o: 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 2SoC 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Coun t , 
sec ml cpm 
180 0.82 1642 
240 0.82 1629 
300 0.82 1622 
360 0.82 1631 
420 0.82 1663 
480 0.82 1698 
600 0.82 1694 
720 0.82 1668 
840 0.82 1711 
960 0.82 1696 
1080 0.82 1686 
1200 0.82 1719 
1380 0.82 1751 
1560 0.82 1751 
1810 0.82 1777 
2100 0.82 1806 
2400 0.82 1829 



























Initial Solute Activity, cf o: 27013 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, Vf o: 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec m1 cpm 
180 0.82 470 
240 0.82 471 
300 0.82 472 
360 0.82 471 
420 0.82 480 
480 0.82 477 
600 0.82 484 
730 0.82 493 
840 0.82 502 
960 0.82 519 
1080 0.82 521 
1200 0.82 517 
1380 0.82 525 
1560 0.82 539 
1800 0.82 562 
2100 0.82 570 
2400 0.82 589 
3000 0.82 629 
3600 0.82 619 
4200 0.82 637 
4800 0.82 671 
5400 0.82 690 
































Initial Solute Activity, Cf O: 600013 cpm/ml 
Initial Solvent Volume, vf o: 300 ml 
Diffusion Temperature: 25°C 
Time, Sampled Volume, Sample Count, 
sec ml cpm 
180 0.82 26639 
240 0.82 27130 
300 0.82 26999 
360 0.82 27050 
420 0.82 27527 
480 0.82 28279 
600 0.82 29163 
720 0.77 27450 
840 0.82 29531 
960 0.82 29323 
1080 0.82 29081 
1200 0.82 30111 
1380 0.82 29794 
1560 0.82 30493 
1800 0.82 30440 
2100 0.82 32197 
2400 0.82 31821 
3000 0.82 33371 
3600 0.82 33628 
4200 0.82 33937 
4800 0.82 34886 
5400 0.82 36091 






























Sample calculations are presented to illustrate the Gainer-Metzner 
method of diffusion coefficient prediction and to document the method 
used to compute sample concentrations. 
H.1. Gainer-Metzner Example 
The n-decane-n-hexanol system has been chosen for example to 
emphasize the inherent weakness of the Gainer-Metzner correlation for 
systems of this type. 
System: Diffusion of n-decane into n-hexanol at 2SoC. 
Solute(A): n-decane 
Solvent(B): n-hexanol 
Solute hydrocarbon homologue: n-decane 
Solvent hydrocarbon homologue: n-heptane 
Density and viscosity data measured in this work are used in the 
calculations: 
~A = 0.8429 cp 
~B = 4.3391 cp 
P
A 
= 0.7263 glml 
P = 0.8163 g/ml 
B 
The geometric parameters as recommended by Gainer and Metzner are: 
~A = 4.8 
~B = 6.0 
Heats of vaporization for the hydrocarbon homologues are taken from 
Table E.24. Heats of vaporization not at the normal boiling point are 
extrapolated to this temperature by the method of Watson: 
[ ~ 0.38 T - T llH_ = llH c bp --bp 1 Tc - Tl 
ll~p(n-hePtane) = 7610 cal/g-mole 
ll~p(n-decane) = 8310 cal/g-mole 
llHbp(n-hexanol) = 14080 cal/g-mole 
Internal energies of vaporization may be calculated from the heats of 
vaporization (at diffusion temperature) by the following: 
llEvap = llH - R x T 
llEvap(n-hexanol) = 13490 cal/g-mole 
llEvap(n-decane) = 9960 cal/g-mole 
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Intermolecular spacing is calculated from density and molecular weight 
data and the Avogadro number: 
v=E. M 
For n-decane: 
r = AA 6.88 ~ 
For n-hexanol: 
r = [vBl1/3 = 5.92 g 
BB N~J 




The activation energies of viscosity are defined by Gainer and Metzner as: 
E = R TIn [ ~v2/3~~va:/2 3/21 ~ g (1.09 x 10 )M T J 
For n-decane: 
E = (1.987)(298)1 [ (0.8429)(195.9)2/3(9960) j ~ n -3 1/2 3/2 (1.09 x 10 )(142.28) (298) 
E = 2220 ca1/g-mo1e 
~ 
For n-hexano1: 
E~ = (1.987)(298)ln[ (4.3391)(125.2)2/3(13490) 
(1.09 x 10-3)(102.17)1/2(298)3/2 
E~ = 3190 ca1/g-mo1e 
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The hydrogen bonding component of the activation energy of viscosity is 
calculated from heat of vaporization data in the following manner: 
The hydrogen bonding component of the heat of vaporization is the 
difference between the heat of vaporization of the liquid in question 
and its hydrocarbon homologue: 
~H 
-H 
due to hydrogen 
bonding 




~H_H = 8310 - 8310 = 0 
For n-hexano1: 
Therefore: 
~H = 14080 - 7610 = 6470 ca1/g-mo1e 
-H 
o E~_H(n-decane) = 8310 (2220) 
= 0 
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E}.J_H(n-hexano1) 6470 = 14080 (3190) 
= 1500 ca1/g-mo1e 
The dispersion force contribution to the activation energy of viscosity 
is calculated as: 
E }.J-D = E - E }.J }.J-H 
For n-decane: 
E = 2220 - 0 l1-D 
= 2220 ca1/g-mole 
For n-hexanol: 
E = 3190 - 1500 l1-D 
= 1690 ca1/g-mole 
The difference between activation energies for viscosity and diffusion is: 
E - E = E /2 - (~A/~B) 11,B D,AB }.J,B 
E }.J,A-H 
2 
For the n-decane-n-hexano1 system then: 
E - E = 3190/2 - (4.8/6.0) }.J,B D,AB 
E }.J,B-H 
2 
o 5.92 1500 
2 6.40 2 
+ 
r6.8S1 12 2220 r?9~ 12 1690] 
[6.4~ 2 L6.4~ 2 
= 785 cal/g-mole 
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Note that the energy term associated with hydrogen bonding goes to zero 
in the above calculation. That this happens for systems containing a 
hydrogen bonding solvent and a non-hydrogen bonding solute is considered 
a major weakness of this method. 
The activation energy term can now be substituted into the diffusion 
equation: 
=[(1.38 x 10-16)(298)J[6.025 x 102~1/3 
~4.8)(4.3391 x 10-2)J[ 125.2 J 
x exp [(1.98~~~298)J 
= 1.255 x 10-5 cm2/sec 
This compares to the experimentally measured coefficient of 0.484 x 10-5 
2 
cm /sec. 
H.2. Sample Concentration 
The sample activity data as recorded on the Mark II scintillation 
counter required a limited processing before it could be used in the 
diffusivity determination. The analysis of the activity measurement 
for the binary solute-solvent solution of run 93 (the first n-decane-l-
C14-n-heptane diffusion run) will serve as an example of the data 
treatment applied to all tracer sample activity data. Additionally, 
the concentration of the solute species is determined. 
Sample specifications: 
Solute/Solvent = n-decane-l-C14/n-heptane 
Sample volume = 1.0202 m1 
Total sample count = 1 x 106 counts 
Sample count time = 1.64 minutes 
Sample count rate = 609755 counts per minute (computed by the 
Mark II counter) 
Specific sample activity: 
Specific activity = gross count rate - background rate 
sample volume 
where background count rate was found to average about 20 cpm (counts 
per minute). 
Therefore, 
Specific activity = (609755 - 20)/1.0202 
= 597662 cpm/ml 
It is this specific activity data that is used in the least-squares 
routines for diffusivity determination; see Appendix c. 
Solute concentration is calculated in the following manner. 
Machine efficiency: 
Packard C-14 reference standard rated count = 96300 cpm 
* Measured count of reference standard = 91055 cprn 
4 ffi i observed count x 100 C-l machine count e c ency = --------------
rated count 
91055 
= 96300 x 100 
= 94.6% 
Actual specific activity of sample: 
rate. 
Actual activity 597662 
= 0.946 
= 631778 cpm/ml 
*20 cpm background count rate subtracted from registered count 
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The molal specific activity of the tagged material (n-decane) was listed 
on the manufacturer's (Mallinckrodt Nuclear) product specifications. 
Molal specific activity = 2.21 millicurie/millimole or in terms of 
count rate: 
Molal specific activity = 2.21 millicurie x 2.22 x 109 cpm 
millimole millicurie 
= 4.91 x 109 cpm/millimole 
In other words, one millimole of the solute material (tagged plus 
9 
untagged) yields a theoretical count rate of 4.91 x 10 counts per 
minute. Solute concentration is readily computed from the above results. 
Solute concentration = actual activity 
molal specific activity 
= 
631778 cpm/ml 
9 4.91 x 10 cpm/m-mole 
= 1.29 x 10-4 millimole/ml 
-4 















= constant in Equation C.37. 
= effective mass transfer area per side of frit, 
cm2. 
= experimental constant in Equations C.34 and C.3S. 
= experimental constant defined in Equation C.29. 
= a constant in Equation E.18. 
= iterative correction term defined by Equation 
C.41. 
= solute concentration (activity) within the frit, 
g-mole/l (cpm/ml). 
= solute concentration (activity) in the solvent 
bath, g-mole/l (cpm/ml). 
= viscometer constant, centistokes/sec. 
= constants in Equations C.12 and C.26. 
= dimensionless solute concentration within the frit. 
= dimensionless solute concentration in the solvent 
bath. 
= iterative correction term defined by Equation 
C.40. 
molecular diffusivity, 2 = cm /sec. 
= overall effective diffusivity averaged with 
respect to time and distance, cm2/sec. 
= variable defined by Equation C.39. 
= variable defined by Equation C.38. 
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= activation energies of viscosity and diffusion, 
kcal/g-mole. 
= energy of vaporization, kcal/g-mole. 
f = ratio of the jump step activation free energy 
to the total activation free energy of diffusion. 
= activation free energies of viscosity and 
diffusion, kcal/g-mole. 
h = Planck's constant, 6.625 x 10-27 erg-sec. 
6H = enthalpy of vaporization, kcal/g-mole. 
6Hmix = partial molar enthalpy of mixing, kcal/g-mole. 
i = distance grid index. 
j = time grid index. 
k = Boltzmann constant, -16 /0 1.380 x 10 erg K. 
K = constant defined by Equation D.II. 
K 
H 
= constant in Equation E.20. 
~ = proportionality constant in Equation E.34. 
K 
M 
= constant in Equation E.39. 
K1, K2 
= solute-solvent parameters in Equations A.6 and 
E.49. 
= proportionality constant in Equation E.35. 
= constant in Equation D.26. 
= effective length of the diffusion path from the 
surface to the center of the frit, cm. 
M = molecular weight, gIg-mole. 
n = number of incremental distance divisions used 















= number of samples taken during the experimental 
run. 
= Avogadro's number, 6.025 x 1023 mole-I. 
= mole fraction of the (j)th component. 
= molar flux, moles/cm2-sec. 
= Laplace transform variable. 
= molecular radius as determined from the molar 
volume, R. 
= finite difference constant defined in Equation 
D.3. 
= Stokes-Einstein solute radius, R. 
o 
= gas constant 1.987 cal/g-mole- K. 
= volume rate of production, mOles/cm3-sec. 
= dimensionless finite difference constant defined 
in Equation D.26. 
= time, sec. 
= absolute temperature, oK. 
= dimensionless time. 
= local fluid velocity, cm/sec. 
3 
= volume of solvent in the solvent bath, em . 
= molar volume, cm3/g-mole. 
3 
= molar volume at zero fluidity, cm /g-mole. 
= effective void volume of frit, cm3 . 
= distance, cm. 
= Wilke-Chang association parameter. 
= dimensionless distance. 
























x, y, z 
= percent deviation between the predicted and 
experimental quantities with respect to the 
experimental quantity. 
= kinematic viscosity, centistokes. 
= distance between equilibrium positions for 
activated molecular flow, R. 
= intermolecular spacings in a liquid, R. 
= viscosity, cpo 
= liquid lattice parameter. 
= density, g/cm3• 
= solute species. 
= pure solute property. 
= solute-solvent mixture property. 
= solvent species. 
= pure solvent property. 
= normal boiling point. 
= critical property. 
= solute species where C 1: A. 
= dispersion force contribution. 
= hydrogen bonding contribution. 
= sample index. 
= component index. 
= mixture property. 
= water reference standard. 




H = hole formation step. 
J = jump step. 
0 = initial value. 
p = predicted property "P". 
p = initial estimate of property "P". 
p = averaged property "P". 
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